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FORWARD
This publication is a “living” document, which has been designed to serve as a tool for Council,
staff and any other person who wishes to use it in their dealings with Council. It is only one of
several reference guides to assist in conducting daily business with the Shire.
For operational purposes this document should be used in conjunction with the Management
Practices Guidebook and the Delegations Register. Users should be mindful in the fact that in
simple terms:
 Policy provides what can be done;
 Practices provide how to do it;
 Delegations provide who can do it.
It is important to note that Council’s adopted policies have been made to facilitate:
 Consistency and equity in decision making;
 Promptness in responding to customer needs; and
 Operational efficiency.

DEFINITIONS
POLICY:

“A course or principle of action”

Policies will generally only be developed if they will further the achievement of the Shire’s
strategic goals or contribute to the fulfilment of mandatory obligations. They are defined courses
of action that should be followed in particular circumstances and are intended to give guidance to
staff on what is permissible when dealing with certain matters. They guide the discretionary part
of Council’s decision making and form an essential step in the delegation of Council powers.
Policies are determined by Council and may be amended or waived according to
circumstances. This power is conveyed to Council in section 2.7(2)(b) of the Local Government
Act 1995.
All Policies shall be reviewed at least once every two (2) years.

MANAGEMENT PRACTICE:
“A series of actions
conducted in a certain order or manner to perform a task”
Management practices represent the strategies and actions by which a policy is to be
implemented and shall detail the steps and processes to be observed by staff.
Management Practices are a function of management and are subject to review at any time
according to circumstances, to ensure that policies are being implemented in a correct, efficient
and effective manner.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT

Council Policy

ASS 002: PRIVATE CONNECTIONS TO SHIRE DRAINAGE
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Asset Development
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0818-091

Policy:
Suitable engineering details of the proposed drainage connection shall be submitted for
consideration prior to any approval being issued by the Shire.
Water Sensitive Urban Design (USUD) and on-site retention of stormwater run-off is preferred by the
Manager Asset Development if the site conditions are appropriate in terms of both technical and
amenity considerations, and the retention of run-off will reduce the peak discharge of the downstream
drainage system.
Associated Procedure
Any approval for private connection to Shire Drainage shall be subject to the following conditions:
i)
ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

The Shire must be given forty-eight (48) hours notice by the applicant of the intention to
undertake works within the road reserve. Shire inspection is required.
The applicant shall be responsible for determining and obtaining the necessary permits, etc,
if required, to excavate near to or adjacent to any existing services. The applicant is
fully responsible for contacting relevant service authorities to determine the exact location
of services and will be responsible for any damage caused to services during the course of
construction.
During the course of the works the applicant/property owner shall ensure the works are
carried out by a suitably qualified tradesman, and shall be responsible for all aspects of the
works, including public safety. Traffic Management is to be in accordance with AS 1742.3
and MRWA Code of Practice for “Traffic Management for Works on Roads.”
All works required pursuant to the conditions of approval shall be designed and constructed,
at the applicant’s cost, in accordance with the requirements of Shire of Esperance and
Australian Rainfall and Runoff.
Certified engineering design plans by a registered professional engineer will be required to
be submitted for approval by the Manager Asset Development if requested by the Shire.
Alternatively, the applicant may request Council to carry out the design and/or construction
of the works subject to Shire resource availability. Work undertaken by the Shire of
Esperance shall be costed at Private Works rates.
All road verge areas, kerbing or footpaths/dual use paths affected by the works shall be
reinstated to the satisfaction of the Manager Asset Development following completion of the
drainage connection works. In the event of the work being considered unsatisfactory by
the Manager Asset Development, the Shire will reinstate at the applicant’s cost to Shire
standards. Such cost shall be at Private Works rates.
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vi)

vii)

viii)

The head works fee, to be paid by the applicant, for connection to existing Shire of
Esperance drainage shall be on the basis of the impervious area being added to the existing
drainage system in relation to the total catchment area. The headworks fee is to be as per
Council’s annual schedule of fees and charges.
Where downstream stormwater drainage will require upgrading as a direct result of a
proposed connection, the applicant will be responsible for a portion of the associated
augmentation costs as determined by the Shire. In determining such costs the Shire will
consider the anticipated stormwater runoff from the relevant fully developed catchment and
the proportion of runoff contributed to the system by the proposed connection. The Shire
reserves the right to refuse connection or stage augmentation works of downstream
drainage to accommodate a specific connection.
Contributions of actual works, in lieu of cash, may be acceptable subject to the discretion of
the Shire.
Where stormwater drainage systems deemed necessary to serve a development by the
Manager Asset Development do not exist, the applicant will be responsible for a proportion
of the design and construction costs of the required system to a nominated legal point of
discharge. The applicant’s contribution shall comprise the lesser of the following:
(a)

(b)

The relevant proportion of the cost to design and construct a suitable drainage system
for the fully developed catchment as determined in accordance with Shire of
Esperance drainage guidelines, Water Sensitive Urban Design (USUD) and current of
Australian Rainfall and Runoff and Australian Rainfall and Runoff. In determining such
costs Council will consider the anticipated design discharge from the fully developed
catchment and the proportion of runoff contributed by the proposed development; or
The cost of the design and construction of a suitable stormwater drainage system
from the proposed development to a legal point of discharge as nominated by
Council. The subject stormwater drainage system shall be constructed in accordance
with Council’s policy and Australian Rainfall and Runoff.

Council reserves the right to refuse connection or staged construction of the downstream drainage
to serve a proposed development. Contributions of actual works in lieu of cash may be acceptable
subject to the discretion of Council.
------------------------------------------------------- Policy Ends-----------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 005: PROPERTY OWNERS CONTRIBUTION TO UNDERGROUND POWER
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Asset Development
September 2007
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0818-091

Objective:
To define any contribution that would be required from property owners in the event of the Shire being
successful with a State Underground Power Program application.

Policy:
That the Shire use the following method when requiring adjacent property owners to contribute towards
Underground Power.
1. All property owners pay a pro rata amount based on road frontage, with connections costs being
the owner’s responsibility.
2. The proportion of the Shire owned land (road intersection, right of way, etc) be included in the
calculation of frontage.
3. Property owners are to contribute 50% of the total project cost, excluding the streetlight
component that is the Shire’s responsibility.
4. Project financing costs are to be accounted for in the total costs. This will be calculated by
working out how much the Shire’s borrowing costs will be over the period, and adding this to the
amount to be collected from property owners.
5. Property owners with switchgear or transformers located on their property (with the exception of
the Shire will receive a 20% discount on their contribution.
6. The Shire is to consider at the time of raising the service charge, whether property owners
should be charged in installments over a number of years. The average charge is to be utilised
in considering whether a service charge should be over more than one year.
7. Pensioners to be given a 50% rebate, if funding can be recovered by the Shire from the Office
of State Revenue (or other Government Instrumentality).
8. Undertake the collection of funds from ratepayers by way of a service charge levied under
Section 6.38(1) of the Local Government Act 1995.
9. Establish a Reserve fund under Section 6.11 of the Local Government Act 1995 as required by
Section 6.38(2), if funds received by way of service charges exceed the current year’s projected
expenditure.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 006: PERMANENT ROAD CLOSURES
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Management Asset Development
September 2007
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0818-091

Objective:
To allow the Shire consideration of applications from adjacent landowners to have a road reserve
closed.

Policy:
The Shire will consider, on representation from adjacent landowners, an approach to the relevant
authorities to have a road reserve closed.
Processing of such an application will be considered on the following basis:
•
•
•

•
•

That the closure is consistent with the road movement network detailed in the Shire’s Functional
Road Hierarchy.
That the road reserve is not required for reasons of planning, particularly in relation to future
land development and access.
That the road is clear of native vegetation. It is felt that road reserves containing vegetation
should be retained to preserve the bush which will protect not only the existing flora and fauna
within the reserve, but also the adjacent farming properties.
That the road reserve has potential for future native vegetation offsets/land swaps in pursuit of
natural resources.
That if a road is closed the land within the reserve will be annexed to adjacent holdings.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 007: PURCHASE AND PLACEMENT OF MEMORIAL SEATS
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Asset Management
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0818-091

Objective:
To facilitate the provision of additional public seating throughout the Shire whilst providing an
opportunity for the placement of memorials to deceased loved ones.

Policy:
Council aims to facilitate the provision of additional public seating throughout the Shire whilst providing
an opportunity for the placement of memorials to deceased loved ones.
Associated Procedure
1. Applications for the placement of memorial seats are to be in writing to the Director Asset
Management.
2. All memorial plaques will be to a standard size and be purchased through a Shire approved
bronze plaque foundry.
3. The applicant can request a location of the seat and every effort will be made to accommodate
this request however the final decision on the location of the seat will be made by the Director
Asset Management.
4. Personal items are not to be fixed to the memorial seat or placed at the base of the seat.
5. No ashes are to be placed in or near the seat.
6. Additional plaques may be approved on memorial seats subject to approval from the original
applicant or their immediate family.
The Shire of Esperance will allow the placement of memorial seats throughout the Shire subject to the
following:
1. The applicant meeting 50% of the cost of the purchase and installation of the seating which will
be to a standard approved by the Director Asset Management.
2. The applicant being responsible for the costs associated with the provision of a plaque on the
memorial seating.
3. The location of memorial seats will be approved by the Director Asset Management and
potential for public benefit will be a prime consideration in choosing suitable locations.
4. The Foreshore reserve from the headland to the skatepark will not be considered as a location
for a memorial seat.
5. The applicant will be responsible for the replacement of any damaged or stolen plaques.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 008: ROAD VERGE DEVELOPMENT
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Asset Development
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0818-091

Objective:
To ensure that street verges within the Shire of Esperance are developed to an appropriate and
consistent standard, with due regard to aesthetics and public safety.

Policy:
Background
Street verges are typically described as the area of land between a road edge and the adjacent property
boundary.
Policy
Street verge development may be undertaken by adjacent landowners in accordance with the relevant
conditions.
Conditions
1. A person shall not plant a garden on a street verge:
• such that it extends beyond the frontage of the adjoining/abutting property in respect of
which the approval is granted;
• such that it encroaches on the pavement of the carriageway or a constructed path;
• such that it encompasses earth mounding, rocks, retaining walls or built structures, i.e.
fountains, ponds; or
• to the exclusion of any public pedestrian access.
2. The owner or occupier of land abutting a street verge, in which a lawn or garden is to be
planted, shall make arrangements to determine the location of public utilities which may be
located within the road reserve, prior to installation and shall be liable for damage to any
utilities.

Permissible Treatments
The owner or occupier of land abutting onto a street verge may, on the street verge in front of such land,
install one of the following five treatments:
Treatment One – Lawn
Plant and maintain a lawn subject to:
1. The owner of land abutting a portion of a street verge in which a lawn is planted, ensuring that
any water pipe laid to that lawn:
• Is kept beneath the surface of the road reserve, at a depth of not more than 300mm no less
than 150mm and so that any fitting connected to a pipe does not project above the surface
of the lawn or garden.
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•
•
•
•

If connected to a public water supply, complies with the requirements of the Water
Corporation being the body constituted for, and having control of water in the district.
If connected to a private water supply, where passing under road, pavement, made
footpaths, or crossings, is of at least class 12 PVC piping.
Has approved valves, located within the private property where they are connected to the
water supply and is fitted so as to give complete control of the flow of water for that supply.
Irrigation sprinklers must be positioned to minimise water spraying on either pedestrian
pathways or vehicle carriageways and adjacent properties.

Treatment Two – Garden
Plant and maintain a garden subject to:
1. No part of the garden (plant, or other vegetation making up the garden) exceeding a height of
750mm (excluding street trees).
2. No plant or other vegetation making up the garden being of a thorny or poisonous nature or
otherwise creating a hazard.
3. Where there is no footpath, a 2.0m wide strip parallel and adjacent to the kerb being provided
and this area being sufficiently stable for pedestrian traffic and as approved by the Manager
Asset Development.
4. In the event that portion of the garden being lawn, that development complying with Treatment
One as described above.
5. The Shire encourages the residents to plant drought tolerant verge treatments
Treatment Three – Part Paved Areas
Portion of a street verge may be treated with an ‘acceptable material’ subject to:
1. The area of hard surface being limited to a maximum of 33% of the total area of the verge
(excluding any crossover).
2. Hard surface treatments being installed to accommodate vehicle loadings in compliance with the
Shire’s specifications for the construction of residential crossovers.
3. The remainder of the street verge being developed with lawn or garden.
4. In the event that lawn or garden is planted on the remaining portion of the road reserve, that
development complying with Treatment One and or Treatment Two described above.
Treatment Four – Complete Paved Area
The Shire at its discretion may approve the paving of an area which is greater than 33% of the total
verge (excluding existing crossovers) with an ‘acceptable material’ subject to:
1. A proven need
2. In the opinion of the Shire, not constituting a negative impact on the aesthetic value of the
existing streetscape.
3. An appropriate storm water drain disposing of excess water into an approved soak well system.
4. The construction of the drain and soak well being installed to specifications approved by the
Shire.
Treatment Five – Verge Stabilisation
The street verge may be stabilized with a 50mm thick permeable layer of gravel or scalps to stabilize
sandy surfaces. It is the owner’s responsibility to maintain the surface to a smooth uniform finish.
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Obligations of Owner or Occupier
An owner or occupier who installs or maintains an approved verge treatment shall:
1. Keep the approved verge treatment in a good and tidy condition and ensure, where the verge
treatment is a garden or lawn, that a footpath on the verge and a carriageway adjoining the
verge is not obstructed by the verge treatment.
2. Not place any obstruction on or around the verge treatment.
3. Not disturb a footpath on the verge.
Interpretation
This Policy is to be read in conjunction with the Shire of Esperance Activities in Thoroughfares and
Public Places and Trading Local Law 2016 and Shire Street Tree Policy.
The term ‘acceptable material’ includes brick paving, bitumen, concrete, compacted metal dust/scalps
and paving slabs. Materials not classified as acceptable include crushed brick rubble, limestone, pea
gravel or any other material deemed by Council to be unstable.
Implementation
1. Verge development in accordance with Treatments Two, Three and Four require written
approval of the Shire.
2. Applications for verge development in accordance Treatments Two, Three and Four are to
include a plan detailing the proposed verge development, including the portions of any proposed
garden beds, trees, shrubs and paved areas.
3. Applications must include details of any proposed plant species, noting that unsuitable species,
such as those of a thorny or poisonous nature will not be approved.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 010: MINERAL EXPLORATION WITHIN ROAD RESERVES
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Asset Development
September 2007
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0818-091

Objective:
To allow Shire consideration of applications from mining companies to undertake exploratory drilling on
road reserves.

Policy:
The Shire will consider application from mining companies to undertake exploratory drilling on road
reserves. Approval will generally be granted subject to conditions as outlined in the Associated
Procedure below.
Associated Procedure
The following are administration procedures relating to applications for Mineral Exploration within Road
Reserves:
1. The Shire is to be provided with a plan showing the sites of all proposed drilling operations prior
to commencement.
2. Exploration to proceed with minimal interference with flora and fauna contained within the area
under exploration. Any removal of native vegetation to be in accordance with the Environmental
Protection (Clearing of Native Vegetation) Regs 2004.
3. Drilling operation to cease during periods when harvesting in the district of the Shire of
Esperance is banned under the Bush Fires Act, 1954.
4. The Shire is to be provided with detail of any gravel reserves or potable water supplies which
may be discovered during the drilling operation.
5. The holder of the Exploration License must undertake drilling operations in such a manner so as
to:
• prevent the interaction of aquifers (this may require casing of drill holes); and
• avoid interference with aquifers tapped by private water supplies.
6. Traffic Management is to be in accordance with AS 1742.3 Manual of uniform traffic control
devices Part 2 Traffic control for works on roads” and MRWA Code of Practice for “Traffic
Management for Works on Roads” and is the responsibility of the applicant.
7. The licensee must, where necessary, rehabilitate exploration sites where native vegetation is
disturbed.
8. The licensee must indemnify the Shire against any claims for injury and property damage that
may be sustained by members of the public as a result of drilling operations.
9. All drill holes in the road reserve are to be maintained to ensure public and animal safety and
reinstated upon completion of the exploration project.
10. Any road surfaces disturbed during the operations to be reinstated to the satisfaction of the
Director of Asset Management. In the event of the work being considered unsatisfactory by the
Director of Asset Management the Shire will reinstate at the applicant’s cost to Council
standards. Such cost will include the Shire of Esperance Private Works On Cost.
----------------------------------------------------- Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 014: DELEGATED AUTHORITY TO APPROVE OFF-SITE SIGNAGE ON MAIN
ROADS
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Asset Development
September 2007
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0818-091

Objective:
To allow the Shire to consider applications for off-site signage, under delegation of authority on Main
Roads.

Policy:
The following principles are to be applied when using delegated authority relating to applications for offsite signage on main roads.
Delegated Authority Relating to Main Roads Sign Categories 2, 3 and 4.
The following principles will form the basis of the Shire’s consideration of applications for off-site
signage, under Delegation of Authority relating to Main Roads.
1. Commercial signage applications will be approved in private property only, and on condition
that:
• applicants obtain landowner consent;
• one signage application per landowner per highway;
• signage must relate to local businesses only, promoting business function and location;
• compliance with relevant Main Roads General Permission Criteria; and
• commercial signage will not be permitted in road reserves.
2. Farm signage of a directional, non-commercial nature will be permitted in road reserves in
compliance with relevant Main Roads General Permission Criteria. Wherever possible,
directional farm signage will be positioned adjacent to the farm property entrance.
3. All approved signage must be kept in a well maintained condition and remain relevant to the
advertised business name and activity, or farm locality.
4. Approved signage will be licensed for a five (5) year period, with common expiry date of 31
December.
5. To assist the Shire to comply with Main Roads General Permission Criteria Chapter 9.1.2
(Traffic Hazard Potential), private landowners are permitted one (1) commercial sign only per
lot/location.
6. Failure to comply with Statement of Principles or maintain Main Roads General Permission
Criteria will terminate the license and require removal of signage by owner.
Under these arrangements, approved commercial advertising is restricted to private property and
directional signage only may be permitted in road reserves.
The Chief Executive Officer is authorised to convey the requirements to existing off-site owners and
ensure compliance is maintained with Main Roads General Permission Criteria.
Council first accepted Mains Roads delegated authority for the management of Category 2 signs within
the Shire in 1997.
In 1998 Council accepted Main Roads delegated authority for the control and management of Category
3 and 4 type signage within the Shire.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends-----------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 016: GUIDELINES FOR SUBDIVISIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Asset Development
March 2010
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0818-091

Objective:
To provide a guide to assist the Shire and the development industry in managing the assessment and
approval processes relating to the installation of roads, drainage, footpaths, earthworks, streetscapes
and public open space in new subdivisions.

Policy:
Guidelines
The Shire will use the latest version of the “Local Government Guidelines for Subdivisional
Development” (Guidelines) document produced by the Institute of Public Works Engineers Australia
(WA Division Inc.) (IPWEA) as the basis for the assessing and the approving of installation of
infrastructure relevant to the Shire.
These Guidelines are intended to underlie and support subdivisional conditions applied by the Western
Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) pursuant to the Planning and Development Act 2005. The
Guidelines encompass current legislation and best practice minimum engineering standards. They are
intended to guide local government and the development industry through
engineering specification, construction and post construction subdivisional approval. IPWEA has
committed to update the guidelines on a biannual basis.
Road Standards for Areas other than Urban Development
It needs to be noted that the road standards included in the Guidelines are taken from the “Liveable
Neighbourhoods” document produced by the WAPC which was produced as an operational policy for
the design and assessment of urban subdivisions. Rural road construction standards will be in
accordance with the Service Levels as outlined in latest Regional Road Development Strategy produced
by Main Roads WA.
Bonding Outstanding Works
On occasions developers apply to lodge bonds in the form of cash payment for outstanding works so
that they can commence the process of obtaining titles for newly developed lots.
The Shire of Esperance will apply a non-refundable administration fee to handle the setting up of the
bond agreement and its implementation should the need arise. This fee will be set as part of the Shire’s
annual schedule of Fees and Charges from 2018/19 onwards.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 018: ON-FARM DRAINAGE
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Asset Operations
July 2009
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0818-091

Objective:
To ensure guidelines are in place for the placement of drainage infrastructure within Shire controlled
road reserves for the management of On-Farm Drainage.

Policy:
Where appropriate, Council may allow drainage infrastructure to be placed within the road reserve to
control and direct the disposal of on farm drainage from a rural property.
This policy will deal with the two main types of drainage being subsurface drainage and overland flow
drainage.
Subsurface Drainage
The following conditions need to be met for approval of drainage infrastructure within the road
reserve –
1.

All pipes are to be class 4 concrete pipes unless other wise agreed by the Director Asset
Management.

2.

Pipes are to be installed from property boundary to property boundary unless otherwise agreed
by the Director Asset Management.

3.

Pipes are to have a minimum of 300mm of compacted gravel as coverage.

4.

The minimum pipe size for drains over 1m deep will be 600mm.

5.

The minimum pipe size for drains less than 1m deep will be 450mm.

6.

End walls are to be installed on both ends of the pipe including concrete foot and toe walls.

7.

Overland flows should be excluded through the use of bunding or embankments on the
channels.

Overland Flow Drainage
The following conditions need to be met for approval of drainage infrastructure within the road
reserve:
1.

The applicant shall engage a suitable qualified engineer to provide all details including the
upstream catchment area, natural catchment characteristics, design discharge calculations and
the size and type of drainage structure required to cater for the catchment discharges based on
design storms as defined in Council’s Subdivisional Design requirements for Rural Subdivisions.

2.

Catchment information provided shall accurately define the contributing areas and include
contour information at a maximum of 1m intervals.
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Common
The following conditions are common to both the Subsurface and Overland Flow drainage
requirements for infrastructure within the road reserve:
1.

All appropriate permits and approvals need to be obtained by the applicant. The approvals must
be sited by shire staff prior to works commencing on site.

2.

The applicant must provide written approval from all downstream property owners within the
subject discharge area.

3.

All works within the road reserve are to be carried out by the shire or its nominated subcontractor and shall be charged at private works rates.

Applicants will be required to complete a Rural Drainage Management application form and address
all of the above requirements, dependent on the type of drainage discharge to be directed across the
road reserve, prior to approvals being issued.
Council reserves the right to pursue payment of compensation from any landowner for damage to
Council infrastructure caused by drainage operations that have occurred without adherence to this
policy or Council approved conditions.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 019: STREET TREE
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Asset Management
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0818-091

Objective:
This policy is designed to protect and preserve trees in streets. It provides rules to determine what
species can be planted, circumstances under which they can be removed or pruned, and their ongoing
management.

Scope:
This policy applies to residents, builders and developers.

Policy:
The Shire recognises the significance of street trees within the urban setting in terms of creating
functional and aesthetic streetscapes and has the responsibility of planning, establishment and
maintenance of all street trees in the town site.
In general, the Shire will plan for the retention of suitable trees within proposed road reservations and for
urban enhancement by the planting of selected trees. Specifically:
1. The Shire shall give consideration to the use or retention of street trees as part of any
streetscape in its planning process.
2. Naturally occurring trees, where appropriate, shall be retained within the streetscape.
3. Selection of new varieties shall be in accordance with landscape requirements, taking into
account local conditions.
Street Tree Planting
The Shire is responsible for the planting of all street trees; Specifically:
1. The Shire shall undertake tree planting on streets, as identified under its long term programme.
2. Subject to Shire approval Residents/occupants may be permitted to plant their own street tree in
accordance with the Shire specifications.
3. The following serve only as guidelines for all street tree plantings. Variations under exceptional
circumstances shall be at the discretion of the Director Asset Management.
• Plant at least three metres away from any public utility junction box, manhole, pole or aerial
feeder line.
• Plant in accordance with utility providers Code of Practice relating to the street tree
alignment.
• Generally plant trees on a spacing interval of one tree per property frontage with similar
spacing being maintained on large frontage lots.
• Plantings near road intersections and driveway crossover will be subject to pedestrian and
motorist safety assessment.
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Street Tree Watering
The Shire is responsible for the post planting care and maintenance of all street trees.
However, residents/occupants are encouraged to assist with street tree watering. Specifically:
1. Council shall undertake the watering of all new street trees, as and when required, until the
trees are established.
2. Street tree watering shall include all Council’s programmed plantings.
3. Residents/occupants shall be encouraged to water their street tree during the establishment
period.
4. Council shall adopt appropriate practices of post planting care to ensure the survival of all trees
planted.
Pruning of Street Trees under Power Lines
The Shire is responsible for the pruning of all street trees under power lines.
1. The Shire shall undertake the pruning of all street trees under powerlines on a programmed
basis.
2. Programmed street tree pruning shall include trees on the side of the street affected by
overhead powerlines as well as trees affected by electrical feeder lines to individual properties
on the opposite side of the street.
3. Programmed pruning shall not normally include trees on the opposite side of the street to
powerlines.
4. Programmed pruning is to be planned each year, on a needs basis.
5. Pruning will be undertaken in accordance with Australian Standard 4373 – Pruning Amenity
Trees
6. Programmed street tree pruning shall be to normally fulfil any of the following requirements:
• To clear the canopy from interference with overhead powerlines and other essential
services
• To remove overhanging branches considered hazardous to traffic, buildings or structures
• To under-prune low growing branches considered hazardous to traffic or pedestrians
• To form the shape of developing trees
• To re-define the framework of mature trees
• To rejuvenate vigour into unthrifty growth
• To reduce crown density or to redistribute growth to lateral branches
• To remove dead, dying, diseased or pest infested limbs and branches
Pruning of Street Tress not Affected by Powerlines
The Shire is responsible for the pruning of all street trees not affected by powerlines.
The Shire will investigate requests for pruning street tree not under power lines and respond in
accordance with adopted procedures. Specifically:
1. Under its programmed pruning schedule, the Shire shall crown thin, under prune, property line
prune and remedial prune selected street trees unaffected by power lines, this pruning will be
undertaken in the interests of:
• Public safety
• Reducing structural risk to the tree
• Removing growth abnormality or disease, from the tree.
2. Where residents/occupants contact the Shire with a request to prune a tree unaffected by power
lines, the following procedure is to be followed:
• The tree is physically inspected. An inspection report is to be completed, containing relevant
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statistical details.
All results and recommendations from these inspections and reports are to be considered
prior to any discussion and a final decision on action to be taken with the tree.
• In the event of a specific issue relating to pruning of significant trees, unaffected by power
lines not being adequately covered by this policy/procedure, the matter is to be referred to
Council for consideration and determination.
3. The following are not considered sufficient reasons for pruning trees:
• The tree obscures or may potentially obscure views (other than traffic / pedestrian sight
lines).
• The tree variety is a nuisance by way of leaf, fruit and bark shedding or the like.
• The tree shades private gardens, solar hot water systems or the like.
4. Ownership and maintenance of all street trees is the responsibility of the Shire; Residents are
not permitted to prune any street tree without prior approval.
•

Unauthorised Street Tree Planting
Street trees planted without the Shire’s approval are considered unauthorised plantings, but may be
retained subject to certain conditions being met. Specifically:
1. An unauthorised street tree planting shall constitute any one of the following:
• A tree planted without the authority of the Shire
• A tree planted of an inappropriate variety for verge planting or under powerlines
2. Where an unauthorised street tree planting is identified, the Shire shall determine whether the
planting can be retained if it conforms to the Shire’s Specifications
3. Where the planting is of a recent origin and the tree is of a conforming variety but on the wrong
alignment or spacing, the Shire shall appropriately relocate the tree after the resident/occupant
has been notified and providing the variety lends itself to transplanting.
4. All unauthorised street tree plantings that are retained will become the ownership of the Shire.
Street Tree Removal
The Shire recognises the significant contribution made by street trees to both the aesthetic and
environment aspects of existing streetscapes within the Shire. It also recognises that in some cases,
tree retention may not be desirable, feasible or reasonable, owing to condition, location or species of the
tree, its implications for development on an abutting site and/or the achievement of other Council
objectives. The Shire will not remove street trees except where retention is considered undesirable,
such as where: exceptional circumstances exist relating to public risk and safety; the tree species is not
an approved variety and is not acceptable to the Shire; or the tree preludes redevelopment of an
adjoining site, with no other reasonable alternative to removal.
The Shire is responsible for the removal of street trees. Unauthorised removal of any street tree is not
permitted. Owing to the hazardous nature of the task, residents/occupants will not be permitted to
remove any street trees themselves. All approved removals shall be undertaken by the Shire or it’s
nominated contractor.
Specifically:
1. The Council shall normally undertake the removal of trees (based on quotation from its
preferred contractor) under the following circumstances:
2. The tree is diseased and beyond remedial treatment, or dead; The tree has been assessed by
the Shire as structurally weak and dangerous, placing the public at risk;
3. The tree has been irreparably damaged by a storm;
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4. The tree is hazardous to motorists/pedestrians owing to interference in suitable sightlines
presented by the trees alignment or spacing;
5. The tree is affected by road widening, service modification/relocation or other infrastructure
works and all other options to retain the tree have been deemed by the Shire to be inappropriate
6. The tree is dangerously in contact with overhead powerlines or distributor wires to properties
and where, for reasons of growth habit pertaining to the variety, selective pruning is not practical
with the only option being severe lopping;
7. The tree impinges on the development potential of the abutting property(s) with no reasonable
design alternatives existing. A ‘reasonable design alternative’ may involve:
• Deletion of second/additional crossovers to development sites and the requirement for
shared access;
• The altering of development design to relocate crossovers out of the way of street trees;
• The tapering of driveways to a maximum of 1 in 5 to avoid the street tree.
8. Driveways/crossovers should be located a minimum of 1.0m away from a street tree depending
on tree type and location, sight lines and traffic safety, and the capacity to avoid future damage
to the crossover through the installation of root barriers.
9. Redesign to retain street trees involving the following will not normally be required of applicants:
• Access design not meeting the Shire’s traffic safety requirements;
• Changes affecting the number of dwellings the lot is capable of sustaining under the zoning;
• For developments involving 3 or fewer dwellings, the relocation of infrastructure/services
costing more than $5,000, or, in other circumstances, an unreasonable cost impost.
Redesign costs will not be taken into account as the R-Codes clearly require avoidance of
street trees as a routine requirement;
10. Significant conflict with another planning objective of the Shire. Where street tree removal is
approved as part of a development approval, this will be noted as advice on the approval. The
approval will also be conditioned to require the applicant to meet the cost of removal by the
Shire and the replacement of the tree(s) with a 45L (or as otherwise approved) tree of a species
acceptable to the Shire. The applicant will also be required to maintain (water) the new trees for
the first two summers.
11. Relevant planning approvals may include the following advice note: “The vehicular access
shown in this application has been assessed and determined based upon the location of street
trees as shown on the submitted plans. It is the responsibility of the applicant to ensure this
information is correct as any inaccuracy of the plans will not be considered justification
for removal of the trees in the event that their positions incorrectly shown. Removal of street
trees without written approval of the Council is an offence.”
12. The following are not considered sufficient reason for the removal of trees:
• The tree obscures or potentially obscures views (other than traffic/pedestrian sight lines);
• The tree variety is disliked;
• The tree variety is a nuisance by way of leaf, fruit and/or bark shedding or the like;
• The tree causes allergy and/or health problems;
• The tree is in the way of a non-essential crossover or verge paving option;
• The tree shades private gardens, solar hot water installations or the like.
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Definitions:
“Tree” is defined in the Shire’s Thoroughfares and Public Places Local Law as a woody perennial plant
generally having a single stem or trunk which will grow to a height of approximately 4 metres or more.
The definition of a “naturally occurring tree” has developed through the Shire’s Parks and Reserves’
practices to mean a remnant of a natural area (e.g. Bushland, wetland, and coastal dune) that was
originally intact but subsequently cleared for development as recreational parkland, residential lot, road
reserve etc.
Relevant Policies/Management Practices/Documents
Street Tree Management Plan (under development)
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 020: COMMERCIAL WILDFLOWER HARVESTING
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Parks & Reserves
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0818-091

Objective:
To maintain control of the number of commercial wildflower picking operations via licensing.

Policy:
The Council may approve applications from persons licensed as Commercial Wildflower Pickers by the
Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions to pick flora, or seeds of flora, from road and
crown reserves under the control and management of the Shire of Esperance.
Associated Procedure
Applications shall be considered on the following basis:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

The applicant shall hold a current Commercial Wildflower Pickers Licence issued by the
Department Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions.
The applicant shall submit a Commercial Wildflower Harvesting permit application form to the
Shire for consideration.
The applicant shall nominate the specific roads, portions of roads or reserves from which they
seek permission to pick from.
The applicant shall supply detail of the vehicle/s they will be using for picking activities.
All permit applications will be assessed by the Shire Environmental Officer to determine if the
nominated site/s are suitable and to ensure the proposed activities will not cause any long term
environmental impact.
The permit holder shall maintain records of the quantity of all varieties picked and provide an
annual report to the Shire.
The permit holder shall not clear any portion of a road or reserve to gain access to flora, only
existing access tracks may be used.
The permit holder shall comply with all conditions imposed by the Department Biodiversity,
Conservation and Attractions in accordance with their Commercial Pickers Licence, failure to
comply with these conditions may result in the Shire permit being revoked.
The permit holder shall comply with all traffic management requirements in accordance with AS
1742.3 and the relevant Main Roads WA Code of Practice whilst undertaking picking activities
within a road reserve.
The permit holder shall comply with any Dieback management practices imposed as part of the
permit conditions.
Permits will be issued on a standard form.
An annual fee as determined by Council or part thereof is payable.
Permits to have a common expiry date being 30th June.
Permits are not transferable.
.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 021: ASSET MANAGEMENT
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Asset Planning
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0818-091

Objective:
To set out Shire of Esperance’s approach to managing its assets in a sustainable manner which meets
the needs of the community, considering the balance between service levels and costs. This policy
directs how the integration of asset management and long term financial planning will deliver
sustainable management of assets for the provision of community services.

Policy:
Introduction
The Shire of Esperance’s physical infrastructure includes transport, buildings, open space, coastal,
airport, drainage, waste and fleet asset classes. The infrastructure is essential for delivering the
services provided by Council.
We are committed to:
• Delivering financial sustainability by making decisions that lead to a cost effective asset base,
by focussing on whole of life costs, asset renewal, rationalising under-utilised assets and
limiting asset expansion unless justified;
• Providing a level of service to the community that responds to community needs;
• Ensuring the services currently provided are available for future generations;
• Providing infrastructure in a condition that supports the services provided; and
• Identifying funding to support and maintain our infrastructure.
Council will set strategic priorities for Asset Management including timelines, responsibilities and
resources required for implementation, which will be detailed in Council’s Asset Management Strategy.
Definitions
In accordance with the "International Infrastructure Management Manual” an Infrastructure Asset is: ‘a
physical component of a facility which has value, enables services to be provided and has an
economic life of greater than 12 months. Dynamic assets have some moving parts, while passive
assets have none’.
Asset Management Framework
Asset Management underpins Council’s other strategic frameworks by ensuring that appropriate
infrastructure is developed and maintained enabling the delivery of programs, services and activities to
the community.
The structure of Asset Management within the Shire of Esperance works through association with
various plans and documents as represented in the following diagram. Where a plan or document
does not currently exist it shall be developed to comply with this policy.
Each document has a specific purpose and represents a different level of detail relevant to Asset
Management practices and processes within Council.
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Policy Commitment
Asset management and related financial planning will be a ‘whole of organisation’ function. To achieve
this Council will:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Conduct regular reviews of an Asset Management Strategy
Include the preparation and regular review of Asset Management Plans for all major asset classes
and using these plans to assist in determining the priorities for operational and maintenance
expenditure, together with renewal, upgrade and new works in the capital works program.
Complete financial valuations in accordance with Australian Accounting Standard Board standards
and Department of Local Government.
Review internal asset management skills, identify gaps between asset management capability and
needs, and implement training programs for both Councillors and Council personnel as required
Participate in and contribute to Regional and Industry Asset Management forums
Achieve financial sustainability over a period of time through:
• Adopting a funding strategy for asset operations, maintenance, renewal, upgrade and new
assets;
• Ensuring that the asset base is not increased (upgrade and new assets) without
considering the ability to fund future operations, maintenance and renewal;
• Increasing grant and other funding opportunities, particularly for renewal;
• Rationalising assets if appropriate. This would be subject to consultation with the
community and determining the impact of non-replacement;
• Improving its maintenance and renewal practices, including consideration of new
technological advances.

•

•

Maintain and renew existing assets in a manner which is fit and safe for the purpose for which they
have been provided, including prioritisation of forward programs to ensure optimised delivery of
available funding.
Develop Levels of Service that deliver community needs, ensuring appropriate community
consultation.
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•
•

Include regular condition survey of major asset classes to assist in prioritising renewal works.
Utilise corporate information systems to support the implementation of this policy and deliver core
asset management functions.

Key Outputs
Council will set strategic priorities for Asset Management development including timelines,
responsibilities and resources required for implementation, which will be detailed in Council’s Asset
Management Strategy.
•
•
•
•

An adopted Asset Management Strategy including timelines, responsibilities and resources
required for implementation;
Completed Asset Management Plans for all major asset classes;
Use of Asset Management Plans as a core input to development of Council’s Long Term Financial
Plan; and
Documented business processes for managing assets.

Responsibilities
The following key roles, positions and groups have defined asset management and financial planning
functions as follows.
Council
To act as stewards for infrastructure assets and to:
• Set corporate Asset Management Policy and vision;
• Approve Council’s Asset Management Plans and monitor their outcomes;
• Approve Council’s Long Term Financial Plan; and
• Provide appropriate resources for Asset Management activities.
Chief Executive and Executive Management Team:
To provide support for implementation of the asset management improvement program, as detailed
in the Asset Management Strategy.
Director Asset Management:
The Director Asset Management will provide leadership and direction to support the:
•
•
•

•
•

Development of Asset Management Plans for major asset classes, using principles of
lifecycle analysis;
Implementation of improvement plans for individual asset groups;
Implementation of maintenance programs, capital works programs, operational plans etc.
in accordance with Asset Management Plans, the Long Term Financial Plan and the
Annual Budget;
Reporting to the Council and Chief Executive with respect to ongoing infrastructure
performance, as measured against defined Levels of Service; and
Ensure community consultation occurs in development of policy and practices.

Director Corporate Resources:
The Director Corporate Recourses will provide leadership and direction to:
•
•
•
•

Work with the asset managers to align the asset management and financial management
practices within council;
Support the development of a Long Term Financial Plan that recognises asset
consumption;
Support the development of a Long Term Financial Plan that is linked to Service Strategies
and Asset Management Plans;
Provide guidance and direction to asset managers where asset management and financial
management requirements overlap e.g. financial valuations; and
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•

Structure the accounts and related business processes to recognise lifecycle costs and
support asset management practices.

Managers and Staff:
• To implement the corporate Asset Management Strategy with agreed resources;
• To develop and implement improvement plans for individual asset groups;
• To develop and implement maintenance, refurbishment and capital works programs in
accordance with Asset Management Plans and the Annual Budget;
• To deliver levels of service to agreed risk and cost standards; and
• To manage infrastructure assets in consideration of long term sustainability.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 022: ESPERANCE RURAL PUBLIC TOILET CLEANING
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Asset Planning
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0818-091

Objective:
To ensure that Council owned toilet facilities in rural areas are maintained to an acceptable standard.

Policy:
Council will be responsible for the cost of cleaning and maintenance of all Council owned toilet facilities
within the Shire of Esperance that are open to the public for at least 8 hours during the day. Council will
provide a set contribution to each relevant Community Development Association at the beginning of
each financial year. This contribution is to cover cleaning and product costs.
That Council, at its discretion, shall upon receiving application for funding, decide upon the amount
necessary to ensure public toilet facilities are maintained in a satisfactory manner.
All Council contributions are to be paid directly to the Community Development Associations and these
moneys are to be used by the associations for the betterment of the community.
Each group shall, at the end of each financial year provide an audit document detailing worked hours
and product allocation.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 023: CROSSOVER CONSTRUCTION
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

New
Manager Asset Development
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0818-091

Objective:
•
•

To ensure all crossovers within the Shire of Esperance are constructed to an acceptable
standard.
To ensure the Shire of Esperance obligation is fulfilled under, the Local Government Act 1995,
Schedule 9.1, Clause 7 and the Local Government (Uniform Local Provisions) Regulations
1996, Regulations 12, 13, 14 and 15.

Policy:
When a crossover is constructed within the Shire of Esperance, a permit is required detailing
construction standards, levels and permission to connect to a public thoroughfare prior to construction
starting. Upon completion of the compliant crossover the property owner will be reimbursed 50% of the
value of a standard crossover as defined by the Shire of Esperance if it is the first constructed crossover
to the property.
This policy is applicable to Residential, Industrial/Commercial Areas, Semi Rural and Rural properties.
Please refer to the Crossover Management Practice for specific implementation standards and details.
Objective
• To ensure crossovers are constructed with consideration to existing or proposed road
infrastructure including footpaths, roads and drainage in relation vertical and horizontal
alignment.
• Have a uniform and practical design along the street verge to provide a negotiable footpath to
the public and compatibility within the streetscape.
• Reduce drainage problems caused by silt contaminated runoff.
• Prevent traffic hazards by controlling the location of crossovers, particularly at intersections on
corner blocks.
• Improve access to properties.
• To ensure stormwater does not enter properties from the road
Permit Responsibility
Application for a crossover is the responsibility of the property owner. A person must not carry
out any work on road reserve unless a permit has been issued.
Securing a Permit
A crossover application is lodged by the property owner / owner’s representative. A permit is normally
issued within five (5) working days unless detailed design investigation is required. Processed permits
are mailed to the property owner however upon request can be emailed, faxed or obtained from the
Asset Management Department.
A permit is valid for 6 months and needs to be renewed if construction is not completed within that
period.
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Non Compliance
Crossovers, constructed without a permit or not in accordance with the Shire’s Crossover Specification
or not in accordance with the conditions stated on the permit, may be required to be removed and
replaced correctly at the expense of the owner.
The Shire contribution will not be paid for non-compliant crossovers or crossovers constructed prior to
the permit being issued.
Maintenance
Owners are responsible for all maintenance of a crossover between the edge of the carriageway and
their property boundary.
Strata Titled Properties
In the case of Strata‐titled properties, the Shire contribution referred to in this Policy shall apply only to
the parent lot and the refund will be payable to the body corporate.
A Shire contribution will only be paid for the first crossover to be constructed on the parent lot.
Council Contribution
Upon completion of the compliant crossover the property owner will be reimbursed 50% of the value of a
standard crossover category as defined by the Shire of Esperance if it is the first constructed crossover
to the property.
The square meter rate for each crossover category will be set in the Crossover Management Practice.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 024: GPS FLEET TRACKING
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Asset Planning
August 2016
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0816-047
O0818-091

Objective:
To allow for the installation and use of GPS tracking devices in any of Shire’s fleet, for the purpose of
operator safety, fleet management, and best practice utilisation.

Policy:
That Council authorise the installation and use of GPS tracking in any of Shire’s fleet in accordance with
the Shire’s GPS tracking Management Practice.
This policy is supported by management practice GPS Fleet Tracking Management Practice

Definitions:
GPS: Global Positioning System; a system that utilises satellite transmissions to determine the
geographical location in all weather conditions.
Tracking: The use of a GPS device to collect, interpret, and record data such as geographical location,
movements, speed, and/or vehicle/plant activity
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 025: INTERNAL DRONE (REMOTELY PILOTED AIRCRAFT) USE
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Director Asset Management
September 2017
August 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0917-228
O0818-091

Objective:
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that all legislated requirements for the use of Shire of Esperance
owned and/or managed drone technology, which is also referred to as ‘remotely piloted aircraft’ (RPA)
technology, is applied and adhered to by shire staff, as well as the management and use of data
collected by the RPA.

Policy:
Remote Piloted Aircraft will increase the efficiency of Shires corporate and operational activity across
the municipality. The below parameters are to be adhered to when operating a RPA for internal Shire
use.
1. The primary purposes of a Shire owned RPA is to collect data of Shire owned assets, collect data
relating to Asset Management projects and to collect data for Shire promotions and events. Any
application of the RPA outside of these purposes will require written authorisation from the CEO or
if relevant the private property owner. This will occur only where a clear benefit to Council or the
community can be demonstrated.
2. The operation of RPA is governed by the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) and determined by
the Civil Aviation Safety Regulations Part 101 (CASR101). All CASA regulations and guidelines are
to be adhered to at all times when piloting an RPA.
3. RPA flight paths should avoid transit over private property unless impractical.
4. Any and all data collected or recorded by the RPA, including geospatial data is owned by Council
and subject to the Privacy Act 1988, Surveillance Devices Act 1988 and Shire of Esperance Code
of Conduct. Recordings are subject to the legislated Information Privacy Principles that determine
the storage and retention of data.
5. Data is considered and managed by:
o
o
o

Collecting (or recording) only for a specific purpose in support of a Council function;
Reviewing to redact inadvertently collected personal data; and
Editing to dispose of data that is not required.

Definitions:
CASA
CASR
Drone
Shire
RPA

Civil Aviation Safety Australia
Civil Aviation Safety Regulations
‘Drone’, in a technological context, is an unmanned aircraft. This term is used
interchangeably with ‘remotely piloted aircraft’.
Shire of Esperance
‘Remotely piloted aircraft’ is the common term used to reference an unmanned
aircraft. This term is used interchangeably with ‘drone’.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

ASS 026: PUBLIC ART
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Director Asset Management
August 2018
August 2018

Version No

1

Res No
Res No

O0818-091
O0818-091

Objective:
To guide the delivery of public art projects that contribute to creating a sense of place, promote the
expression of local identity, and reflect on the shared values of the community.

Definitions:
Public Art means art work located on public land that contributes to the public realm and is situated so
as to be clearly visible to the general public.
Professional Artist refers to a person who is actively engaged in and conducts a professional artistic
practice, and has industry recognition for their work.
Public Space includes parks, foreshores, city squares, streets, indoor spaces of public buildings such as
entry foyers, and outdoor spaces of public buildings.

Policy:
The Shire acknowledges the important role played by public art in shaping and developing a sense of
community and identity. To fulfil these roles and to enable a culturally-enriched environment of publically
accessible visual art, the Shire actively engages with professional artists through the commissioning of
public art for the Shire of Esperance.
The Shire uses the following resources as a guide for public art work:
• Code of Practice by the National Association of Visual Arts; and
• Western Australian State Government Percent for Art Scheme Guidelines
Major Projects
The Shire will consider contributing up to one percent of the project budget for Public Art for all Major
Projects.
Renewal / Refurbishment Projects
The Shire will consider incorporating Public Art into Renewal / Refurbishment of assets in high profile
public spaces.
Donations and Gifts
The Shire will consider suitable donations and gifts of artworks intended for public display at the
discretion of Council subject to the following consideration:
• Artistic Merit;
• Public safety;
• Certification as required;
• Maintenance requirements;
• Suitability of the location; and
• Deaccession plan.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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CORPORATE RESOURCES

Council Policy

COR 002 : FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Financial Services
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0318-073

Objective:
1. To ensure that council officers work within set annual budget parameters.
2. To outline parameters for efficient and effective budget management in relation to interim
overdraft conditions which prevail in the early and closing parts of each financial year.
3. To enable Council to efficiently administer debt reduction.
4. To take a conservative approach to investments, but with a focus to adding value through
prudent investment of funds.
5. To achieve an adequate level of diversification to spread risk.
6. To achieve a high level of security by using recognised ratings criteria.
7. To have ready access to funds for day to day requirements without penalty.

Policy:
Budget Control
That all officers be instructed that where any account, for which they are liable to keep expenditure
within budget limits, becomes overspent or will evidently become overspent, the officer concerned halt
spending until a report is made to the Departmental Manager for appropriate action.
Budget Management
Owing to interim overdraft conditions which prevail in the early and closing parts of each financial year, it
is Council’s policy to:
1. defer procurement of new budgeted plant items until November each year.
2. discourage the programming of materially intensive works in the early and closing parts of
each financial year.
3. not to procure fixed assets within the last fiscal month of the year unless extenuating
circumstances exist.
Loan Funding
Council will consider loan funding that is prudent and within guidelines and ratios as identified by the
Department of Local Government. Loan funding will be guided by those loans that are proposed in the
Long Term Financial Plan. An exception to this is self supporting loans.

Investment of Funds
The purpose of this section is to ensure that:
1.
2.

Adherence to the requirements of Section 6.14 of the Local Government Act 1995, and the
Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996 Section 19 (as amended)
Council at all times has in place a current set of policies and delegations for its investment
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3.

officers.
Adherence to the guidelines and policies outlined in this document by all officers with
delegated authority to invest/control surplus funds.

Risk Profile
The Council and delegated investment officers have pecuniary responsibilities under Section 6.14 of the
Local Government Act and therefore risks must be kept to a minimum, particularly credit risk.
Council recognises its obligations under the “Prudent Person” rule by seeking to adhere to an
investment policy with a conservative bias. Council also seeks to add value to the investment portfolio
through product selection and diversification.
Risk Management Controls
Risk Management Controls include:
•
Delegated Authority to invest;
•
Documented investment procedures;
•
•
Management reporting (monthly investment reports).
Liquidity

Cash flow report to be monitored at least weekly to ensure cash funds are available to meet
commitments.
Maturity analysis report to be monitored at least monthly.
Any surplus cash not required for operating needs will be maintained in an interest earning account with
Council’s preferred banking service provider if not in a long term investment.

Delegated Authority to Invest
Officers authorised to make investment decisions and sign investment lodgements, withdrawals etc are:
•
•
•

Chief Executive Officer - full delegated authority
Director Corporate Resources – full delegated authority
Manager Financial Services – delegated authority to invest surplus non-operating cash and
named in Council’s Delegated Authority Register.

Authorised Investments & Institution
Investments may be made by authorised officers subject to the investment policies contained in this
document.
An authorised institution is defined in the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996
and means an authorised deposit-taking institution as defined in the Banking Act 1959 (Commonwealth)
section 5; or the Western Australian Treasury Corporation established by the Western Australian
Treasury Corporation Act 1986.
Investments are to be diversified adequately to reduce financial risk.
Management Reporting
Each month an investment report must be presented to the Chief Executive Officer. The report will
summarise:
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•
•
•
•
•

Liquidity levels (cash flow report);
Maturity profile;
Investment spread;
Returns versus benchmarking/budget; and
Any breaches of authority.

Prohibited Investments
This investment policy prohibits any investment in the following•
Deposits with an institution except an authorised institution;
•
Deposits for a fixed term of more than 3 years;
•
Investment in bonds that are not guaranteed by the Commonwealth Government, or a
State or Territory Government;
•
Investment in bonds with a maturity of more than 3 years;
•
Investment in foreign currency.
Review
An annual review of the Investment Guidelines and Rating Document must be conducted.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends ------------------------------------------------
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COR 003: MUSEUM PARK BUILDINGS LEASING ARRANGEMENTS
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Coordinator Corporate Support
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0318-073

Objective:
To promote the commercial use via a lease with Council of buildings within the area of the Museum
Park Period Village for local and regional arts & crafts, local produce & tourism retail outlets.

Policy:
In relation to development at the Museum Park Period Village the Council will promote the area for
arts, crafts and goods inspired and produced both locally and regionally, in an environment
encouraging the interests of tourism.
The Council, with the exception of any premises that may be used as a ‘food outlet’, adopt an
alternative leasing arrangement at Museum Park Period Village, with the following conditions to
apply:
•

The tenants be encouraged to establish an informal Management Group to:
o
o
o
o

Oversee the needs of Period Village tenants
Pursue marketing and promotional opportunities
Encourage local arts, crafts and other appropriate industries to become involved
Activities within the precinct

---------------------------------------------------------Policy Ends-----------------------------------------------------------
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COR 004: BUILDING AND PROPERTY LEASES
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Coordinator Corporate Support
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0318-073

Objective:
To determine a set of property classifications that can be applied to all Council’s property providing for
consistency in lease documentation and equity in terms and conditions within and between various
property classifications

Policy:
This policy recognises the variety and diversity of leases and that no one particular style of lease is
appropriate for all purposes; consequently a set of template lease documents have been developed in
consultation with McLeods Barristers and Solicitors to be used for each particular leasing requirement.
1.

Property Classifications
•

Property characteristics for each classification

All leased properties, and those that should have leases, have been classified using specific principles
as detailed within this policy.
(i)

Commercial Premises – Open Market
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial sites offered by tender or disposed by section 3.58 Local Government
Act 1995.
Market rental by valuation with individual rental as determined by Council.
All outgoings for these sites recouped or supplied direct to Lessee.
All maintenance, minor or major, and upgrading of premises to be at the lessee’s
expense.
Council approval required prior to any sub-letting of premises.

Examples of properties within this classification are:
Esperance Seafront Caravan Park
Mobile Food Van Sites (4)
Esperance Mini Golf
BP Australia
Car Hire Desks (4)
Airport Hangars (8)
(ii)

Esperance Lots 316 & 430, Res 26967
Esperance – Portion Lot 991, Res 27318
Portion of Res 28207
Part Lot 15, Esperance Airport
Gibson – Portion Lot 15, Esperance Airport
Gibson – Portion Lot 15, Esperance Airport

Commercial Premises – Community
•
•
•

•
•

All outgoings for these premises recouped or direct supply to lessee.
Rent determined by Council in conjunction with independent market rental valuation
(See below on Lease fees)
Disposal to be in accordance with section 3.58 Local Government Act 1995, noting
exemptions that apply via Regulation 30 of Local Government (Functions and
General) Regulations 1996.
Minor maintenance, operational expenses, cleaning etc are cost to Lessee.
Structural repairs, reconstruction/refurbishment to be detailed within lease or licence
document.
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•
•
•
•

Generally Council would have a building maintenance budget allocation for the
premises.
Council approval required prior to any sub-letting of the premises.
Council may charge rates on these properties.
Leases within Museum Village will be charged rates.

Examples of properties within this classification are:
Museum Park Village Building (11)
Caravan Park – Salmon Gums
(iii)

Esperance Lots 56,57,58,61,62, Res 2815
Res 27786

Specific Sports Facilities
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development of facilities by Shire or Club on Council land often with capital cost
shared between Shire, Department of Sport and Recreation and Club or any
combination of this mix of funding.
Exclusive use of the premises for a specific sport.
All maintenance, operational and cleaning expenses at the lessee cost.
All outgoings (consumable charges) are recouped or charged direct to the Club.
Major repairs, reconstruction/refurbishment to be detailed within lease or licence
document.
The provision of bar facilities should not be used to differentiate lease fees in this
classification.
Council approval required prior to any sub-letting of the premises.
Groups, Clubs and Organisations would be encouraged to submit applications via
the Community Grants Program when requesting Council’s financial assistance.

Examples of properties within this classification are:
Gun Club Caretakers Cottage
Equestrian Club
Esperance Speedway
Golf Club - Pink Lake
Golf Club - Salmon Gums
Gun Club, Salmon Gums
Netball Pavilion, Esperance
Pistol Club – Skrolys Park
Surf Lifesaving Club House
Tennis Club, Esperance
Esperance Bay Turf Club
Esperance Golf Club
(iv)

Fisheries Rd, Res 28099
Res 31708
Myrup Rd, Res 35037
Res 34829
Salmon Gums, R30223, R30224
Res 30224
Lot 310 Jane St
Skrolys Park
Res 41860
L310 Jane St
Lot 202 Fisheries Rd, Bandy Creek
Res 38227

Halls and Community Centres
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developed facilities with mostly Council funding assistance, grants or self supporting
loans for the capital costs.
Available for general community use and income retained for this casual hire to offset
minor expenses, i.e. the lease allows for casual hire.
Would be leased with clearly defined responsibilities between the Shire and “Lessee”
for minor maintenance, operational expenses and cleaning requirements.
Consumable outgoings/utility charges (not rates) recouped from “Lessee” or supplied
direct.
Major repair/reconstruction or refurbishment to be detailed within lease or licence
document.
Groups, Clubs or Organisations would be encouraged to submit applications via the
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Community Grants Program when requesting Council’s financial assistance.
Examples of properties within this classification are:
Community Hall – Beaumont
Community Hall – Cascade
Community Hall – Dalyup
Community Hall – Grass Patch
Community Hall – Salmon Gums
Community Hall – Condingup
(v)

Parmango Rd
L49 Mitten Watson Rd
Res 26309 South Coast H’way
Shepherd St
Res 30224 John & Moore Sts
L1 Sutcliffe St, Condingup

Community Services – Category 1
•
•
•
•

Exclusive use or special purpose community funded facilities with minimal Council
capital contribution, however located on Council controlled land.
Limited community use.
Maintenance and operational expenses to be at the lessee’s expense.
Groups, Clubs or Organisations would be encouraged to submit applications via the
Community Grants Program when requesting Council’s financial assistance.

Examples of properties within this classification are:
Agricultural Society Facilities
Cannery Arts Centre (Gallery Only)
Community Hall – Scouts
Sports House – EDRA
Hospital Hostel
Multi Sports Pavilion
Indoor Sports Stadium
Playgroup
(vi)

L 968 Black St
Norseman Road
L686 The Esplanade
L11 James St
L241 Hicks St
L865 Black St
L865 Black St
Esperance Lot 388, R31633 & Lot 389, R34556

Community Services – Category 2
•
•
•
•
•

Development of facilities mainly by Government funds on land controlled/vested to
Shire of Esperance.
Facilities are leased to and operated by government agency or community based
incorporated business.
Maintenance, operational, cleaning expenses etc are provided by the facility
operator/agency.
Outgoings, utility charges, rates etc are charged directly to operators.
Major repairs or refurbishment costs funded by operators.

Examples of properties within this classification are:
Old Playgroup
Recherche Aged Welfare Committee
Esperance Child Care Centre (Lingalonga)
Esperance Lotteries House
Telstra Corporation – Helms Drive
Telstra Corporation – Howick Hill
Telstra Corporation – Telecommunications
2.

Esperance Lot 369 & 370 Black Street
Esperance Lot 893, Eyre St
Esperance Town Lots 171 &172
Part Esperance Lot 3 Forrest St
Esperance Loc 2112, Res 45368
Lot 524, Res 47555
Part of Salmon Gums Lot 123

Lease Register

This policy requires the Chief Executive Officer to maintain a register of all Council property that is
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leased. Details included within the Register would be name of lessee, description of the leased
property, term of the lease, lease fee.
3.

Lease Preparation Fees

A Lease Preparation Fee shall be charged to all leases as set within the Annual Schedule of Fees &
Charges.
4.

Lease fees

In relation to establishing a guide for the calculation of lease fees the following shall be applied to the
particular property classifications as detailed within this policy, for example:
(i)

Commercial Premises – Open Market –As determined by Council after obtaining an
independent market rental valuation.
(ii) Commercial Premises – Community –As determined by Council after obtaining an
independent market rental valuation.
(iii) All other classifications would generally be $100 ex GST per annum for community
groups, clubs, not for profit organisations.

Museum Village Lease Fees
Lease fees for the Museum Village will be calculated on the average of the base commercial rental
(obtained from local real estate) for the town centre. This figure will be discounted by 20% to recognise
the condition and setback location of the village from Dempster Street. Increased rentals for existing
leaseholders to be phased in over 3 years from 2015.
5.

Lessee’s Maintenance Obligations (Internal and External) and Cleaning of Property

Each of the property classifications within this policy indicates the level of responsibility Council requires
of the Lessee in relation to maintenance and cleaning.
Maintenance obligations of each lessee will be specified in each lease document.
6.

Lessor (Shire) Maintenance Obligations

When maintenance is required to a property leased from the Shire, the Shire’s most current Building
Asset Register will determine the Shire’s maintenance and renewal responsibilities unless specified
otherwise in the lease document (except those rendered necessary by the negligence, act, default or
omission of the Lessee or any officer, member, employee, agent, contractor or invitee of the Lessee or
by the use or occupancy by any such person of the Premises).
Implementation
The implementation of the new standard lease documentation including maintenance and cleaning
schedules would be negotiated with individual groups, clubs or organizations and introduced on the
following timetable:
(i)
(ii)

when an existing lease expires and the lessee requests a lease renewal; and
when new leases are considered and approved by the Council.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends--------------------------------------------------------------------
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Document Status
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Objective:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To ensure compliance with all relevant legislation including the Local Government Act 1995
(Act) and the Local Government (Functions and General) Regulations 1996 (Regulations);
To ensure all purchasing activities are recorded in compliance with the State Records Act 2000
and internal record management practices of the Shire of Esperance (Shire);
To demonstrate that best value for money is attained for the Shire;
To mitigate probity risk, by establishing processes that promote openness, transparency, fairness
and equity to all potential suppliers;
To ensure that sustainable benefits such as environmental, social and local economic factors are
considered in the overall value for money assessment; and
To ensure all purchasing activities are conducted in a consistent and efficient manner
organisational-wide, and that ethical decision making is demonstrated.

Policy:
The Shire is committed to delivering best practice in procurement, aligned with the principles of
transparency, probity and good governance, and in compliance with all statutory requirements.
All purchasing activities undertaken at the Shire are to be in accordance with this Policy.
1. Ethics and Integrity
All officers and employees of the Shire undertaking purchasing activities must have regard for the
Code of Conduct and shall observe the highest standards of ethics and integrity. All officers and
employees of the Shire must act in an honest and professional manner at all times which supports
the standing of the Shire.
2. Value for Money
Value for money is an overarching principle governing procurement that allows the best possible
outcome to be achieved for the Shire. It is important to note that compliance with the specification
is more important than obtaining the lowest price, particularly taking into account user
requirements, quality standards, sustainability, life cycle costing and service benchmarks.
An assessment of the best value for money outcome for any purchasing should consider:
•

All relevant whole-of-life costs and benefits including transaction costs associated with
acquisition, delivery, distribution, as well as other costs such as, but not limited to, holding
costs, consumables, deployment, maintenance and disposal;

•

The technical merits of the goods or services being offered in terms of compliance with
specifications, contractual terms and conditions and any relevant methods of assuring
quality;

•

Financial viability and capacity to supply without risk of default (competency of the
prospective suppliers in terms of managerial and technical capabilities and compliance
history); and
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•

A strong element of competition in the allocation of orders or the awarding of contracts.
This is achieved by obtaining a sufficient number of competitive quotations wherever
practicable.

Where a higher priced conforming offer is recommended, there should be clear and demonstrable
benefits over and above the lowest total priced, conforming offer.
3. Local Purchasing
After having due regard to, but not limited to, the quality of the product, availability of after sales
service, supply date, freight costs and degree of urgency, the Shire officers are encouraged to
purchase locally.
4. Purchasing Value and Thresholds
Purchasing value is to be based on the following considerations:
•

Exclusive of Goods and Services Tax (GST); and

•

The actual or expected value of a contract over the full contract period, including all options
to extend; or the extent to which it could be reasonably expected that the Shire will
continue to purchase a particular category of goods, services or works and what total value
is or could be reasonably expected to be purchased. If a purchasing threshold is reached
within three years for a particular category of goods, services or works (including low value,
repetitive contracts), then the purchasing requirement under the relevant threshold
(including the tender threshold) must apply; and

•

Must incorporate any variation to the scope of the purchase and be limited to a 10%
tolerance of the original purchasing value.

The table below prescribes the procurement practices the Shire must adhere to, based on
purchasing value:
Purchasing Value

Procurement Practice

< $2,000

Direct purchase from suppliers requiring only one (1) verbal
quotation. The Officers’ professional discretion is required to
ensure best value is maintained.

$2,000 - $10,000

Direct purchase from suppliers requiring two (2) verbal
quotations. It is, however, recommended to use professional
discretion and occasionally undertake testing with a greater
number or more formal forms of quotation to ensure best
value is maintained. This purchasing method is suitable
where the purchase is relatively small and low risk. Record
keeping requirements must be maintained in accordance
with Shire policies and procedures.

$10,000 - $100,000

Obtain at least two (2) written quotations containing price
and a sufficient amount of information relating to the
specification of the goods or services being purchased.
Procurement decision to be based on all value for money
considerations. Record keeping requirements must be
maintained in accordance with Shire policies and
procedures.
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$100,000 - $150,000

> $150,000

Obtain at least three (3) written quotations containing price
and a sufficient amount of information relating to the
specification of the goods or services being purchased. For
this purchasing value range, the procurement decision
should not be based on price alone. It is strongly
recommended that consideration be given to qualitative
factors such as quality, stock availability, accreditation, time
for completion or delivery, warranty conditions, technology,
maintenance requirements, organisation’s capability,
previous relevant experience and any other relevant factors.
Conduct a public tender process.

Where it is considered beneficial, tenders may be called for contracts with an anticipated
purchasing value < $150,000. In this is the preferred option, a public tender process shall be
undertaken in accordance with Part 4, Division 2 of the Regulations.
5. Tender Evaluation
An evaluation panel shall be established prior to a public tender process and include a mix of skills
and experience relevant to the nature of the procurement. For contracts with an anticipated
purchasing value of:
•

$10,000 - $150,000 - the panel must contain a minimum of two (2) members; or

•

> $150,000 - the panel must contain a minimum of three (3) members.

6. Panels of Pre-Qualified Suppliers
In accordance with regulation 24AC of the Regulations, a local government may select to establish
a panel of pre-qualified suppliers (Panel) when:
• it has a written policy that makes provision in respect of the matters set out in subregulation 24AC (2) of the Regulations (this Policy); and
• the local government is satisfied that there is, or will be, a continuing need for the particular
goods or services to be supplied by pre-qualified suppliers.
a. Objective
The Shire will consider establishing a Panel for purchasing activity when most of the following
factors apply:
• it determines that a range of similar goods and services are required to be purchased on a
continuing and regular basis;
• there are numerous potential suppliers in the local and regional procurement-related
market sector(s) that offer ‘value for money’;
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• the purchasing activity under the intended Panel is considered to be of a low to medium
risk;
• the Panel will streamline and improve procurement processes; and
• it has the capability to establish, manage the risks and achieve the benefits expected of the
proposed Panel.
b. Panel Establishment
Should the Shire determine it is advantageous to establish a Panel, it must do so in accordance
with Part 4, Division 3 of the Regulations and its internal procurement procedures.
A Panel may be established for one supply requirement, or a number of similar supply
requirements under defined categories within the Panel.
Where a Panel is to be established, the Shire will endeavour to appoint at least three (3)
suppliers to the Panel, or to each category within the Panel, on the basis of best ‘value for
money’.
c.

Panel Purpose
The Shire will generally establish a Panel for one of two purposes, being:
Support Panel

To deliver its agreed level of service to the community, the Shire
often requires additional labour and/or plant to support the efficient
operation of its permanent workforce. The establishment of a
Support Panel allows the Shire to sub-contract its additional
operational requirements on an as-needed basis, at an hourly
rated fixed for the term of the Panel. A Support Panel may include
categories such as road grading, tree lopping, minor building
maintenance, or similar.

Professional Panel

The Shire may select to establish a Professional Panel to assist in
the time critical delivery of its annual capital works program or a
series of priority projects with similar outputs. Establishment of a
Panel in this instance negates the requirement for tenders to be
publicly invited (r. 11(k) of the Regulations), and eliminates the
associated time and cost implications of such. A Professional
Panel may include such categories as building design and drafting,
engineering services, or similar.

d. Purchasing from a Panel
The applicable process for purchasing from a Panel will be determined by its purpose defined
in 6.c., above, and is as follows:
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Purchasing from a Support Panel

Quotation
Process

Each pre-qualified supplier appointed to the Panel (Supplier) provided a
schedule of rates (Schedule) accepted by the Shire as part of their
appointment to the Panel. This Schedule will be fixed for the term of the
Panel, and will ensure that each Supplier has been afforded an identical
opportunity to quote for the supply requirements.

Purchasing
Process

The Shire may award any quantity of work to any Supplier on the basis of
their Schedule. All purchases will be undertaken via the provision of
Recipient Created Tax Invoice (RCTI) pursuant to each Supplier RCTI
Agreement executed during establishment of the Panel.

Purchasing from a Professional Panel

Quotation
Process

Each Supplier will be invited to quote for each item of work available under
the Panel, and afforded a minimum response period of seven (7) calendar
days. In every instance, all responses received will be assessed against
pre-determined evaluation criteria to determine the best value for money
response.

Purchasing
Process

A contract may be awarded under the Panel to a Supplier(s) whose
response best demonstrates value for money. A purchase order will be
issued as evidence of such contract.

e. Distributing Work Amongst a Support Panel
In considering the distribution of work amongst a Support Panel, the Shire will take into account
the Supplier’s:
• Accepted Schedule;
• Performance during the term of the Panel;
• Equipment, plant, or capability relative to the particular item of work;
• Response time and/or availability; and
• Vicinity to the work location.

f.

Panel Communication Agreement
To ensure clear, consistent, and regular communication between all parties to a Panel, the
Shire agrees to:
• Utilise its eProcurement portal for all Panel initiation processes; and
• Allocate each Panel a dedicated contact person for the term of the Panel.

g. Panel Record Keeping
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All documentation and communication relating to the establishment of, and subsequent
procurement from a Panel shall be processed through the Shire’s eProcurement portal, or its
internal record management system (TRIM), as appropriate, to ensure an identifiable audit trail
exists. This will include such items as the initial request for applications, all invitations to quote,
clarification correspondence, responses received, and all procurement documentation
(purchase orders, RCTIs, etc.). In addition, all eProcurement files will be duplicated in TRIM
within 30 days of creation.
7. Authorising Officer
An Authorising Officer is a Shire employee who is authorised to incur expenditure and claims for
payment, within a set monetary limit.
8. Purchase Orders
The Shire requires purchase orders to be raised and issued prior to the goods or services being
supplied. The Authorising Officer will ensure expenditure incurred is within their set monetary limit.
9. Fleet Fuel Cards
All appropriate fleet vehicles will be issued with a fleet fuel card for fuel purchases only. If a fleet
vehicle is allocated to a Shire officer, that officer is responsible for the security and appropriate use
of the fleet fuel card. The fleet fuel card is only to be used for the fleet vehicle to which it is issued.
10. Corporate Credit Cards
Selected Shire officers have use of a corporate credit card, provided from the Shire’s current banking
provider. Use of this corporate credit card is strictly for authorised duties associated with the Shire
and may not be used for personal expenses in any circumstances.
Limits placed on the Corporate Credit Cards will be as follows:
Position
Chief Executive Officer

Monthly Limit
$ 10,000.00

Director Corporate Resources

$ 7,000.00

Community Emergency Services Coordinator

$ 4,000.00

Director External Services

$ 5,000.00

Director Asset Management

$ 5,000.00

Home Care Coordinator

$ 2,000.00

Executive Assistant

$ 7,000.00

Manager Community Support

$ 2,000.00

Manager Strategic Planning and Land Projects

$ 4,000.00

Manager Community and Economic Development

$ 4,000.00
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Each corporate credit card holder is responsible at all times for:
• the security of the card; and
• providing documentary evidence of all purchases (tax invoices) and attaching these to the
monthly statement along with appropriate account cost coding.
At the end of each month, each credit card statement is authorised by:
• In the case of the Chief Executive Officer, the Shire President;
• In the case of Directors, the CEO;
• In the case of other officers, the supervising Director.
All purchases using a corporate credit card shall be included in the monthly list of accounts paid by
delegated authority that is presented to Council.
11. Records Management
All activities associated with procurement at the Shire must be recorded and retained. For a public
tender process this includes:
• tender documentation;
• internal documentation;
• evaluation documentation;
• enquiry and response documentation; and
• notification and award documentation.
For a direct purchasing process this includes:
• quotation documentation;
• internal documentation; and
• order forms and requisitions.
Record retention shall be in accordance with the minimum requirements of the State Records
Act 2000, and the Shire’s internal records management policy.
12. Breach of Procurement Policy
Officers found to have breached this Policy may, at the discretion of the Chief Executive Officer:
• have their purchasing rights revoked;
• be subject to disciplinary action, including possible termination without notice; and
• be required to reimburse the Shire for the amount of the unauthorised expenditure.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends-----------------------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
1. To ensure that the Shire meets the statutory requirements of the State Records Act 2000 and
associated legislation.
2. To provide record keeping principles and processes that identify, capture and protect the Shire’s
corporate records of continuing value for legal, financial, administrative, accountability and
historical purposes.

Policy:
Introduction
Corporate records provide fundamental evidence of the decisions and actions undertaken by the Shire
whilst also serving as a tool for planning for the future. It is for these reasons that legislation exists to
ensure that records are properly maintained and preserved for future generations. The Shire is required
to capture corporate records in accordance with the following legislation;
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

State Records Act 2000;
Evidence Act 1906;
Acts Amendment (Evidence) Act 2000;
Freedom of Information Act 1992; and
Local Government Act 1995 – Section 5.41(h).

Records are recognised as an important information resource for the Shire of Esperance, and it is
accepted that sound record management practices will contribute to the overall efficiency and
effectiveness of the Shire.
The Shire’s corporate records are to be managed in accordance with the Shire’s Record Keeping Plan.
All elected members, officers and contractors are responsible for maintaining complete, accurate and
reliable records as evidence of the actions, decisions and transactions they make or undertake whilst
performing their duties on behalf of the Shire.
Definitions
Corporate Record: see Government Record
Council: in this document means the Local Government Office and the Council of the Shire of
Esperance.
Ephemeral Records: duplicated records and/or those that have only short-term value to the Shire of
Esperance, with little or no on-going administrative, fiscal, legal, evidential or historic value. They may
include insignificant drafts and rough notes, records or routine enquiries.
Officers and contractors may dispose of such ephemeral records when reference to them ceases (in
accordance with the General Disposal Authority for Local Government Records).
General Disposal Authority (GDA): is a list of mandatory minimum retention periods for different
classes of corporate records which has been approved by the State Records Commission. This
document identifies the minimum periods of time different classes of electronic and/or hardcopy records
must be kept (retention periods) before they may be legally disposed or permanently archived.
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Government organisation employee means:
•
•
•

a person who, whether or not an employee, alone or with others governs, controls or manages a
government organisation;
a person who, under the Public Sector Management Act 1994, is a public service officer of a
government organisation; or
a person who is engaged by a government organisation, whether under a contract for services
or otherwise,

and includes, in the case of a government organisation referred to in item 5 or 6 of Schedule 1, a
ministerial officer, (as defined in the Public Sector Management Act 1994) assisting the organisation,
(State Records Act 2000).
Government Record: is a record created or received by or for a government organisation or a
government organisation employee or contractor in the course of the work for the organization (State
Records Act 2000);
Local Government Office: the civic and administration office of the Shire of Esperance;
Records: information recorded in any form created or received and maintained by an organisation in the
transaction of business and kept as evidence of such activity.
State Archive: is a State record that is to be retained permanently. (State Records Act 2000)
Vital Record: record that is essential for the ongoing business of an agency, and without which the
agency could not continue to function effectively. The identification and protection of such records is a
primary objective of records management and disaster planning.
Roles and Responsibilities
•

Chief Executive Officer: The Chief Executive Officer is to ensure that an organisational system
for the capture and management of corporate records is maintained by the Shire which is
compliant with current legislative requirements and best practice standards.

•

Managers: All Managers are to ensure record keeping policy and procedures are known and
adhered to in their area of responsibility.

•

All Staff: All staff (including contractors) are required to create, collect and retain records relating
to the business activities they perform on behalf of the Shire. These records shall be handled in
a manner appropriate with the Shire’s record keeping requirements and captured into the Shires
Record Keeping Systems.

•

Elected Members: Elected members are required as representatives of the Shire of Esperance
to capture or create records of any significant activities, interactions and advice they provide to,
or receive from, the community and forward these records onto the Shire.

Capture and Control of Records
All elected members, staff and contractors will capture or create full and accurate records, in required
formats, of the business decisions, actions and transactions they make or undertake on behalf of the
Shire. Records created and received in the course of Shire business are to be captured with required
metadata, into the Shire’s recordkeeping systems, and managed in accordance with sound
recordkeeping principles.
Contractors shall be required to forward onto the Shire any records they create or receive which are of
significant relevance to the contract or service they are providing on behalf of the Shire. These records
shall be forwarded on completion of the contract or service or at the request of the Shire’s contract
representative.
Elected members are required to forward on to the Shire records they create or receive which document
significant discussions, actions or advice provided as representatives of the Shire. This includes written
and verbal communications such as work diaries, presentations, speeches, emails, community
submissions, complaints and requests relating to Shire matters. Hardcopy records should be forwarded
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on a monthly basis to the Shire via the CEO’s Executive Assistant in packets provided, and electronic
records forwarded as received or created to shire@esperance.wa.gov.au
Appraisal & Retention of Records
Where permitted, all records held by the Shire of Esperance will be retained and disposed of in
accordance with the General Disposal Authority for Local Government Records, produced by the State
Records Office of WA, following authorisation from the Chief Executive Officer.
Records are assessed and categorised according to their functional classification as they are captured
into the Shire’s records management system.
Security & Access to Records
All records held by the Shire of Esperance shall be stored in electronic and/or hardcopy formats in
accordance with legislative requirements and protected from violation, unauthorised access or
destruction.
Access to Shire of Esperance records will be controlled in accordance with the level of security and
classification of the record, regardless of format (electronic or hardcopy).
Access to the Shire of Esperance’s records by the general public will be in accordance with the
Freedom of Information Act 1992 and Shire of Esperance’s Freedom of Information Statement.
Access to the Shire of Esperance’s records by elected members will be via the Chief Executive Officer
in accordance with the Local Government Act 1995.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends ------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

COR 010 : CUSTOMER AND COMPLAINTS HANDLING
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Coordinator Corporate Support
August 2018

Version No

3

Res No
Res No

O0818-091

Objective:
The policy sets the guidelines with regard to handling customer complaints and behavioural incidents
ensuring that the Shire of Esperance:
1. Recognises, promotes and protects the customer’s right to comment on their dealings with the
Shire of Esperance;
2. Provides for natural justice and procedural fairness to ensure that the Shire officer is able to
respond to any complaint and is not subject to unfair, unfounded or inappropriate allegations;
3. Provides an efficient, fair and accessible framework for resolving customer complaints;
4. Sets standard for dealing with customer complaints;
5. Increases the level of satisfaction among customers through the delivery of effective and
consistent services;
6. Enhances the Shire’s image and reputation, particularly its reputation for customer service
7. Identifies unacceptable customer behaviour; and
8. Determines actions that will be taken if a customer’s behaviour is deemed to be unacceptable.

Policy:
Definitions
A complaint is a grievance against a process or the quality of service that a customer receives when
dealing with the Shire (ie. poor customer service, inappropriate staff behaviour etc), as distinct from a
service request, which is a request for the Shire to undertake certain works or rectify a particular
problem (ie. notification of a pot hole in road, dangerous tree branches; stray dogs/livestock etc).
Service requests are lodged through the Customer Request Management (CRM) system and directed
to the relevant department for action as soon as they are received.
A complaint can be received either:
•
in writing;
•
in person;
•
by telephone; or
•
by email.
All complaints must be documented on the Customer Feedback Form for record keeping purposes.
Anonymous and vexatious complaints cannot be investigated as it is not possible to undertake due
process to ensure procedural fairness.
Customer behaviour that is deemed to be unacceptable includes aggressive or abusive behaviour and
unreasonable demands and/or levels of contact.
Aggressive or abusive behaviours are those that are hostile and violate other’s rights, including verbal,
physical and written abuse.
Demands or levels of contact are deemed to be unreasonable when the matter begins to impact
excessively on the work of staff and Councillors or the time dealing with the complaint impacts on
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service levels provided to other customers.
Commitment
1.
2.
3.

All complaints and behavioural incidents will be handled quickly, fairly, effectively and
courteously and in a manner which ensures natural justice and due process.
Responses should always be in positive terms and never retaliatory.
The rights of complainants and persons accused of unacceptable behaviour are protected as
are those of staff who receive a complaint, or who may be subject of a complaint or subject
to unacceptable behaviour.

Record Keeping
1.
2.
3.

The standard Customer Feedback Form will be used throughout the Shire of Esperance to
record all Customer complaints.
As soon as a complaint is received or an incident occurs, a copy of the complaint or incident
details must be forwarded to the relevant Manager who will monitor the process.
The physical record of all complaints, incidents and supporting documentation will be
recorded in the Shire’s Records Management System to allow for accountability and audit.

Responsibility
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

All staff are charged with the responsibility of dealing with customer complaints and
behavioural incidents in a courteous manner and to provide customers with information on
the Shire of Esperance’s complaint handling policy.
Staff have a responsibility to record all customer complaints and incidents in compliance with
this policy.
Any complaints of a serious nature involving inappropriate behaviour of staff (rudeness,
discrimination or harassment) should be referred to the Chief Executive Officer, who will
inform the relevant Director, and Manager (if required).
All other issues should be referred to the relevant Manager who will assign the investigation
to an appropriate Officer. In some instances it may be appropriate to engage someone
external to the organisation to conduct the investigation. This will be a decision of the
Executive Management Team.
All complaints will be acknowledged in writing, detailing the action to be taken within 5
working days.
Complaints which are unresolved after 5 working days will be referred back to the relevant
Manager.
Complaints which are unresolved after 15 working days will be referred to the Chief
Executive Officer.

Complaint Handling –

1. Verbal Complaints
Complaints received in person or by telephone will be handled by the staff member receiving the
complaint if possible, or referred to someone who can resolve the matter. Verbal complaints which are
resolved immediately must be recorded on the Customer Feedback Form and forwarded to the
relevant Manager.
When the complaint cannot be resolved immediately the Customer Feedback Form will be completed
and the complaint handled as for a written complaint.
2. Written Complaints
Complaints received by letter, email or feedback form will be forwarded to the relevant Manager
unless the complaint relates to inappropriate behaviour of staff (rudeness, discrimination or
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harassment) and should therefore be referred to the Chief Executive Officer who will then inform the
relevant Director.
3. Response to the Complainant
The complainant will be advised of receipt of the complaint within 5 working days. After the complaint
has been investigated and a resolution agreed to, the complainant will be notified.
Unacceptable Behaviour –
1. Aggressive or abusive behaviour
Shire staff will take the following action when subjected to aggressive or abusive behaviour from
members of the public during the course of their duties;
•
•
•
•
•

Ask the offender to stop their current behaviour
End telephone call/appointment/meeting
Terminate direct contact with the customer
Notify police & direct Supervisor/Director if threatened or subjected to physical violence
Any other action considered appropriate to the circumstances

2. Unreasonable demands and/or levels of contact
Shire staff will implement the following steps when subjected to unreasonable demands and/or levels
of contact;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limit contact to telephone calls from the person at set times/days
Nominate one staff member who will deal with future calls or correspondence
See the person by appointment only
Restrict contact to written correspondence only
Refuse to deal with further correspondence and return any documents
Advise the person that further irrelevant documentation will be destroyed
Any other action considered appropriate to the circumstances

Empowering Staff
•
•
•

All staff will have access to the complaint handling policy.
All staff will be made aware of updates to the policy.
Where possible staff will receive training in aspects of customer service relevant to this
policy, including the differentiation between complaints and service requests and dealing
with difficult customers.

Monitoring Customer Complaints
The Records Coordinator shall be responsible for:
•
•

Monitoring all Customer complaints and ensuring their completion.
Reporting to the Executive Management Team monthly on complaints lodged.

------------------------------------------------ Policy E nds---------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

COR 012 : RESERVE FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY HALLS
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Coordinator Corporate Support
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0318-073

Objective:
1. To provide consistency in financial assistance, and equity in terms and conditions between the
various community halls & centres for replacement, or major extensions and upgrades.
2. To accumulate funds that will be used for structural components in the replacement, extension
or upgrading of the community halls & centres in the Shire, by allowing sufficient funds from the
Building Maintenance Reserve each year to ensure that the Shire has adequate funds available
to meet funding requests.

Policy:
Fund Management
The Council will ensure funds are available within the Building Maintenance Reserve.
The transfer is calculated on the average of the yearly depreciation of the five (5) standard community
halls, and multiplied by the total number of halls/centres (7).
Under Fair Value Accounting and Asset Management there is a requirement for the Shire to carry out a
re-valuation every three (3) years. This valuation will include these halls/centres and the funding transfer
will be adjusted accordingly. Subsequent transfers between revaluations will be increased by the yearly
CPI to allow for inflation in construction costs.
To access funding, the various management committees are required to apply for funding in a similar
method as the Community Grants Program, and the Council would assess the merit of each
application.
What will be funded
Structural component costs only - being defined as such parts of a building as walls, roof, floors,
ceilings, windows and doors; in-wall and under floor plumbing; septic or sewerage;
electric wiring; stairs; and fire escapes.
Eligibility Criteria
Applications for funding to replace, extend or upgrade a community hall will need to:
•
be for an identified and recognised hall or community centre- only one centre/hall per location.
•
demonstrate a substantial degree of community support and representation
•
demonstrate clear community benefit
•
be an incorporated body
•
identified funding or in-kind contribution to complete the project
•
have a valid lease with the Shire of Esperance if funding is related to a building which is on a
Reserve vested in the Shire of Esperance. (Organisations that operate from buildings on Shire
Reserves will have to comply with insurance and lease conditions).
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Fund Allocation
To strive for equity across all communities the funding for each project is calculated on a percentage
basis of the size of each hall/centre compared to the size of a standard hall. The current average of the
five (5) standard halls is 305 m2. This percentage is applied to the cost of the structural component of
the renovation or replacement. It is the management committee that is responsible for all maintenance
of the building and any requirements over and above the funding offered by the Shire.
Example for Renovation
If Grass Patch Hall required a re-roof then the level of support would be calculated as follows:
‘Average Hall Area’ divided by ‘Actual Hall Area’ = ‘Percentage’, multiplied by ‘Cost of New Roof’
305 m2 / 330 m2 = 92.4% x $50,000 = $46,000
Example for Replacement
If Grass Patch Hall required replacing then the level of support would be calculated as follows:
‘Average Hall Area’ divided by ‘New Hall Area’ = ‘Percentage’, multiplied by ‘Cost of New Hall
Structural Component’
305 m2 / 1000 m2 = 30.5% x $1,000,000 = $305,000
Accessing Reserve Funding
Applications must be in writing to the Chief Executive Officer, Shire of Esperance, PO Box 507,
Esperance WA 6450.
Applications to include
•
Plans
•
Quotations
•
Certificate of Incorporation
•
Evidence of community consultation and support
•
Proposed funding avenues
The Council will assess each application on its merit.
Conditions of Funding
By accepting funding, the community agrees:
1. That funds will only be used for the agreed purpose
2. Applicants successful in securing funding will need to comply with a number of conditions. These
conditions will be detailed in a funding letter of offer to the organisation. Conditions relate to:
•
general operations
•
financial reporting
•
providing documentation.
Accessing Additional Funding
The Management Committees are able to apply to the Community Grants Program for any costs that fall
outside the funding offered under this Policy. Where the centre includes sporting facilities then the
management committees are encouraged to apply for Community Sport and Recreation Facilities Funds
through the Department of Sport and Recreation.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

COR 013 : DEBT COLLECTION
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Financial Services
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0318-073

Objective:
The Shire of Esperance will actively pursue all outstanding rates and sundry debtors. All outstanding
rates and sundry debtors will be collected in accordance with the Local Government Act 1995 and
associated regulations.

Policy:
This Policy will be applied to all:
• Ratepayers with balances outstanding 14 days after the due date of rates (excluding ratepayers
that have elected the installment option)
• Sundry debtors with balances greater than 30 days
The Corporate Debt collection Policy will be administered in accordance with the attached Corporate
Debt Collection Guidelines.
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CORPORATE GUIDELINE
CORPORATE DEBT COLLECTION
GUIDELINES – RATES
The following steps will be undertaken to recover outstanding rate debt:
1. A Final Notice will be issued to all ratepayers with an outstanding balance 14 days after the due
date (excluding ratepayers that have elected the Installment option or another form of payment
arrangement). Final Notice recipients will have 14 days in which to respond.
2. At the conclusion of Final Notice due date, and if the debtor has not entered into an arrangement to
pay or made satisfactory efforts to clear the debt the account will be forwarded to a Debt Collection
Agency for action.
Before proceeding to this step, the following checks will be undertaken:
•
Ownership of the property confirmed through a Title Search;
•
Postal address cross referenced with Water Corporation;
•
Search of White Pages for a contact number
•
Other means deemed appropriate by Management (including phone calls)
3. Any Final Notice recipients who are forwarded to a Debt Collection Agency for action will receive a
Final Demand Letter with 7 days to respond. This letter is at no cost to the Shire. The Debt
Collection Agency will send an account of all Expired Demand Letters to the Shire
requesting updated information. Any accounts that still remain unpaid will be forwarded back to the
Debt Collection Agency for further action.
4. However if the property is leased, the Shire under Section 6.60 of the Local Government Act (1995)
has the ability to give notice to the lessee to pay the Shire any rent as it falls due to apply against
the outstanding rates balance. This option is preferable before proceeding with Debt Collection
Agency.
5. Shire’s Debt Collection Agency will be requested to issue General Purpose Claim (GPC). During
this period, the Bailiff will attempt to deliver the Claim to the ratepayer. The Ratepayer has a further
14 days to respond to the Claim. If a payment arrangement is required by the defendant, payment
arrangements are to be made directly through the Shire.
6. Council will be notified of the list of GPC ratepayers just prior to the Debt Collection Agency issuing
the claims.
7. The lodgment of a Claim will immediately affect the Ratepayers credit rating by recording the default
payment. Legal costs will also be incurred at this time in which the costs will be charged to the
property owner’s assessment.
8. If the ratepayer fails to respond to the GPC, an application for Default Judgement is entered into.
9. If no response to Default Judgement, the Debt Collection Agency will be requested to issue a
Property Seizure & Sale Order (PSSO).
10. The Bailiff will make several attempts to serve the PSSO, take payment or make payment
arrangement. If payment/s is not made with the Bailiff he will then seize goods to the value of the
debt – Car or other item/s – this is a “paper seizure”.
11. If no goods are available to seize, the next option is to proceed with PSSO over the land under Civil
Judgments Enforcement Act (2004). This requires Council Resolution before proceeding.
12. If the rates remain unpaid for at least 3 years under Section 6.64 of the Local Government Act
(1995) the Shire has the option to take possession of the land and in accordance with the
appropriate provisions of the above section may
•
Lease the land
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•
•
•

Sell the land
Transfer the land to the Crown
Transfer the land to itself

Once the debt is settled in full the Shire of Esperance will notify the Collection Agency and request all
action be ceased immediately.
Notice of Discontinuance (NOD)
The Shire of Esperance will not issue a Notice of Discontinuance unless a Claim was issued
incorrectly against the Ratepayer. Should the ratepayer request a NOD, the Shire of Esperance will
contact the Debt Collection Agency and request one to be issued. All fees will be on charged to
ratepayer.
Payment Arrangement
1. An application for an alternative arrangement other than Option 1 (full payment) or Option 2 (4
installments) must be entered into via a Direct Debit Request.
2.

Payments are to be made on a regular weekly, fortnightly or monthly basis and are to be completed
by the due date of the Fourth Installment, as set by Council. Under certain circumstances this due
date may be extended to the End of Financial Year of the relevant rating year. These payment
arrangements require approval from Manager Financial Services or Director Corporate Resources.

3.

In extreme circumstances (i.e. financial hardship) arrangements may be extended beyond 30 June
of the current rating year requiring Chief Executive Officer approval. When calculating this option,
the next year’s estimated rates must be included in the payment arrangement so that they are paid
by the due date.

Default Direct Debit
The following process will apply for default direct debit payments.
1. If the direct debit defaults, a Breach of Payment Arrangement letter is issued, notifying the
ratepayer that they are required to make payment of the default amount via alternative means
before the next payment falls due.
2.

If the direct debit defaults twice, a Breach of Payment Arrangement letter is issued,
requesting full payment of the defaulted amount, and advising the Ratepayer that if the full amount
is not paid with 14 days of issue of the letter the direct debit will be cancelled and the debt will be
sent to the Shire’s Debt Collection Agency.

3.

If payment is not received within 14 days of issue of the 2nd Breach of Payment Arrangement a
letter is issued notifying the ratepayer the Direct Debit and Payment Arrangement has been
cancelled and Debt Recovery Procedure will commence.

Centrepay
Eligible ratepayers may elect to have regular deductions taken from their Centrelink payments to pay off
outstanding rates and charges.
Instalments
1. Ratepayers may elect to pay rates in four equal instalments as detailed on the Original Rate
Notice.
2. If instalments 2, 3 and 4 are in arrears 14 days after the due date, a Final Notice will be issues
requesting full payment of the arrears within 14 days.
3. If an instalment remains unpaid after the issue of a Final Notice, the Shire of Esperance will
revoke the Ratepayers right to pay by instalments and issue a letter to the Ratepayer advising of
the action.
4.

A ratepayer has the option to enter into a payment arrangement at this stage.
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5.

If no contact is made from the Ratepayer after the issue of the letter, Debt Recovery will
commence.

Pensioners and Seniors
1. Debt Collection will not proceed against eligible persons registered to receive pensioner or senior
rebate under the Rates and Charges (Rebates and Deferments) Act 1992 as such persons have
until the 30 June in the rating year to make payment.
2.

Eligible persons will not incur any interest penalty.

3.

A reminder letter will be sent to all eligible persons during April every year.

4.

Pensioners with arrears (i.e. refuse charges) and who are ineligible to defer payment of rates will
be contacted by Shire of Esperance to discuss an alternative payment arrangement. Debt
Recovery Procedure will commence for any outstanding rates and charges that cannot be deferred.

GUIDELINES – SUNDRY DEBTORS
1.

All Shire of Esperance Sundry Debtor accounts are 30 day accounts.

2.

Accounts unpaid after the due date will be issued with a Reminder Letter requesting payment.

3.

Outstanding debtors after 14 days will be contacted by telephone requesting payment.

4.

A Final Demand letter will be issued for all outstanding debtors 60+ days overdue requesting
payment within 7 days.

5.

After nil response from a final demand letter the Shire may cease providing further services to the
debtor until the debt has been paid.

6.

All accounts overdue at 90 days may be referred to Council’s Debt Collection Agency for immediate
action.

7.

Debt Recovery Procedure will not commence with accounts that are in dispute.

8.

Debt Recovery Procedure will not commence for debts held by other government agencies e.g.
DFES, MRWA.

LEGISLATION AND OTHER REFERENCES:
Local Government Act 1995
Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996
Rates and Charges (Rebates and Deferments) Act 1992

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends ------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

COR 014 : PUBLIC LAND IMPROVEMENT LICENCE
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Coordinator Corporate Support
September 2014
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0914-006
O0318-073

Objective:
This Policy provides clear direction with regard to improvements on Shire public land when there is no
valid lease agreement in place between the Shire and that party creating the improvements.

Policy:
Any party or group (other than Shire) responsible for establishing improvements on Shire controlled
public land that is not administered by way of a valid lease, are required to enter into a licence
agreement with Council.
The following principles will apply to a Public Land Licence:
•

The location of the licence area to be at Council’s discretion;

•

The land must remain open and accessible to members of the public;

•

All improvements must be approved by Shire Planning and Building departments;

•

Council has the discretion to waive the applicable Shire licence fees as specified in the Schedule of
Fees and charges, but under no obligation to do so;

•

The licensee will effect and maintain adequate public liability insurance for a minimum of the
amount set out by the licence or as Council may reasonably require;

•

Licensee will be responsible for all maintenance of the improvements on the land;

•

Should the improvements on the land not be maintained to Shire’s requirements, Council will have
the capacity to sequester or dispose of the improvement/s; and

•

This Policy does not apply to Shire installed memorial structures.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends ------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

COR 015: COMPUTER AND MOBILE DEVICES
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Information Services
August 2015
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0815-010
O0318-073

Objective:
1. To provide guidelines for the acceptable usage of all of the Shire of Esperance’s Information
Technology Systems including Mobile Devices.

2. To ensure the security and integrity of the Shire’s electronic data and technology infrastructure.

Policy:
All Shire employees, Elected Members, contract personnel, and volunteers who access computer
resources provided by, facilitated by, or funded by the Shire, or is made available through equipment
owned or leased by the Shire; must abide by the document located in the supplementary Management
Practices: Computer System Usage - Code of Practice
Additionally all Shire employees, Elected Members, contract personnel, and volunteers who have been
provided a mobile device by the Shire, or are using a personal mobile device to access the Shire’s
electronic resources via internal or external networks; must abide by the document located in the
supplementary Management Practices: Mobile Devices - Code of Practice
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

COR 016: CENTENARIAN WAIVER OF RATES
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Financial Services
March 2018
March 2018

Version No

1

Res No
Res No

O0318-073
O0318-073

Objective:
To provide criteria for when to waiver rates for a ratepayer who is 100 years of age or older.

Policy:
Waiver of rates to be provided to a ratepayer if they are a centenarian and meet the following
criteria:
• Proof of centenarian status
• The centenarian’s name is on the title of the property
• Determine what percentage of the property is the centenarian’s ownership
• The centenarian resides at the property
• Rate Zone for property must be GRV Residential

Criteria
Proof of Centenarian status – this can be in the form of one of the following; birth certificate,
passport, letter of congratulations from the Queen or something similar.
Centenarian’s name on the title of the property – the ratebook will have the name of all property
owners on the property title as per Landgate.
Centenarian’s ownership percentage – percentage of ownership of property is as per the
ratebook.
Centenarian resides at the property – centenarian to sign a declaration stating they reside at the
property. Centenarian is only eligible for waiver of rates whilst they are residing at the property.
Rate Zone for property – the rate zone for the property must be GRV Residential.

Effective Date
Effective date for waiver is the next annual rates due date post the centenarian’s birthday.
No pro-rata waiving of rates is to occur.
If centenarian no longer lives at the property or dies after the annual rates due date and before
the end of the next financial year there will be no requirement to refund the waiver of rates to the
Shire.
Each subsequent year after the first year’s waiver, the centenarian must inform the Shire, in
writing, they are still residing at the property and of any changes to the other criteria to continue to
receive a waiver of rates. This needs to be done prior to the annual rates due date.

Pension and Senior Card Holders
Current Pension and Senior Card holders are eligible for a rebate on property rates if the property
is their residence at the 1 July of each year.
When calculating the waiver of rates the Shire will continue to claim the rebate from the Office of
State Revenue and waiver the remaining balance of rates.
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Multiple Owners
In instances of multiple owners the centenarian will only receive a waiver for their portion of rates
in accordance to the Rates and Charges (Rebates and Deferments) Act 1992.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXECUTIVE SERVICES

Council Policy

EXE 006: APPROVAL TO HOLD A CIVIC RECEPTION
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Executive Services
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0318-073

Objective:
To ensure that any requests received for a Council hosted civic reception is to be referred to the Shire
President for consideration.

Policy:
Any request for a civic reception is to be referred to the Shire President who is empowered to approve or
reject the request provided that a specific or general budget authority exists.
Arrangements for civic receptions (format, invitation list, etc) may be made by the Shire President and
Chief Executive Officer jointly without referral to Council.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends-----------------------------------------------------------------
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Council Policy

EXE 007: ELECTED MEMBER ENTITLEMENTS
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Executive Services
July 2015
April 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0715-014
O0418-075

Objective:
1.

To define the parameters under which Elected Members may be reimbursed expenses to
attend meetings, workshops, conferences and functions, as well as any other entitlements to
which they are entitled as prescribed by legislation.

2.

To determine the nature and extent of Elected Member attendance at conferences and/or
seminars, and ensure the application of this policy provides for fairness, equity and opportunity
for all Elected Members.

Policy:
Travelling Expenses
Travelling allowances to Councillors will be paid at the prescribed rate per kilometre determined by the
Salaries and Allowances Tribunal, as per the following table:

Vehicle Type

Award Rate c/km

Motorbike
Motor Vehicle

32.55
Over 1600cc to 2600cc
70.87

Over 2600cc
99.01

1600cc and under
58.37

The above rates will be paid to Councillors attending the following category of meetings as follows:
Ordinary /Special Meeting of Council
Council Committee

Full rate as per table above
Full rate as per table above

Community Meetings as Council Delegates

Half rate as per table above

Civic Receptions and Ceremonies

Half rate as per table above

Council Briefings/Informal Meetings

Half rate as per table above

Observers at Meetings

Nil payment

Councillors must be the authorised delegate or deputy standing in for a delegate to qualify for the
travelling allowance to the meetings specified in the table above.
Where Councillors travel to attend conferences or seminars as elected representatives of the Shire,
travel expenses will be paid by the Shire as detailed under the Conference and Training Costs, Travel
and Related Expenses section of this policy.
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Meeting Attendance Fees
Minimum and maximum values payable to Elected Members for attending Council and committee
meetings are prescribed within the Local Government (Administration) Regulations 1996. The precise
value payable to Elected Members for attending meetings will be determined annually via resolution at
Budget, within the parameters of the Local Government (Administration) Regulations 1996 and the
Salaries and Allowance Tribunal.
Communications Allowance
The Shire will pay Elected Members a communications allowance, the value of which will be determined
annually via resolution at Budget, within the parameters of the Local Government (Administration)
Regulations 1996 and the Salaries and Allowance Tribunal. The intent of this allowance is to cover costs
incurred by the Elected Member in using their own telephone, mobile phone, facsimile and portable
electronic devices such as laptops, tablets and PDAs etc, for the purposes of their elected duties.
Child Care
Pursuant to the Local Government (Administration) Regulations 1996, the Shire will reimburse Elected
Members child care costs incurred by an Elected Member because of the member’s attendance at a
Council or Committee meeting of which they are a member. Costs will be reimbursed at the actual cost
per hour or $25 per hour, whichever is the lesser amount as determined by the Salaries and Allowances
Tribunal.
Shire Uniforms
The Shire will provide Elected Members with $495.00 (inc GST) towards a uniform allocation, from the
Shire’s clothing supplier, in every new two year election term:
Additional items may be purchased by Elected Members from the Shire’s clothing supplier by contacting
the Executive Assistant. Additional items will be paid for by the purchaser.
Conference/Seminar Attendance
This statement applies to all conferences and seminars, in order that Council provides an opportunity for
Elected Members to further their knowledge, professional development and to establish industry
networks. Council recognises that Elected Members, in carrying out their duties and responsibilities, will
be required to represent the Council by attendance at various conferences or seminars.
Definition
For the purpose of this policy Conference means: a gathering within a structured, learning environment
or event related to the industry of local government in the form of a Conference, Congress, Seminar,
Forum and Workshops.
Attendance
1. Subject to budgeted funds being available, an allocation of $4,500 per financial year will be
allocated to each Elected Member to attend approved conferences, including interstate and
intrastate conferences. The cost of attending Local Government Week and travel and
accommodation costs related to attending conferences and seminars will be included within this
financial limit. The Budget allocation for Elected Members for Conferences/Seminars, and
Travel and Accommodation will be reviewed annually.
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2. Elected Members may be nominated and authorised to attend Conferences by:
(a) the Council through a resolution passed at a Council Meeting for interstate and/or
international conferences; or
(b) the Shire President, or CEO acting within delegated authority, for intrastate conferences.
3. In applying this policy authority is delegated to the CEO to authorise attendance at intrastate
conferences and to nominate and authorise a substitute Elected Member to attend any
conference in lieu of the person/s approved, if they are unable to attend the conference.
Limitations on Conference Attendance
1. Elected Members conference attendance will be limited to the annual member allocation amount
of $4,500 and this will be applied to a combination of Local Government Week and other
intrastate conferences to the combined maximum value of $4,500 or alternatively one (1)
interstate conference and other intrastate conferences to the maximum combined value of
$4,500. This allowance applies to all conferences but does not include dedicated training
courses provided for Elected Members via WALGA or the Department of Local Government, this
is determined under the Elected Member Training and Personal Development section of this
policy.
2. The Council shall have the authority to nominate the Shire President to attend any conference;
however the maximum value shall be 1.5 times the Member’s allocation in any financial year.
Relevance of Conference for Elected Members
When considering Council representation by Elected Members at conferences or seminars, the Council
or the CEO, acting under delegated authority will consider the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Priority will be given to Elected Members within the relevant portfolio.
The Elected Member holding a position on the relevant Council Committee that deals with the
subject matter of the conference.
If no nominees are available from the relevant portfolio or Committee then the nomination will be
at the discretion of Council.
The current or future strategic direction and activities of the Shire and its priorities as related to
the Shire’s Strategic Community Plan.
The equity of opportunity and the remaining period of office of the Elected Member concerned
including recognition of the number of opportunities already provided to the respective Elected
Member.
A maximum of two (2) Councillors attending any one conference (excluding Local Government
Week), unless resolved otherwise by Council.

Local Government Week
Attendance at the annual Local Government Week Conference is open to all Councillors, and is usually
held the first week in August.
The two (2) Voting Delegates at Local Government Week will be the Shire President and Deputy Shire
President. In cases where one or both are not attending the conference, the Voting Delegates will be
chosen from among the attending Elected Members.
Registration fees will be paid by Council in advance for any Elected Member(s) choosing to attend Local
Government Week.
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Elected Member Training and Personal Development
Elected Members are encouraged to identify any personal development requirements to enhance their
effectiveness. An annual training allowance of $3,000 per Elected Member will be available in order for
Elected Members to undertake approved training courses for personal development. This allocation is
for course fees only and does not include travel and accommodation costs.
Approved courses under this allowance include;
• Training courses provided by the Western Australian Local Government Association or
Department of Local Government;
• Training and development related to the role of Elected Members; and
• Other Local Government specific training courses
All training and personal development requests must be made by submitting a training request form and
be approved by;
(a) the Council through a resolution passed at a Council Meeting for interstate and/or
international training courses; or
(b) the Shire President, or CEO acting within delegated authority, for intrastate conferences.
Travel, accommodation and registration will be arranged by the Executive Assistant to the Chief
Executive Officer for all approved courses. Any costs incurred will be payable as per the Conference
and Training Costs, Travel and Related Expenses section of this policy.
Elected Member Training and Conference Register
The Shire President must advise the CEO of any approved training, conferences or seminars and the
CEO shall maintain an Elected Members Training and Conference Attendance Register including
appropriate financial details to ensure the cost control implications of this policy.
Any requests to attend training, conferences or seminars for amounts above individual allowances must
be approved by Council prior to the Elected Member registering for the training, conference or seminar.
There will not be any carryover of funds at the end of the year in relation to individual member
conference allocations which are unspent.
Conference and Training Costs, Travel and Related Expenses
1. For each Council delegate authorised to attend a conference, training or seminar in accordance
with this Policy, Council would cover direct expenses of such attendances, including the cost of
registration, official conference functions/dinners/tours, travel arrangements, accommodation,
and reasonable out-of-pocket expenses for the duration of the conference.
2. Reasonable out-of-pocket expenses would not include excessive in-room charges; mini bar
costs; entertaining expenses; meals and drinks where provided for by conference registration; or
personal costs such as dry-cleaning or personal care appointments.
3. Where the conference, training or seminar is held at a hotel, accommodation in the first instance
will be sought from that particular hotel, or if not available, from an accommodation provider as
near as practicable to the venue.
4. In the event that accommodation is not onsite, the Shire will reimburse Elected Members any
taxi or public transport costs incurred for travel to or from the conference, training or seminar.
5. The preferred method of travel to and from a conference, training or seminar in Perth or
interstate is via air travel. Alternatively, or where air travel is not available, the preferred method
of road travel is by Shire provided vehicle. Where an Elected Member chooses to take their own
private vehicle to suit personal arrangements, the Shire will:
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6.

7.

8.

9.

a) Pay the Elected Member the equivalent of a single return flight to Perth (equivalent to the
cost of a Rex Community Fare) for travel by private motor vehicle; or
b) Pay the Elected Member the rate stipulated in the table on page 1 of this Policy where the
travel is outside of the Perth metropolitan region (ie. Kalgoorlie, Ravensthorpe, Norseman
etc).
Where the mode of transport to attend a conference, training or seminar is a motor vehicle, the
Shire will pay for parking costs incurred relating to attendance at the conference, training or
seminar.
Hire cars will be made available to Elected Members to facilitate their attendance at a
conference, training or seminar where the CEO considers it favourable as opposed to utilising
taxis or public transport. In this instance parking costs will also be reimbursed.
Where certain meals are not provided as part of the associated conference, training or seminar,
Elected Members will be provided with a cash allowance comprising $16.30 for breakfast and
lunch, and $46.50 for dinner. The allowance will be paid retrospectively as part of the quarterly
allowance payments made to Elected Members. Any expenditure over and above these
amounts will be at the cost of the Elected Member. These amounts are as determined by the
Salaries and Allowances Tribunal.
Where the CEO or an Executive Manager pays for the costs of a group meal via corporate credit
card, those Elected Members in attendance will not be paid the meal allowance referred to in
point 8 above.

Elected Member Delegate – Accompanying Person
Where an Elected Member is accompanied at a conference or training course, all costs for or incurred
by the accompanying person are at their personal expense and not covered by Council. The exception
to this being the cost of shared accommodation, provided there is no increase in accommodation costs
from the rate if the elected member attended the event alone, and attending any official conference
dinner where partners would normally attend, then the Council would pay that cost.
Sharing of Knowledge
At the next Ordinary Council Meeting following the return from an approved conference, training or
seminar, the Elected Member concerned shall provide at least a verbal report on the attendance for the
information of other Elected Members. Any written papers or materials should be handed to the CEO for
circulation within the organisation.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends---------------------------------------------------------------------
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EXE 008: SENIOR EMPLOYEES
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Executive Services
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0318-073

Objective:
To nominate the positions within the Shire of Esperance that are “Senior Employees” pursuant to the
Local Government Act 1995.

Policy:
For the purpose of Section 5.37 of the Local Government Act 1995, Council designates the following
employees to be Senior Employees:
•
•

Chief Executive Officer
All Director Positions

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXE 010: COMMON SEAL
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Executive Services
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0318-073

Objective:
To ensure the correct usage of the Shire of Esperance’s common seal.

Policy:
The Chief Executive Officer and the Shire President be jointly authorised to affix all seals jointly to
documents for dealings initiated by Council resolution. In the absence of the Shire President and/or the
Chief Executive Office, the Deputy Shire President and Acting Chief Executive Officer are authorised to
affix the Common Seal. The Council resolution need not refer to the sealing action and may only be a
direction for certain action which may, ultimately, require the affixing of the seal to a document to
achieve the Council’s decision.
Exceptions to the above are:
1. Council staff may take independent action in the use of the seal if, in the opinion of the Shire
President and Chief Executive Officer jointly such action is necessary to protect Council’s
interest; e.g. lodging of caveats and easements and being of the opinion that the protection is no
longer necessary, the Shire President and Chief Executive Officer may jointly withdraw the
protection.
2. The sale of Council real estate for which a Council resolution is required expressly stating that
the final document is signed and sealed and the transaction finalised.
Details of all instances where the seal has been affixed be recorded in a signed register and on an
electronic register, which shall be available for inspection by Councillors during normal office hours.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXE 011: LEGAL REPRESENTATION COST INDEMNIFICATION
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Executive Services
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0318-073

Objective:
To define a process for meeting reasonable expenses incurred for legal representation that arises from
being a member of council or staff (including past members and former employees) in the course of their
official functions.

Policy:
This policy is designed to protect the interests of Council members and employees (including past
members and former employees) where they become involved in civil legal proceedings because of
their official functions. In most situations the local government may assist the individual in meeting
reasonable expenses and any liabilities incurred in relation to those proceedings.
In each case it will be necessary to determine whether assistance with legal costs and other liabilities is
justified for the good government of the district. This policy applies in that respect.
General Principles
a) The local government may provide financial assistance to members and employees in
connection with the performance of their duties provided that the member or employee has
acted reasonably and has not acted illegally, dishonestly, against the interests of the Local
Government or otherwise in bad faith.
b) The local government may provide such assistance in the following types of legal proceedings:
i) proceedings brought by members and employees to enable them to carry out their local
government functions (e.g. where a member or employee seeks a restraining order against
a person using threatening behavior);
ii) proceedings brought against members or employees [this could be in relation to a decision
of Council or an employee which aggrieves another person (e.g. refusing a development
application) or where the conduct of a member or employee in carrying out his or her
functions is considered detrimental to the person (e.g. defending defamation actions)]; and
iii) statutory or other inquiries where representation of members or employees is justified.
c) Once a court hearing or enquiry has been completed and an adverse finding has been
determined in respect to an elected member or officer no further payment or refund of legal
representation costs would be considered by Council.
d) The Local Government will not support any defamation actions seeking the payment of
damages for individual members or employees in regard to comments or criticisms levelled at
their conduct in their respective roles. Members or employees are not precluded however, from
taking their own private action. Further, the Local Government may seek its own advice on any
aspect relating to such comments and criticisms considered to be of relevance against the Local
Government.
e) The legal services the subject of assistance under this policy will usually be provided by the
Local Government’s solicitors. Where this is not appropriate for practical reasons or because of
a conflict of interest then the service may be provided by other solicitors approved by the local
government.
f) All applications for Financial Assistance and Repayment of Assistance will be made in
accordance with the procedure outlined below.
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Associated Procedure
Applications for Financial Assistance
a) Subject to item (e), decisions as to financial assistance under this policy are to be made by the
Council.
b) An elected member or employee requesting financial support for legal services under this policy
is to make an application in writing, where possible in advance, to the Council providing full
details of the circumstances of the matter and the legal services required.
c) An application to the Council is to be accompanied by an assessment of the request and with a
recommendation, which has been prepared by, or on behalf of, the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO).
d) An elected member or employee requesting financial support for legal services, or any other
person who might have a financial interest in the matter, should take care to ensure compliance
with the financial interest provisions of the Local Government Act 1995.
e) Where there is a need for the provision of urgent legal services before an application can be
considered by Council, the CEO may give an authorisation to the value of $5,000 provided that
the power to make such an authorisation has been delegated to the CEO in writing under
section 5.42 of the Local Government Act 1995.
f) Where it is the CEO who is seeking urgent financial support for legal services the Council shall
deal with the application.
Repayment of Assistance
a) Any amount recovered by a member or employee in proceedings, whether for costs or
damages, will be off set against any monies paid or payable by the Local Government.
b) Assistance will be withdrawn where the Council determines, upon legal advice, that a person
has acted unreasonable, illegally, dishonestly, against the interest of the local government or
otherwise in bad faith; or where information from the person is shown to have been false or
misleading.
c) Where assistance is so withdrawn, the person who obtained financial support is to repay any
monies already provided. The Local Government may take action to recover any such monies in
a court of competent jurisdiction.

-------------------------------------------------------- Policy Ends---------------------------------------------------------
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EXE 012: CONFERRING OF HONOURS
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Executive Services
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0318-073

Objective:
To provide guidelines for the bestowing of Honours by the Shire of Esperance including:
•
•
•

Freedom of Entry;
Keys to the Shire; and
Freeman of the Shire of Esperance.

Policy:
The following are high honours, which may be bestowed by the Shire of Esperance and bestow no legal
right or privilege:
Freedom of Entry to the Shire of Esperance
The Freedom of Entry is to be granted to units of the Defence Forces, which have a significant
attachment to the Shire of Esperance, as, determined by the Council.
Key to the Shire of Esperance
The Key to the Shire of Esperance recognises the outstanding achievements by either an individual or
organisation, as per the following guidelines:
a) an individual or group must be considered to have reached a high level of achievement and
service in their chosen field.
b) individuals or groups must have been considered to have made a significant and meritorious
contribution to the community of the Shire of Esperance, Western Australian, Australian or
World Affairs.
Freeman of the Shire
The Freeman of the Shire is to be granted to Elected Members or Senior Staff of the Shire of
Esperance:
a) who have served the Shire for at least 12 years, although length of service is not the only
criterion; and
b) whose outstanding contribution to the community is recognisable through recorded
achievements, which can be seen to stand above the contributions of most other persons; and
c) who have consistently displayed commendable conduct; and
d) no longer be a serving elected member or staff member of the Council.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXE 014: PRESENTATION OF A SHIRE PLAQUE OF THE COUNCIL CREST
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Executive Services
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0318-073

Objective:
To provide standard guidelines for acknowledging the service of retiring Elected Members, senior Shire
employees, community members/organisations, other local authorities and visiting naval ships/defence
forces/dignitaries with the presentation of a Shire Plaque of the Council Crest.

Policy:
To provide standard guidelines for acknowledging the service of retiring elected members, senior shire
employees, community members/organisations, other local authorities and visiting naval ships/defence
forces/dignitaries with the presentation of a Shire Plaque of the Council Crest.
That the Esperance Shire Council presents a Shire Plaque of the Council Crest at the agreement of the
Shire President and Chief Executive Officer. All Elected Members must be notified of the awarding of
the Shire Plaque of the Council Crest prior to the presentation occurring.
The plaques shall be presented by the Shire President at a special function, either Council or community
orientated.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXE 017: VANDALISM REWARDS
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Executive Services
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0318-073

Objective:
To enable the CEO to offer a reward for information given in relation to wilful vandalism to Council
property.

Policy:
That Council may pay a reward to any person or persons giving information that leads to a successful
conviction of persons who have willfully damaged Council property. The amount of the reward is to be
determined by the Chief Executive Officer when deliberating the matter.
Members of the Police Force are not eligible for the reward.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
OSH Risk Management Officer
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0318-073

Objective:
This Policy and the Shire’s Risk Management Procedures manual form the Risk Management
Framework for the Shire of Esperance (“the Shire”). They set out the Shire’s approach to the
identification, assessment, management, reporting and monitoring of risks. All components of these
documents are based on Australia/New Zealand Standard ISO 31000:2009 Risk Management.
It is essential that all areas of the Shire adopt these procedures to ensure:
•
•
•
•

Strong corporate governance.
Compliance with relevant legislation, regulations and internal policies.
Integrated Planning and Reporting requirements are met.
Uncertainty and its effects on objectives is understood.

This Framework aims to balance a documented, structured and systematic process with the current size
and complexity of the Shire along with existing time, resource and workload pressures.
a) Creates value
organizational processes

Mandate and
commitment
Establishing the context

c) Part of decision making
d) Explicitly addresses
uncertainty

e) Systematic, structured
and timely

Risk assessment

Design of
framework for
managing risk

f) Based on the best

available information

g) Tailored
h) Takes human and

cultural factors into
account

Continual
improvement
of the
framework

i) Transparent and
inclusive

j) Dynamic, iterative and
responsive to change

k) Facilitates continual

Monitoring
and review
of the
framework

Implementing
risk
management

Risk identification

Risk analysis

Monitoring and review

b) Integral part of

Communication and consultation

Council Policy

EXE 019: RISK MANAGEMENT

Risk evaluation

Risk treatment

improvement and
enhancement of the
organisation

Principles

Process
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Risk Management Process (Source: AS/NZS 31000:2009)

Purpose:
The Shire of Esperance’s (“the Shire”) Risk Management Policy documents the commitment and
objectives regarding managing uncertainty that may impact the Shire’s strategies, goals or objectives.

Policy:
It is the Shire’s Policy to achieve best practice (aligned with AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 Risk
management), in the management of all risks that may affect the Shire, its customers, people, assets,
functions, objectives, operations or members of the public.
Risk Management will form part of the Strategic, Operational, Project and Line Management
responsibilities and where possible, be incorporated within the Shire’s Integrated Planning Framework.
Council shall determine the Risk Management policy for the Shire. The Shire’s Executive Management
Team will communicate the Risk Management Policy and Objectives and determine Procedures for the
implementation of Risk Management, as well as direct and monitor practice and performance.
Every Councillor, employee, volunteer and contractor within the Shire is recognised as having a role in
risk management, from the identification of risks, to implementing risk treatments and shall be invited
and encouraged to participate in the process.
Consultants may be retained at times to advise and assist in the risk management process or
management of specific risks or categories of risk.
Definitions (from AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009):
Risk

Risk Management
Risk Management Process

Effect of uncertainty on objectives.
Note 1: An effect is a deviation from the expected – positive or negative.
Note 2: Objectives can have different aspects (such as financial, health
and safety and environmental goals) and can apply at different levels
(such as strategic, organisation-wide, project, product or process).
Coordinated activities to direct and control an organisation with regard to
risk.
Systematic application of management policies, procedures and
practices to the activities of communicating, consulting, establishing the
context, and identifying, analysing, evaluating, treating, monitoring and
reviewing risk.

Risk Management Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Optimise the achievement of our vision, mission, strategies, goals and objectives.
Provide transparent and formal oversight of the risk and control environment to enable effective
decision making.
Enhance risk versus return within our risk appetite.
Embed appropriate and effective controls to mitigate risk.
Achieve effective corporate governance and adherence to relevant statutory, regulatory and
compliance obligations.
Enhance organisational resilience.
Identify and provide for the continuity of critical operations.
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Risk Appetite:
The Shire has defined its risk appetite through the development and endorsement of the Shire’s Risk
Assessment and Acceptance Criteria. The criteria are subject to ongoing review in conjunction with this
policy.
All organisational risks to be reported at a corporate level are to be assessed according to the Shire’s
Risk Assessment and Acceptance Criteria to allow consistency and informed decision making. For
operational requirements such as projects or to satisfy external stakeholder requirements, alternative
risk assessment criteria may be utilised, however these cannot exceed the organisations appetite and
are to be noted within the individual risk assessment.
Roles, Responsibilities & Accountabilities:
The CEO is responsible for the allocation of roles, responsibilities and accountabilities. These are
documented in the Risk Management Procedures Operational Document.
Monitor & Review:
The Shire will implement and integrate a monitor and review process to report on the achievement of the
Risk Management Objectives, the management of individual risks and the ongoing identification of
issues and trends.
This policy will be kept under review by Council and will be reviewed biennially.
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Appendix A – Risk Assessment and Acceptance Criteria
Shire of Esperance Measures of Consequence
Rating
(Level)
Insignificant
(1)

Minor
(2)

Moderate
(3)

Major
(4)

Catastrophic
(5)

Safety / Health
(Physical)

Safety / Health
(Psychological)

Negligible
injuries/ First
aid injuries

Temporary, no
leave taken, short
term with full
recovery

Medical type
injuries (</= 9
days lost time)

Sick leave, short
term impact,
recovery 1-3 weeks

Medical type
injuries (10
days - 3
months lost
time)

Significant nonpermanent, longer
term illness,
recovery 1-6
months

Medical type
injuries (> 3
months lost
time)

Longer term illness,
severe trauma,
extended incapacity

Fatality,
permanent
disability

Death, permanent
severely disabling
illness, e.g. PostTraumatic Stress
Disorder

Financial
Impact

Service Interruption

Compliance

Reputational

Environment

Less than
$5,000

No material service
interruption

No noticeable
regulatory or
statutory impact

Unsubstantiated, low
impact, low profile or ‘no
news’ item

Contained,
reversible impact
managed by on
site response

$5,001 $50,000

Short term temporary
interruption – backlog
cleared < 1 day

Some temporary
non compliances

Substantiated, low
impact, low news item

Contained,
reversible impact
managed by
internal response

Up to $500,000

Medium term temporary
interruption – backlog
cleared by additional
resources
< 1 week

Short term noncompliance but with
significant
regulatory
requirements
imposed

Substantiated, public
embarrassment,
moderate impact,
moderate news profile

Contained,
reversible impact
managed by
external agencies

Up to $1.5M

Prolonged interruption
of services – additional
resources; performance
affected < 1 month

Non-compliance
results in
termination of
services or
imposed penalties

Substantiated, public
embarrassment, high
impact, high news
profile, third party actions

Uncontained,
reversible impact
managed by a
coordinated
response from
external agencies

Indeterminate
prolonged interruption
of services – nonperformance > 1 month

Non-compliance
results in litigation,
criminal charges or
significant damages
or penalties

Substantiated, public
embarrassment, very
high multiple impacts,
high widespread multiple
news profile, third party
actions

Uncontained,
irreversible
impact

More than
$1.5M
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Shire of Esperance Measures of Likelihood
Level

Rating

Description

Frequency

Project Frequency

5

Almost Certain

The event is expected to occur in most circumstances

More than once per year

Greater than 90% chance of
occurrence

4

Likely

The event will probably occur in most circumstances

At least once per year

60% - 90% chance of occurrence

3

Possible

The event should occur at some time

At least once in 3 years

40% – 60% chance of occurrence

2

Unlikely

The event could occur at some time

At least once in 10 years

10% - 40% chance of occurrence

1

Rare

The event may only occur in exceptional circumstances

Less than once in 15 years

Less than 10% chance of occurrence

Shire of Esperance Risk Matrix
Consequence
Likelihood

Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Catastrophic

1

2

3

4

5

Almost
Certain

5

Moderate (5)

High (10)

High (15)

Extreme (20)

Extreme (25)

Likely

4

Low (4)

Moderate (8)

High (12)

High (16)

Extreme (20)

Possible

3

Low (3)

Moderate (6)

Moderate (9)

High (12)

High (15)

Unlikely

2

Low (2)

Low (4)

Moderate (6)

Moderate (8)

High (10)

Rare

1

Low (1)

Low (2)

Low (3)

Low (4)

Moderate (5)
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Shire of Esperance Risk Acceptance Criteria
Risk Rank

Description

Criteria

Responsibility

LOW (1-4)

Acceptable

Risk acceptable with adequate controls, managed by routine procedures and subject to
annual monitoring

Operational Manager

MODERATE (5-9)

Monitor

Risk acceptable with adequate controls, managed by specific procedures and subject
to semi-annual monitoring

Operational Manager

HIGH
(10-16)

Urgent Attention
Required

Risk acceptable with effective controls, managed by senior management / executive
and subject to monthly monitoring

Director / CEO

Unacceptable

Risk only acceptable with excellent controls and all treatment plans to be explored and
implemented where possible, managed by highest level of authority and subject to
continuous monitoring

CEO / Council

EXTREME (17-25)

Shire of Esperance Existing Controls Ratings
Rating

Foreseeable

Effective

There is little scope for improvement.

Adequate

There is some scope for improvement.

Inadequate

A need for corrective and / or improvement actions
exist.

Description
Controls are fully in place, are being well addressed / complied with, are subject
to ongoing maintenance and monitoring and are being continuously reviewed
and tested
Controls are in place, are being addressed / complied with and are subject to
periodic review and testing
Controls do not exist, or are not being addressed / complied with, or have not
been reviewed or tested for some time

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXE 020: EXTERNAL COMMITTEE REPRESENTATION
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Executive Services
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0318-073

Objective:
To provide a clear direction as to the role and responsibilities of Councillors appointed to
external committees as a Council representative

Policy:
Any Councillor appointed to an external committee as a representative of Council is to represent
Council’s interests at all times when involved in the business of the external committee. The
Councillor also plays an important role by providing a conduit for information between the Council
and the external committee.
Key duties of the Councillor are:
• To vote in accordance with any formally established position of Council.
• To vote with the best interests of Council and the community in mind when any issue is
being considered that no formal position of Council has been established.
• Provide all committee minutes for inclusion in the Council records at the first available
opportunity following any meeting of the external committee.
• Provide an informal briefing of the external committee’s activities if requested.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXE 021: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Executive Services
March 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0318-073

Objective:
The Shire of Esperance recognises that community engagement and participation processes are a
vital part of local democracy. It helps strengthen the relationship Council and the Shire have with the
community and is critical to good governance. For this reason both Council and Shire Staff are
committed to engaging with the Esperance Community.
The Shire of Esperance Strategic Community Plan 20117-2027 highlights this commitment with
Strategy L5:
Actively engage and communicate with the community to ensure informed decision making.
Community engagement does not necessarily mean achieving consensus. It does involve seeking
broad informed agreement and the best possible solutions for Council, the Shire of Esperance and the
community. Council will be presented each quarter with a review of all community engagement that
has taken place for ongoing and project specific activities, this is provided through the monthly
Interplan report.
Council’s commitment to community engagement is supported by the Local Government Act 1995
which outlines the essential roles of a Councillor:
2.10. A councillor —
(a) represents the interests of electors, ratepayers and residents of the district;
(b) provides leadership and guidance to the community in the district;
(c) facilitates communication between the community and the council;
(d) participates in the Local Government's decision-making processes at council and
committee meetings; and
(e) performs such other functions as are given to a councillor by this Act or any other written law.

Policy:
This policy applies to all aspects of Council and Shire operations to ensure the Esperance community
is well informed about issues, strategies or plans that may directly or indirectly affect them.
Development approvals and other planning related matters are the only exception to this rule as their
engagement requirements are addressed by the Planning and Development Act 2005, Land
Administration Act 1997, Town Planning Regulations 1967 and Local Planning Scheme No. 24.
It defines the principles underpinning engagement activities and the role of Councillors and staff in
engaging with the community. By receiving diverse perspectives and potential solutions the quality of
decisions improves and subsequently a higher standard of customer service is provided. Shire staff
will ensure that the Councillors are fully informed of all community engagement activities regarding
significant issues or high impact projects prior to occurring.
The decision to develop an engagement strategy and engage with the community may occur as part
of, though not limited to:
•

Planning the strategic direction of the Shire of Esperance
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy development and/or implementation
Any changes to land zoning that may have impact on the community
Service level planning and delivery
When an issue is brought to Council by the community
Changes to Local By-laws
Impending legislative or statutory changes with local impact
Major project development and/or implementation

The Community Engagement Policy provides a broad framework and policy direction for engagement.
The Shire of Esperance Community Engagement Matrix (which is an attachment to this document),
aims to provide staff with direction on engagement planning and guidance on when and how
community engagement should occur.
The Council and Shire’s approach to community engagement is based on the spectrum of
engagement activities as advocated by the International Association for Public Participations (IAP2).
Figure 1: IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum
Inform
Consult
Involve

Collaborate

Empower

Goal
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public with
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The Community Engagement Matrix is relevant to Council and Shire officer’s when interacting with
the community. It aims to guide Council and staff by ensuring the level of community engagement
undertaken relates directly to the level of community involvement required and should make sure it is
appropriate to the nature, complexity and impact of the issue, plan or strategy. In some cases
requirements may be imposed by the State Government and may override the policy and matrix.
Principles
The Shire of Esperance’s Community Engagement Policy is based on a set of core values adapted
from the IAP2. These principles are used to guide the development, implementation and evaluation
of Council and the Shire’s engagement process. Council members are elected to govern and final
decisions and accountability rests with Council. Shire officers make recommendations to Council
based on known facts and research. Community engagement does not remove these roles but it
increases opportunities for the community to provide advice and influence planning. This process
enables decisions to be made that are part of a continuous process recognising the needs and
interests of the whole community.
The following principles embody Council’s and Shire officers’ commitment to community
engagement:
• Be representative of the broader community and ensure their views are adequately reflected
when making decisions.
• Seek out and encourage contributions from community members who may be affected by or
interested in a decision.
• Actively listen so that the community’s ideas and input can assist in making decisions.
• Inform the community about decisions, and how their input was considered.
• Prior to any decision Council and Shire staff will ensure that they are well informed regarding
the benefits of alternative decisions, reflecting all sides of the argument and including any
community input on matters before them.
• Collaborate with key stakeholders and other levels of Government to achieve common goals
for the Shire.
• Provide relevant, timely and balanced information so the community/stakeholders can
contribute in a meaningful way.
• Provide a variety of appropriate, inclusive and accessible ways for people to have their say
and to speak honestly.
• Endeavour to ensure that engagement processes are appropriate, accessible, well planned
and adequately resourced.
• Clearly identify the level of community influence and limitations if appropriate.
• The timing of community activities should take into account key dates (school holidays,
special events etc) to ensure that maximum opportunity is given to encourage community
input.
• To ensure both the Council and the Shire are meeting legislative requirements regarding
community consultation in all areas of service delivery.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Economic

Objective:
This Policy provides a framework to guide Council in the effective management of its land and
property assets with the view to increasing the future economic capacity of the Shire of Esperance
and assisting the delivery of Objectives outlined in the Strategic Community Plan.
Specifically the Shire’s land and property assets will be used to achieve the following:
•
•
•
•
•

The delivery of strategic projects as identified in the Strategic Community Plan;
The facilitation of environmental, economic and social benefits to the Community;
The stimulation and regeneration of areas within the Shire of Esperance;
Where appropriate enable the adoption of a commercial approach to the management
of land and property assets capable of producing a recurrent income; and
Development of non-operational land and property assets that will facilitate additional
income streams for the Council.

Definitions
In applying the Scope and Principles of this Policy, the Council will categorise all land and property
assets in accordance with the following established Definitions for the purpose of consistency, risk
management and performance outcomes.
Surplus properties

Surplus properties are considered to be of no benefit to either the
community through the delivery of services or to the Shire as part of a
more strategic land holding, part of a land bank of property assets or
for any other purpose. i.e. surplus to requirements.

Civic properties

Civic properties are used for the delivery of services provided by the
Shire to the Community. These properties differentiate from Public Open
Space and Other Reserves in that they may be held in freehold title
by the Council.

Commercial properties

Commercial properties are held by the Shire purely for the
commercial return provided through the lease of the property to other
entities. Such properties are not anticipated to provide services to the
community but will yield an appropriate rate of return (on the capital value
of the property) as a commercial proposition subject to appropriate levels
of risk as determined by the Council.
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Investment properties

Investment properties differ from Commercial Properties in that they have
the potential to contribute towards the achievement of broader planning,
social or strategic objectives of the Shire. Whilst such properties may
include a commercial undertaking, subject to a commercial agreement
between a third party and the Council, the purpose of the Shire’s
ownership of the property is as a contributory factor towards other
outcomes rather than purely for commercial returns on the property
investment. i.e. Urban Renewal Projects.

Residential properties

Residential properties are designed to provide residential facilities only.
Such properties may be provided directly by the Shire to the end user, or
as part of an agreement with another agency or residential service
provider.
Utility properties are used to deliver utility services such as drainage or
other key utility functions. The delivery of utility services should be subject
to review to ensure that the location from which the service is being
delivered is suitable, the need for the utility service can be validated and
the tenure of the property does not result in the Shire having a significant
value of freehold assets set aside for such uses with little opportunity to
realise the value of these assets at any time in the future.

Utility properties

Public Open Space
and Other Reserves

Public Open Space and others reserved properties are most often held as
reserves vested in the care, control and management of the Shire. Such
properties may provide an active service but may also include properties
that have little activation but provide other tangible community benefits
through environmental protection or community recreational amenity.

Principles
The Council will manage its property assets with the view to:
•
•
•
•

Increasing the Shire’s social, economic and environmental sustainability;
Increasing the Shire’s financial capacity;
Providing essential services and facilities; and
Developing an investment portfolio capable of providing income generation.

Use of proceeds
•

•
•

•

The proceeds from the effective management of Council land and property assets are to
be used in the delivery of essential services, facilities and projects which provide for a
community benefit.
The allocation of such proceeds will have due regard to the Council’s Strategic Community
Plan, Corporate Business Plan, Long Term Financial Plan and relevant council Policies.
The Council will consider the use of funds in the development of its land and property
assets where an appropriate community, social, environmental or economic benefits can
be demonstrated.
The proceeds derived from the application of this Policy will be allocated in accordance
with the prevailing Financial Management Policies of the Council and in accordance with
any Reserve Fund established for that purpose.

Policy:
In applying this Policy, the Council will:
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•

•
•

Ensure all statutory and applicable governance requirements required by the Local
Government Act 1995, associated Regulations and any other applicable legislation are
adhered to.
Ensure that this Policy complies with all other relevant Council Policies and practices.
Ensure that suitable community engagement is undertaken as a fundamental component
of any proposal to dispose of land and property assets in accordance with the Local
Government Act 1995.

Acquisition and Disposal of Land and Property Assets
The Council will only consider the acquisition and disposal of land after the following steps have
been taken:
•

•

•

•

A thorough analysis of applicable financial, social and/or environmental benefits,
undertaken in accordance with the established Procedure or any other endorsed template
or methodology.
Consideration has been given to the disposal of land and property by means of auction,
tender or private treaty dependent upon the specific circumstances of the proposed
disposal and in accordance with the provisions of the Local Government Act 1995.
The acquisition or disposal follows a strategic approach to all land and property assets
owned or controlled by the Shire of Esperance in preference to considering properties only
on a case by case basis.
Appropriate risk management strategies have been applied in accordance with any
adopted Risk Management Policy.

Performance Management
The Council will give consideration to the establishment of a Business Plan and specific
performance management indicators to guide its property asset development.
Such performance management indicators will provide the means by which the performance of
land and property assets can be monitored and reported to the community and will enable the
Council to consider acquisitions and disposals of land and property assets cognisant of these
indicators and the benefit or dis-benefit such acquisitions and disposals may generate.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
To provide guidelines for the use and storage of the Presidential Chain.

Policy:
The Shire President in Office will have the discretion to determine when and where the
Presidential Chain will be worn, with the following limitations;
a) Official Swearing in of the Shire President and Councillors in the Council Chamber;
b) Citizenship ceremonies held in the Shire of Esperance;
c) Formal functions at which the Shire President has been invited to make an address;
d) As a representative of the Shire of Esperance at official functions organised by Local,
State and Federal Government representatives, the Prime Minister, Governor General,
WA Governor, Premier, Ambassadors of State, Foreign Dignitaries, Business Groups and
Associations as may be deemed appropriate;
e) As a representative of the Esperance Shire Council at graduations and dedication
ceremonies held by universities and institutes of education, schools, charitable
organisations, churches, sporting and community groups;
f)

Australia Day Ceremonies;

g) Ceremonies associated with state or national Local Government Association Conferences
and/or Assemblies;
h) Any Civic ceremonies that require the formality for the Presidential Chain to be worn by
the Shire President;
i)

Presentation of Citizen of the Year Awards and other Awards of Honor, issued by the
Shire of Esperance;

j)

For the purpose of official portraits of the Shire President;

k) As a representative of Esperance Shire Council as part of a delegation travelling outside
Australia approved by Council resolution;
l)

Any occasion agreed to from time to time by a Council resolution;

m) At full Council meetings and other approved meetings/receptions.
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Relevant procedures in the policy are as follows;
1. The Presidential Chain is not to be worn by any other elected Councillors, Esperance Shire
staff or citizens except by the Acting Shire President where necessary, with the approval of
the Shire President.
2. The Presidential Chain is to be regarded as an “asset of the Shire of Esperance.”
3. The Presidential Chain must be kept in a secure area in the Shire of Esperance Office and
the Executive Assistant to the CEO will be the custodian for its safe keeping.
4. The Shire President will be responsible for the safe keeping of the Presidential Chain whilst
in his/her possession.
5. All subsequent Shire Presidents, on the completion of their time with Council, will have their
full name and period held office as President inscribed on the links of the Chain; this task
will be the responsibly of the CEO or his staff.
6. The Chief Executive Officer and/or his delegate will be responsible for ensuring the
maintenance of the Presidential Chain, log of use, insurance and safe storage of the item.

----------------------------------------------------- Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 001: LIVING ON BOARD VESSELS
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Statutory

Objective:
To set guidelines under which Council will permit persons living on board vessels in the harbour.

Policy:
Subject to compliance with the Council’s requirements regarding ablution facilities, effluent holding
tanks and refuse disposal, Council does not object to living on board to a maximum of three (3)
weeks at any one time in the Bandy Creek Boat Harbour or the Marina. No vessel shall be
occupied for a total of more than 6 weeks within any 6 month period.
Should a greater number than three (3) weeks be required at any one time then the Director
External Services or in his absence the Chief Executive Officer be given delegated authority to
approve such applications.
Irrespective of the above approval is required for any vessel that is proposed to be lived on in the
Bandy Creek Boat Harbour or the Marina.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
To ensure collection of Refuse and Recycling.

Policy:
All properties able to be serviced by the waste and recycling collection service are required in
accordance with the provisions of the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007 to have
a refuse and recycling bin and will be charged in accordance with the Council’s schedule of fees
and charges.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Document Status
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Statutory

Objective:
Guidelines for staff when assessing requests for the use of 2,4-D High Volatile Esters during
summer and autumn periods between 1 December and 30 April.

Policy:
A number of different chemical forms of the phenoxy herbicide 2,4-D are registered in Australia.
They include:
High volatile esters: 2,4-D ethyl ester, butyl ester and iso-butyl ester.
Low volatile esters: 2,4-D ethyl hexyl ester and iso-octyl ester.
Non-volatile amines: 2,4-D dimethylamine, isopropylamine, diethanolamine, triethanolamine and
triisopropanolamine.
This policy relates to the use of high volatile 2,4-D esters (ethyl, butyl and iso-butyl esters)
between 1 December and 30 April.
The use of 2, 4-D High Volatile Esters within the Shire of Esperance during the above period shall:
1. Be carried out in accordance with the applicable PERMIT TO ALLOW USE OF AN AGVET
CHEMICAL PRODUCT CONTRARY TO INSTRUCTIONS as issued by the Australian
Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority; and
2. Not be permitted within two kilometres of any gazetted townsite within the Shire or
sensitive crop/industry (ie. tree farms or nurseries); and
3. Not be permitted within one kilometre of any waterway regardless as to whether such
waterway is a sensitive area or not.
Note: the state 10km buffer for grapes and tomatoes still applies, as does the 1km buffer for any
sensitive or susceptible areas.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
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O0316-008
O0418-075

Statutory

Objective:
To ensure that all applications for development, land use or subdivision lodged by a Senior staff
member or Elected Member are referred to Council for consideration

Policy:
Notwithstanding any delegation of Council functions, any development application (planning or
building licence where exempt from requirement to obtain Planning Approval in accordance with
Local Planning Scheme requirements) or subdivision application lodged by Senior Staff (as
defined in the operative Council Policy: Staff – Senior Employees), Assessing Officer or Elected
Member is to be referred to the Council for determination, except for an application:
•

That is for that person’s own place of residence or expansion/upgrading of a place of
business that was previously approved and satisfies the objectives and development
standards in:
o
o
o

•
•
•

Local Planning Scheme;
the Acceptable Development provisions of the Residential Design Codes, and
any relevant adopted Planning Strategy, Local Planning Policy and/or Local Law.

For a minor modification to an approved plan;
An extension of time for a planning consent when there has been no circumstantial
change other than the expiration of time;
For amalgamation of lots or realignment of boundaries.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
To provide guidance as to when a development application can be refused without referral to
Council.

Policy:
Applications for Prohibited or “X” Uses
Where a development application is received that is classified as an “X’ use (that is a use that is
not permitted) or prohibited in accordance with the provisions of Local Planning Scheme No. 23,
the application is to be refused as approval to an “X” use can only proceed by way of an
amendment to the Planning Scheme.
Applications Requiring Provision of Further Information
Where a request for further information has been made for a development application, the
following procedure is to be followed:
a) A letter requesting more information is to be forwarded to the applicant.
b) If after the expiration of one (1) month no information is received, a further request for the
outstanding information is to be sent to the applicant.
c) If after a further month no information is forwarded as per the second request, a third letter
outlining the request for information is to be prepared. This letter is also to stipulate that
should the information not be forwarded to the Shire within one (1) month of the date of
the letter the application will be refused.
d) A Planning Refusal be issued, with the primary ground for refusal being:
“Insufficient information has been supplied to enable assessment of the application to occur.”
Applications for Unspecified Land Uses that are inconsistent with Objective of the Zone
Where a planning application is received that is for a land use that is not defined it will be refused
where the use is not consistent with the objective of the zone, with the primary ground for refusal
being:
“The proposed land use is inconsistent with the objectives of the ‘specify zone’ zone.”
Applications not acceptable to a Government Department
Where a development application is received that is referred to a government department it will be
refused where the government department identifies that it cannot be approved.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 006: NON-REFUNDABLE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES APPLICATION
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Document Status
Document Controller
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O0316-008
O0418-075

Statutory

Objective:
To ensure that time spent on the processing of Planning, Health and Building applications is
remitted.

Policy:
That where an application for Planning, Health and/or Building approval has been submitted, no
part of the application fee shall be refunded if withdrawn after a period of 7 days from the date
received.
Applications withdrawn within the 7 day period are eligible to receive a refund of 50% of the
original fee.
Any request for a refund of the BCITF (if applicable) or BRB Levy should be made direct to the
Building and Construction Industry Training Fund Board and/or the Builders Registration Board.
If an applicant claims exceptional circumstances, they may apply in writing to the CEO for
consideration.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Document Controller
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Statutory

Objective:
To ensure that all retaining walls over 500mm are of adequate construction for their intended
purpose; and
• To protect the visual amenity and landscape character of the locality, in particular that of
adjoining properties and streetscapes.
• To minimize the loss of visual privacy or solar access to other premises through
overlooking or overshadowing of adjoining dwellings.
• To limit excessive cutting or filling of sloping land and to encourage dwelling designs that
complement and are sympathetic to the natural topography.
• To ensure that excavated material, or material used in filling and retaining of land is
geotechnically stable and environmentally safe.
• To ensure that retaining walls are designed and constructed with sufficient strength to
support any embankment together with any superimposed loads.
• To ensure that the excavation or filling of land that is a contaminated site, does not result
in environmental harm or damage to ecosystems or harm to the safety and health of users
and the general public.
• To minimize soil erosion through implementation of erosion and sediment control
measures on all land disturbing activities to prevent the erosion and transportation of
sediment through runoff from the site.

Purpose:
The purpose and intent of this policy is to seek to ensure that changes to ground levels through the
excavation or filling of land and the development of retaining walls do not adversely affect
neighbouring properties or the natural landscape features and environmental values of a local area
and to ensure that the material used in the filling of land is both geo-technically stable and
environmentally sound.

Policy:
All retaining walls on boundaries of lots, and/or subject to surcharge loads are to be constructed of
stone, concrete, brick or other similar durable material; the use of timber retaining walls is not
permitted.
Any walls exceeding 500mm in total height, subject to an additional surcharge, is proposed to be
added to the existing retaining wall and/or in the case of tiered retaining walls exceeding 500mm in
total height. These walls shall be designed and a wet ink signed detail by a Practicing Structural
Engineer is to accompany the application submitted.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 008: KERB AND FOOTPATH BONDS
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
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O0418-075

Statutory

Objective:
To ensure asset preservation of footpaths and kerbs.

Policy:
A Kerb & Footpath Bond is required to be paid to the Shire of Esperance at the time of Building
Licence Application where there is a kerb and/or footpath in situ adjoining the development site.
The Kerb & Footpath Bond is applied to ensure that Council assets are protected against damage.
The full cost of repair to footpaths and kerbs is payable by the builder.
The amount of the Kerb & Footpath Bond is provided for in Council’s operative Fees & Charges
Schedule.
A biannual review of the financial implication to Council is conducted to ascertain increase in costs
to repair kerbs to amend the amount.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 009: GEOTECHNICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURES
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
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O0316-008
O0418-075

Statutory

Objective:
To determine the suitability of a site for building.

Policy:
Geotechnical Testing Requirements for Structures
A geotechnical assessment of the site for all classes of buildings must be undertaken (except class
10) prior to lodgement of a building application with the Shire of Esperance. This requirement may
be waived for residential building additions if the site has previously had a geotechnical test and
the additions are no greater than 50 square metres in area.
A geotechnical assessment of the site for a class 10 building may be required in circumstances
where the size, location or site conditions necessitate.
Part A – Site Investigations
Testing shall be carried out in accordance with the current relevant Australian Standards,
including, but not limited to:
•
AS 1289 – Method of Testing Soils for Engineering Purposes; and
•
AS 1726 – Geotechnical Site Investigations.
Testing shall be undertaken by a competent and suitably experienced person and test results shall
be certified by a competent and suitably experienced structural or geotechnical registered
Engineer. Certified test results shall be submitted to the Shire of Esperance as supporting
information for any building application for which this policy applies.
It is the responsibility of the certifying Engineer to ensure site investigations, testing methods and
procedures are carried out correctly and that test results adequately reflect site conditions.
Building applications covered by this policy will not be accepted if geotechnical test results are not
certified by a competent and suitably experienced structural or geotechnical Engineer and relevant
supporting information is not supplied to the satisfaction of the Shire of Esperance.
Part B – Structural Design & Certification
Structural designs of slabs and footings for all buildings covered by this policy shall be undertaken
with regard to the results of site investigations required under Part A of this policy. To this end,
slabs and footings shall be designed and certified by a suitably qualified structural engineer, as
being suitable for the site classification determined and designed in accordance with the relevant
Australian Standards and design specifications.
Building applications covered by this policy will not be accepted if structural designs of slabs,
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footings and any supporting information are not supplied with the appropriate certification to the
satisfaction of the Shire of Esperance.
Within the Shire of Esperance municipal boundaries, structural materials not specified in codes
shall only be approved on production of a Certificate of Adequacy from an Engineer.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Document Status
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O0316-008
O0418-075

Statutory

Objective:
To ensure that the construction of any dwellings and additions comply with particular energy
efficiency building requirements, dependent upon which climate zone the property is located in.

Policy:
Part 3.12 of the Building Code of Australia prescribes how Class 1 dwellings and additions must
comply with particular energy efficiency building requirements, dependent upon which climate
zone the property is located in. This policy only applies to building license applications electing to
seek acceptance under the deemed-to-satisfy BCA requirements for this part.
Properties situated in localities which are wholly inside the Esperance Townsite boundary are in
Climate Zone 5.
Where the climate zone cannot be accurately determined for those properties outside of the
Esperance townsite, the following climate zones shall be assigned, according to Table C1, to all
properties inside each locality.
Climate Zone

Applicable Localities

Climate Zone 4

Buraminya, Salmon Gums, North Cascade

Climate Zone 5

Esperance, Bandy Creek, Boyatup, Cape Arid, Cape Le Grand,
Condingup, Coomalbidgup, Dalyup, East Munglinup, Gibson, Howick,
Israelite Bay, Merivale, Monjingup, Myrup, Neridup, Pink Lake, Sinclair,
West Beach, Windabout

Climate Zone 6

Beaumont, Cascade, Grass Patch, Lort River, Mount Ney, Scaddan,
Wittenoom Hills

-------------------------------------------------------Policy Ends-----------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 011: WIND LOAD RATING
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Development
Services
January 2013
April 2018

and

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0418-075

Statutory

Objective:
To provide a standard for wind loads within the Shire of Esperance.

Policy:
The minimum wind load rating for the Shire of Esperance district is deemed to be N3. Where a
certified practicing structural engineer provides a certification lower than N3, this rating may be
accepted by the Shire as an adequate assessment at the Shire’s discretion.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 013: OUTDOOR EATING FACILITIES IN PUBLIC PLACES
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Development
Services
March 2016
April 2018

and

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0316-008
O0418-075

Statutory

Objective:
The Shire recognises that appropriately located and designed outdoor eating facilities can make a
significant contribution to the vitality and ambience of public places and urban lifestyles. They offer
opportunities for spontaneous and arranged social interactions or quiet reflection while introducing
a visual vibrancy that can make a place memorable.
This Policy aims to provide a framework and urban design guidelines to promote the establishment
of outdoor eating facilities in public places for the purpose of alfresco dining.

Policy:
Policy aims are:
a) To ensure that alfresco dining does not interfere with the safe and reasonable movement
of pedestrian and vehicular traffic;
b) To encourage high quality alfresco dining which enhances the amenity and vitality of the
Shire of Esperance.
c) To provide a comprehensive framework for the development, management and control of
alfresco dining throughout the Shire of Esperance; and,
d) To ensure that alfresco dining areas are accessible to all patrons, including people with
disabilities.
ALFRESCO DINING
1. Policy Application Area
Alfresco dining areas will only be permitted to be established on a public place directly adjacent to
a food business that has been issued with a Certificate of Registration of a Food Business by the
Shire of Esperance.
2. Development Approval Requirements
2.1.
Pedestrian Access;
2.1.1. A minimum footpath width of 2.0 metres must be provided directly adjacent
to the building, running parallel to the street, unless otherwise approved by
the Manager Development and Statutory Services for an Outdoor Eating
Facility to be considered;
2.1.2. In areas of heavy pedestrian traffic, the Shire of Esperance may require a
wider pedestrian thoroughfare or may prohibit alfresco dining altogether; and,
2.1.3. Pedestrians must be able to make normal use of the footpath without being
obliged to step into the road at any point or make other unwarranted detours.
2.2.
Distance from Kerb
A minimum 2 metre setback from the alfresco dining area to any kerb line is required to
provide an appropriate separation distance from vehicles using kerbside parking, and for the
safety of others.
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2.3.
Vehicle Sight Lines
Alfresco dining must not obstruct sight lines for either vehicles or pedestrians, both at road
junctions and vehicle access crossovers
2.4.
Demarcation of Outdoor Eating Facilities / Alfresco Dining
The Shire will provide footpath identification of the approved alfresco dining area utilising
coloured bricks, small brass plaques or the like, placed at regular intervals (approximately
every 2.0m) along the alfresco dining boundary.
3. Furniture
3.1.
Placement of Furniture
3.1.1. All furniture, including barriers must be placed and kept within the alfresco
dining area and at all times must not compromise the access and safety of
patrons or pedestrians;
3.1.2. All furniture must be free-standing and removable, unless specific written
approval has been given by the Shire;
3.1.3. Where umbrellas or similar sun protection is provided, they must be
adequately secured, contained within the alfresco dining area and of
sufficient height (minimum 2.1 metres) above the ground to prevent injury to
patrons and pedestrians. Depending upon the structure proposed, structural
certification from a practising Structural Engineer may be required.
3.2.
Number of Chairs
A maximum of one chair per square metre may be located in an alfresco dining area. Other
items of furniture such as tables and umbrellas can be incorporated as necessary. Note:
Number of patrons may be restricted by numbers of toilet facilities available.
3.3.

Design and Materials
3.3.1. The design of the furniture, including barriers used for the alfresco activity
should be in keeping with the style and character of the host building and
reflect the interior of the business;
3.3.2. White tabletops and white chairs are not permitted in alfresco dining areas
adjacent to public roads due to the possibility of glare;
3.3.3. Plastic tables and chairs are not permitted;
3.3.4. All furniture should be durable, waterproof, rust proof and weather resistant
and should fold or stack for storage; and,
3.3.5. All furniture, including barriers must be maintained in a physically sound and
aesthetically acceptable condition and in a good state of repair and be
designed so that corners and fastenings do not create a potential hazard for
patrons and pedestrian traffic to the satisfaction of the Shire.

3.4.

Removal and storage of furniture
3.4.1. All furniture must be removed from the alfresco dining area at the close of
business each day, unless otherwise permitted by the Shire of Esperance;
and
3.4.2. The Shire of Esperance may require the removal of any furniture or structure
from public areas at any time to allow the undertaking of street or footpath
works, maintenance, cleaning or other works as necessary.
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3.5.

Advertising
3.5.1. Advertising on furniture and structures may only bear the name of the
associated establishment and/or the name of a commercial product sold
within the premises; and,
3.5.2. Any additional signage must be approved by the Shire’s Executive Manager
Statutory Services, and must not restrict access to any public thoroughfare as
required by this Policy.

4.
4.1.

Operating Requirements
Hours of Operation
4.1.1. Unless otherwise specified by the Shire, hours of operation of the alfresco
dining area may be determined at the discretion of the permit holder for the
alfresco dining area;
4.1.2. Alfresco dining areas serving alcoholic beverages will be limited to the hours
stipulated in the liquor licence; and,
4.1.3. The permit holder must ensure that no noise nuisance is created by the
alfresco dining activity, and that any music complies in all respects with the
Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997.

4.2.

Consumption of Alcohol
4.2.1. The consumption of alcohol within alfresco dining areas is only permitted
subject to compliance with the proprietor obtaining the necessary approvals
from the Department of Racing Gaming and Liquor, and must ensure ongoing
compliance with all Liquor Licence conditions; and,
4.2.2. Where alcohol is served, regular table service is mandatory and patrons must
be seated at all times.

4.3.

Cleanliness and Hygiene
4.3.1. The permit holder is responsible for maintaining the footpath in a clean and
sanitary condition free of visible dirt and food material at all times. This
includes removing grease stains, keeping the vicinity clear of litter and waste
materials and the high pressure cleaning of the pavement, as and when
required. No material from sweeping of the pavement is permitted onto the
road or into the stormwater system.

4.4.
Maintenance
The permit holder for the alfresco dining area is responsible for maintenance of the area over
which the dining activity takes place and shall make good, to the Shire’s satisfaction, any
damage or staining to the surface
4.5.

Lighting
4.5.1. Where alfresco dining occurs outside daylight hours, the permit holder for the
alfresco dining area must provide adequate, clear and well distributed lighting
to ensure the safety and amenity of both patrons and the public; and,
4.5.2. Outdoor lighting shall not cause a nuisance by way of light spill to any nearby
premises.

4.6.

Electrical Wiring
4.6.1. All electrical wiring connected to lights, devices or appliances situated in or
about the alfresco dining area shall not be placed:
4.6.1.1. On or under the alfresco dining area;
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4.6.1.2. Above any part of a public place so as to interfere or obstruct the passage of
vehicles or pedestrians; and,
4.6.1.3. In any manner or in any place which maybe prejudicial to safety.
4.6.2. Any electrical wiring must be approved by the appropriate authority and must
not be placed across any thoroughfare.
4.7.
4.7.1.

4.7.2.

5.0

Heating
Heaters must be Australian Gas Association (AGA) approved and be used in
accordance with manufacturer’s instructions, particularly in relation to required
clearances from other combustible objects.
Fixed gas heaters are not permitted without the express written consent of the Shire.
4.7.2.1. Any fixed or portable gas heater within the outdoor eating area is to be
installed and regularly checked by a registered gas fitter to ensure they
comply with:
•
AS 5601/AG 601 – 2000 Gas Installations
•
AS/NZS 1956 – 1997 Storing and Handling of LP Gas
•
AS 4565 – Outdoor Radiant Heaters
•
And any other relevant Gas Standard
No Smoking Permitted in Outdoor Eating Areas

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 015: RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES ON COUNCIL FORESHORE
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Development
Services
March 2016
April 2018

and

Version No

4

Res No
Res No

O0316-008
O0418-075

Statutory

Objective:
To provide a framework to consider proposals for commercial and recreational activity on the
foreshore and public places, so that:
• Residents and visitors are encouraged to participate in a diverse range of recreational
activities;
• Health and safety of users of the foreshore and parks is encouraged;
• Commercial activities do not detract from the recreational values of the foreshore and from
parks;
• Impact on local amenity is managed appropriately.

Scope:
•
•
•
•

This policy applies to all immediate ocean foreshore and beach areas in the Shire of
Esperance.
This policy applies to all shire vested public open space.
This policy does not apply to recreational events or to markets.
This policy does not include the staging of events or apply in areas subject to a lease.

Policy:
The Council recognises the value of the foreshore and other open space areas for recreation for
both visitors and residents. It also recognises the increasing demand for people supplying a goods
or services for a fee.
Associated Procedure
General Statement
Proponents of applicable recreational or commercial activities are to apply to for consent. The
Shire will assess applications for allocation of sites and for permission to operate in context to
compliance with specified criteria and considering public comments if necessary.
Applications will be considered on their individual merits.
All approvals will be valid for a maximum of twelve (12) months coinciding with the financial year. A
longer period can be considered depending on the circumstances of the case. An operator will be
expected to carry out the approved activity during the peak tourist season. Failure to commence
the activity by January 1 will result in immediate revocation of the approval and agreements may
be entered into with other applicants to ensure that the approval is utilised.
Approvals Requirement
1. A commercial or recreational activity may only be conducted on a beach, foreshore area or
public place where a permit has been issued under the relevant Council Local Law; and
2. Personal Trainer sessions with only one client do not require an approval.
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General Criteria
Consideration for recreational, commercial and educational activities and allocation of sites will
need to address the following:
1. Compliance with the reserve’s purpose.
2. Compliance with statutory planning requirements, i.e. development control, Scheme
objectives and amenity issues.
3. The reserve must be managed by the Shire of Esperance. If its management is the
responsibility of another Authority appropriate written permission must be submitted with
any application.
4. Compliance with the provision of any relevant Council Local Law.
5. Approval from the Minister for Lands if applicable.
Commercial Activities
A ‘Commercial Enterprise’ is an activity that is primarily being carried out to provide goods or
services for a fee to people visiting the foreshore reserves or to promote a commercial activity.
These activities include entertainment, education/training (for a fee), watercraft hire, watercraft use
training, surf schools, advertising, tourism operations, beach item hire (umbrellas, chairs, etc.),
selling of confectionery, ice creams, drinks, sun screen, art, trinkets, etc.
Companies or individuals wishing to carry out commercial activities on land for which Council is the
delegated manager will be required to:
•
•
•
•

Take out a permit and pay the prescribed fee.
Provide evidence of Public Liability insurance to the value of $20 million indemnifying the
Shire for all activities.
Ensure there is no interference to the natural environment as a consequence of the
activities.
Ensure there is no negative impact on the existing users as a consequence of the
activities.

Activity applicants may be required to:
• Provide traffic, pedestrian, risk or emergency management plans, which are to be
approved by relevant Council officers prior to the commencement of the activity. This may
include the provision of proof of accreditation where an industry or recognised standard
applies for the organiser of the activity.
• Notify residents and traders impacted by the activity by letter drop and/or by advertising in
the local paper to ensure there are no objections to the activity taking place.
Use Permit Applications will be considered according to the following criteria:
• What is the primary objective of the activity?
• Does the activity add value to any existing foreshore activities?
• Is the activity coastal related or dependent on the coastal location to be successful?
• Will the activity provide education or health benefits to the general community?
• Is it in direct competition to existing businesses?
• Will the activity adversely interfere with the current use of the public land on which it is
situated?
• Will the activity negatively impact on the safety of the current beach and water users?
• Is there an industry or recognised accreditation system or guidelines for management for
the activity?
• Will it have a detrimental impact in relation to vegetation, fauna, birds, coastal processes
and abutting landowners?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When will the activity be carried out (time/days) and what will the duration of the activity be
(days/weeks)?
How many customers/users are there expected to be?
Will the activity require parking and is there sufficient space for parking to support this
activity and existing foreshore users?
Will the activity require storage and where is the storage proposed?
How will the activity be promoted?
Does it bring economic benefit to the Shire?
Are all other agency or Council permits in place?

Recreational and Other Activities
‘Recreational and Other Activities’ are activities that are primarily being carried out by an individual
or group of individuals and that may impact on current users, existing businesses, physical
infrastructure and/or the natural environment. These include horse riding, horse training, group
mountain bike riding, dinghy storage, personnel training, etc.
Individuals wishing to carry out recreational and other activities on public land for which Council is
responsible will be required to:
• Take out a permit and pay the prescribed fee.
• Provide evidence of Public Liability insurance to the value of $20 million indemnifying the
Shire for all activities associated with the production.
• Ensure there is no interference to the natural environment or public amenity as a
consequence of the activities
Use Permit Applications will be considered according to the following criteria:
• What is the primary objective of the activity?
• Does the activity add value to any existing foreshore activities?
• Is the activity coastal related or dependent on the coastal location to be successful?
• Will the activity provide education or health benefits to the general community?
• Will the activity negatively impact on the safety of the current beach and water users?
• Will it have a detrimental impact in relation to vegetation, fauna, birds, coastal processes
and abutting landowners?
• When will the activity be carried out (time and day/s)
• How many users are there expected to be?
• Will the activity require parking and is there sufficient space for parking to support this
activity and existing foreshore users?
• Will the activity require storage and where is the storage proposed?
Personal Trainers
In order for you to be eligible for consideration as a Personal Trainer or Group Fitness you must
have the following:
1. Approved qualifications endorsed by Fitness Australia and/or VETAB providers such as
TAFE, Universities and Nationally Recognised Training institutions/college;
2. A current Senior First Aid Certificate;
3. Proof of being a current registered professional with Fitness Australia or the relevant peak
body; and
4. Current Public Liability Insurance to a minimum of $20 million and Professional Indemnity
Insurance for the life of the permit.
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Personal Trainers Application Process
• Take out a permit and pay the prescribed fee.
• Provide evidence of Public Liability insurance to the value of $20 million indemnifying the
Shire for all activities.
• Ensure there is no interference to the natural environment as a consequence of the
activities.
• Ensure there is no negative impact on the existing users as a consequence of the
activities.
• Personal trainers may apply for a permit and licence at any time of the year.
• The maximum number of persons per group is 20 participants.
• Officers will assess applications and decide under delegation which personal trainer
applications will be approved.
• All authorities issued for personal trainers will expire on the following 30 June.
Land-Based Activities
i) If Council’s roads, car parks or dual use paths are to be used, then the activity will be
assessed in terms of whether it will create a danger to other users of the access
way/areas or will create an obstruction to traffic movement or result in a major loss of car
parking spaces.
ii) All activities must be located adjacent to constructed public car parking areas and public
conveniences (within 100 metres). Approved applications may be required to contribute
towards the upkeep of the local public infrastructure and facilities if considered necessary
as a consequence of that activity.
iii) If the beach is to be used then the activity must be determined as compatible with the
beach environment and must be related to the hire of beach-related equipment. A range of
complementary operations may be permitted in the same vicinity if there are sufficient
facilities and impacts are minor.
iv) Beach site activities are not to damage, or lead to degradation of, coastal or other natural
environment. Sites, which are likely to suffer environmental/stability problems from
increased human activity or have a high conservation value, will be excluded.
v) All activities are to demonstrate that they will not create a public nuisance to any adjacent
residential areas in context to noise, traffic, etc and not create a conflict with the main
beachgoers.
vi) The Shire will permit on application, the use of no more than two (2) temporary sandwich
board signs or similar in the immediate vicinity of an approved site for the purpose of
marking the location of the activity. Signage is to be removed on the cessation of the use.
vii) Appropriate public liability insurance cover is to be obtained by the applicant prior to
commencement of the activity. Evidence of Public Liability insurance to the value of $20
million indemnifying Council for all activities associated with the use is to be provided.
Water-based Activities
i) Permission will be given to the use of the beach area for the hiring of water based
equipment, provided the applicant is prepared to comply with any conditions of the
Department of Transport and/or the Southern Ports Authority - Port of Esperance to the
satisfaction and specification of the Local Government.
ii) The hire activities are not to dominate the main informal water-based activity or conflict
with the designated water based activity. The hire activity is not to create a public danger.
iii) All activities must be located in close proximity or constructed public car park areas and
public conveniences.
iv) The hire activity is not to damage, or lead to the degradation of, the coastal or marine
environment.
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v) All activities are not to create a public nuisance to any nearby residents, or affect
residential amenity and are not to create public nuisance to other regular water-based
activities.
vi) The Shire will permit on application, the use of no more than two (2) temporary sandwich
board signs or similar in the immediate vicinity of an approved site for the purpose of
marking the location of the activity. Signage is to be removed on the cessation of the use.
vii) Appropriate public liability insurance cover is to be obtained by the applicant prior to
commencement of the activity. Evidence of Public Liability insurance to the value of $20
million indemnifying Council for all activities associated with the use is to be provided.
Application Procedure
1.
Lodgment of Application
Applicants are to provide Council with the following information:
• Name, address and contact telephone number of applicant.
• A plan indicating the required location for the activity.
• Full details of type of service to be operated including equipment involved and intended
hours of operation.
• Any additional information specific to the individual service to be provided.
Applications are to be lodged no later than March 31 of the year for permission to undertake the
recreational hire activity for the forthcoming financial year. Council may process and determine late
applications.
2.
Processing of Application
Applications will be processed by the Shire Officers and will be referred to any relevant statutory
authorities and Shire Ranger for comment if considered necessary. Successful applicants will be
advised in writing.
Conditions of approval will be specified. Successful applicants are to promptly respond in writing
stating that they agree with the conditions.
3.
Fees
The annual fee shall be as determined by Council and included in Council’s Annual Schedule of
Fees and Charges.
4.
Continued use of Existing Approved Sites
If an existing licence holder has not made application for renewal of the current licence by March
31 then the site will become generally available for issue of a licence to another operator for the
same or a different use on a first come, first served basis.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 016: DIVIDING FENCES
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Development
Services
March 2016
April 2018

and

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0316-008
O0418-075

Statutory

Objective:
To ensure that Council has a policy in relation to responsibility for dividing fences on other than
Council residential lots.

Policy:
The Council will only contribute towards dividing fences where it sees a municipal need for the
fence on other than Council residential lots.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 017: BORROWING OF MUSEUM EXHIBITS
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Community Support
March 2016
April 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0316-008
O0418-075

Objective:
To enable some exhibit items to be loaned for specific purposes outside of the
Museum.

Policy:
That all requests for the loan of Museum exhibit items be at the discretion of the
Museum Management Committee and subject to a signed agreement detailing the
purpose of the loan, the loan return requirements and the action to be taken to prevent
loss or damage.
That all requests for the loan of Museum exhibit items be at the discretion of the
Museum Management Committee and subject to a signed agreement detailing the
purpose of the loan, the loan return requirements and the action to be taken to prevent
loss or damage.
That all requests for the loan of Museum exhibit items be at the discretion of the
Museum Management Committee and subject to a signed agreement detailing the
purpose of the loan, the loan return requirements and the action to be taken to prevent
loss or damage.
That all requests for the loan of Museum exhibit items be at the discretion of the
Museum Management Committee and subject to a signed agreement detailing the
purpose of the loan, the loan return requirements and the action to be taken to prevent
loss or damage.
That all requests for the loan of Museum exhibit items be at the discretion of the
Museum Management Committee and subject to a signed agreement detailing the
purpose of the loan, the loan return requirements and the action to be taken to prevent
loss or damage.
That all requests for the loan of Museum exhibit items be at the discretion of the
Museum Management Committee and subject to a signed agreement detailing the
purpose of the loan, the loan return requirements and the action to be taken to prevent
loss or damage.
That all requests for the loan of Museum exhibit items be at the discretion of the
Museum Management Committee and subject to a signed agreement detailing the
purpose of the loan, the loan return requirements and the action to be taken to prevent
loss or damage.
That all requests for the loan of Museum exhibit items be at the discretion of the Museum
Management Reference Group and subject to a signed agreement detailing the purpose of the
loan, the loan return requirements and the action to be taken to prevent loss or damage.
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EXT 019: CIVIC CENTRE HIRE FEES NOT TO BE WAIVED
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Community
Development
March 2016
April 2018

and

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0316-008
O0418-075

Economic

Objective:
To ensure that Civic Centre Hire Fees are not waived unless in extenuating circumstances and
with the express approval of Council.

Policy:
That the Esperance Civic Centre hire fees not be waived for any organisation unless extenuating
circumstances can be shown to exist to the satisfaction of Council.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends----------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 020: ARTS COLLECTION
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Community Support
March 2016
April 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0316-008
O0418-075

Objective:
1. To manage, conserve and document the Shire of Esperance Art Collection.
2. To acquire artworks in accordance with the acquisition and development guidelines

3. To promote and facilitate public access to the Shire of Esperance Art Collection.
Policy:
To ensure proper processes are in place for the acquisition and management of art works for the Shire
of Esperance Art Collection.
Management
1. The Shire of Esperance aims to resource m anagem ent of the collection appropriately,
including an annual budget for the acquisition of art works and appropriate management and
maintenance of the collection.
2. The Shire of Esperance ensures the conservation of the collection’s holdings and aims for
industry standards of environmental control and monitored secure collection storage and
exhibition spaces.
3. The Shire of Esperance ensures that the collection is subject to regular valuation and appropriate
insurance.
4. The Shire of Esperance maintains a complete catalogue including photographic, location and
registration records, detailed provenance and artist’s biography
5. The appropriate management and maintenance of the art collection will be overseen by the Shire
of Esperance Art Collection Advisory Committee.
Acquisition
The Shire of Esperance is not bound to accept any works.
The Shire of Esperance through the Shire of Esperance Art Collection Advisory Committee may:
1. Acquire works of art which build upon strengths of existing holdings of the collection.
2. Acquire original, excellent and significant works by Esperance artists living and/or working in the
Esperance region.
3. Acquire works of art which relate to the experience of people living and/or working in the
Esperance region.
4. Acquire those works of art which are of regional and aesthetic significance to the existing holdings
and relevant to current acquisition priorities.
5. Acquire works by way of purchase, bequest or gift.
6. Not acquire art works which duplicate existing holdings.
7. Acquire art works with due consideration to cost, public safety, display, storage and transport
issues at the time of acquisition.
8. Not acquire commercial prints or reproductions.
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9. Accept donations that are the sole property of the donor and which accord with the acquisition
policy with no conditions attached.
Loans
1.

The Shire of Esperance does not accept permanent or indefinite loans. The collection may accept
loans from time to time for exhibition purposes only.

Public Access
1. The Shire of Esperance Art Collection currently has no dedicated exhibition venue. The Shire of
Esperance aspires to develop a permanent purpose-built exhibition and storage facility for the
collection. In the meantime, the collection is required to be exposed to as wide an audience as
possible, and this may encompass the use of temporary displays in appropriate places, for
example, the Esperance Civic Centre, the Cannery Arts Centre, other Shire of Esperance
premises and other appropriate community buildings.
2. The Shire of Esperance, from time to time, will present appropriately documented exhibitions from
the collection, and public programs to enhance the appreciation of the collection. Exhibitions may
be of a physical or digital nature.
3. There will be at least one public exhibition of artworks from the Shire of Esperance Art Collection
each calendar year.
4. Interpretive information about the collection will be presented in a variety of publications and
presentation forms and will be accessible to various audiences.
5. The Shire of Esperance researches and evaluates its collection and related material so that
interpretation and exhibitions are carried out with integrity and resources are accessible to others
for purposes of research.
6. The Shire of Esperance promotes the collection and its access program through a variety of
means including the development of online access via the Shire of Esperance website.
7. Where appropriate, works from the Shire of Esperance Art Collection may be considered for
travelling exhibitions subject to appropriate loan agreements being negotiated.
Art in Public Places
1. Artwork in public places (sculptures and external artworks) will be included as an integral part of
the Shire of Esperance Art Collection. The use of art in public places has the capacity to enhance
the environment and to engender a great sense of community pride, excitement and participation.
2. Works may be acquired by either acquisition or commission as per Public Art Policy EXT 017.
De-accessioning and Disposal
1. Works from the collection may be considered for removal from the collection if they are in poor
condition, damaged or deteriorated beyond reasonable repair or conservation; duplicate or do not
meet with the requirements of the collections policy statement. This process is known as deaccession.
2. The Committee may, from time to time, recommend works for de-accessioning for Council
endorsement to proceed.
3. Any funds raised by the sale of a de-accessioned art work will be set aside for maintenance and
management of the collection.
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Responsibility
Responsibility for implementation of this policy lies with the Shire of Esperance in consultation
with the Shire of Esperance Art Collection Advisory Committee.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 021: MUSEUM VILLAGE MARKETS
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Development
Services
March 2016
April 2018

and

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0316-008
O0418-075

Statutory

Objective:
This Policy regulates the operation of the Museum Village Markets within the Shire of
Esperance. The objectives of this Policy are:
1. To encourage a mixture of commercial and non-commercial stall holders to increase the
vibrancy and attraction of the Museum Village Markets to tourists and locals.
2. To encourage the participation of local community groups in the operation of the markets.

Policy:
Application
This policy applies to Markets convened in the Museum Village Precinct or on a Reserve as
approved by the Chief Executive Officer.
Definitions
“Food Vendor”

A person or persons preparing food on site for sale direct to the public.

“Stall holder”

A person or persons conducting a trading undertaking whom is authorised
to do so by the Market Permit Holder.

Policy Statement (refer Council resolution O0710-1479)
1. From time to time the CEO will call for expressions of interest to operate markets at the
Museum Village for a term of up to three years.
2. The CEO is delegated the authority to issue a permit to conduct a market to the
person or organisation (the Permit Holder) offering the most advantageous proposition to
grow the Museum Village precinct as a tourism focal point on the following conditions:
•
•

•

The Permit Holder will maintain a Public Liability Insurance Policy for a minimum amount of
$10 million and absolve council and its officers of any liability in relation to the Markets.
The Market Permit will be reviewed after each 12 month period and will be renewed
annually pending satisfactory performance as determined by the CEO. (Local Government
Property Local Law Section 3.13(h))
The Permit Holder must allow access to each stall area by statutory authorities whenever
required to inspect stalls and products offered for sale for statutory compliance
requirements.
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3. The Permit Holder is authorised to charge a fee to market participants (stall holders,
buskers, food vendors etc). Such fees collected may be retained by the ‘Permit Holder”.
(Local Government Property Local Law Section 3.13 (i))
4. Stall holders participating in the Markets will be exempt from the requirement to obtain
individual stall holders permits from the Shire. (Activities in Thoroughfares and Public Places
and Trading Local Law Section 6.7(3))
5. Stall holders and food vendors intending to sell or distribute food products must notify the
Shire’s Environmental Health Department prior to doing so. (Food Act 2008 Section 107) A
permit to operate a temporary food premise must be displayed in a prominent location at the
point of sale or distribution. The Permit Holder will not allow any stall holders or food vendors
to operate in the Museum Village Markets without the required permit.
6. Market stalls may only be located on the grassed areas of the Museum Village
precinct unless approval to occupy portions of built premises is obtained from either the
occupier of the premise or the Shire of Esperance.
7. Market activities shall not be conducted within the road reserve or on footpaths and must not
block or impede direct access to Museum Village businesses.
8. On designated market days Museum Village business proprietors may display and sell
products and services from any part of their built premises, including non leased verandas
and decking. This condition is provided to increase the vibrancy and attraction of the Museum
Village Markets to tourists and locals in accordance with objective 2 of this Policy. The
Museum Village business proprietors will not be required to pay a stall holders fee to the
Market permit holder.
9. The Permit Holder shall ensure the market site is cleared of all refuse when trading has
ceased.
10. Failure to comply with any of the terms and conditions of this Policy may result in withdrawal
of the Market Permit and/or refusal to renew or reissue the Market permit.
11. Any damage to Shire of Esperance infrastructure due to the activity is to be reinstated by
the Permit Holder to the satisfaction of Council.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 022: FIRE MANAGEMENT – ROADSIDE BURNING
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Development
Services
September 2007
April 2018

Version No
and

Statutory
Res No
Res No

O0418-075

Objective:
To ensure that roadside burning does not take place without the written consent of Council.

Policy:
Roadside burning shall not take place without the written consent of Council.
When examining such applications Council will:
1. grant approval only if the burn is to be supervised by the relevant Bushfire Brigade;
2. only consider the burn as part of a broader fire management plan;
3. restrict burning to one side of the road only during any one year;
4. prefer to see that the burn has ecological advantages to the road verge as well as fire
hazard abatement;
5. no firebreaks will be permitted to facilitate the burn unless the roadside vegetation strip is
greater than 20 metres wide and then only if in Council's opinion the break is necessary for
the protection of the roadside vegetation; and the firebreak complies with the requirements
of the Environmental Protection (Clearing of Native Vegetation) Regs 2004;
6. refer the proposal to the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation and
Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions prior to considering the
application;
7. applicant to advise Council of actual burning date so that Council is able to monitor the
frequency/heat of burns and therefore estimate the ecological value/disadvantage of burns
to individual roadsides.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 023: SANITATION AND RECYCLING
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Council Enterprises
March 2016
April 2018

Version No

2

Res No
Res No

O0316-008
O0418-075

Objective:
1. To ensure that guidelines are in place for litter drives.
2. For Council to endeavor to recycle products within the Council wherever possible.

Policy:
Litter Drives
That Council policy on litter drives be:
1. All persons working within road reserves should do so in accordance with the requirements of
the Main Roads Western Australia Code of Practice for Roadworks.
2. Collected rubbish placed in tied bags in a heap will be picked up by Council, with the litter
drive Coordinator to provide adequate notice to the Executive Manager Engineering Services
for the collection of tied bags within two (2) working days after the event.
Recycling
The Council will endeavor to recycle products within the Council where possible.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 024: BUSHFIRE MANAGEMENT
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Community Support
May 2014
April 2018

Version No

3

Res No
Res No

O0514-100
O0418-075

Objective:
1. Fire incident management and the imposing and reviewing harvesting, machinery and
vehicle movement bans within the district of the Shire of Esperance.
2. To ensure that Bushfire Control Officers have the necessary experience and training
to hold these positions.
3. Management of applications from landowners to vary or to be exempt from standard
firebreak requirements.
4. Conditions under which Declared or Proclaimed Plants or refuse of those plants may
be burnt during the prohibited burning season.
5. To ensure consultation between the Chief Bushfire Control Officer and the CEO of the
Shire of Esperance in relation to the issuing of these permits.
6. To ensure that a mobile fire fighting unit is in place when track chaining is in progress.
7. To ensure that a mobile fire fighting unit is in place when post-harvest stubble
slashing is in progress.

Policy:
Division and Management of District for Harvest Bans and Burning Permits
That for the purposes of fire incident management and imposing and reviewing Harvesting,
Machinery and Vehicle Movement Bans and the district of the Shire of Esperance be divided
into six zones – West Coast Zone, West Zone, North Zone, East Zone, East Coast Zone and
Urban Rural Zone and include the following sub-zones:
•
•
•
•

West and West Coast Zones be divided into two sub-zones down the Lort River,
which provides a natural boundary.
East and East Coast Zones to be divided into two sub-zones from Mt Ridley, along
Bronzewing Road, Kau Rocks Road, Kettles Road and Daniels Road.
North Zone be divided into two by the Brigade boundaries of Southern Mallee and
Salmon Gums.
Naming of the sub-zones be by numbering 1 and 2 within each existing Zone, using
Esperance town as a “hub” and numbering away from town.

Each zone is to have a 'senior' control officer referred to as a Senior Bushfire Control Officer.
These officers and the Chief Bushfire Control Officer shall also be appointed Fire Weather
Officers. It is accepted that the Chief Bushfire Control Officer may also be appointed a Senior
in control of a zone.
The Chief Bushfire Control Officer shall have ultimate authority for fire control and imposition
and review of Harvesting, Machinery and Vehicle Movement Bans although in relation to
harvest bans he must make every effort to liaise and consult with the Senior Control Officers
in each zone. Senior Control Officers should make every effort to be available to assist the
Chief Bushfire Control Officer with the imposition and review of harvest bans.
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Qualifications of Bushfire Control Officers
That a person being nominated and elected to the position of Bushfire Control Officer is
required to have practical fire fighting experience and to have successfully completed the Fire
and Emergency Service Authority Fire Control Officers (FCO) Course within twelve (12)
months of being appointed and to undergo subsequent refresher training every 5 years.
Exemption/Variation of Firebreaks
That the Chief Executive Officer in consultation with the relevant bushfire brigade captain be
authorised to issue approval for applications from landowners to vary or be exempt from the
standard firebreak requirements, provided applications satisfy conditions specified in the
annual firebreak notice.
Burning of Declared and Proclaimed Plants During the Prohibited Burning Season
That Declared or Proclaimed Plant or the refuse of those plants may be burnt during the
PROHIBITED BURNING PERIOD so long as the burning is carried out subject to conditions
below:
Permit to burn proclaimed plants and refuse thereof
•

Subject to sections 24-36 inclusive of the Bush Fire Regulations 1954 (Bush Fires Act
1954 as amended)

Permit to burn a declared plant and refuse thereof
•

Subject to sections 24 and 36A of the Bush Fire Regulations 1954 (Bush Fires Act
1954 as amended)

and the following MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
•
•

•
•

The area to be burnt does not exceed 40ha and is surrounded by a fire break to a
width of not less than 10 metres.
Provide at least one fire unit minimum 800 litres capacity and 3 people to be
constantly in attendance at the burning operations from the time the fire is lit until it is
completely extinguished and to assist in keeping the fire under control and prevent it
from spreading beyond the land on which the burning operations are conducted.
The fire shall not be lit except between the hours of four o'clock in the afternoon and
ten o'clock in the evening and extinguished by midnight of the same day.
The fire shall not be lit unless and until notice of intention to do so has been given at
least four days before commencing the burn to:

every occupier of land adjoining the property on which the burn is to take place.
the Bush Fire Control Officer for the district.
the Department of Conservation and Land Management.
an officer or employee of each notifiable authority.
the area to be burnt to be inspected by a Fire Control Officer for that area before
any permit is issued by the Chief Executive Officer .
o the Chief Executive Officer after consultation with the inspecting Fire Control
Office may impose any other condition as sees fit to prevent the escape of fire
.
Authority to Issue Clover Burning Permits During Prohibited Burning Period
o
o
o
o
o

That the Chief Bushfire Control Officer in consultation with the Chief Executive Officer be the
person responsible within the Shire of Esperance for the issuing of clover burning permits
during the Prohibited Burning Period.
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Track Chaining
That a mobile fire fighting unit of not less than 800 litre capacity be situated in the paddock
when track chaining is in progress during the Restricted and Prohibited Burning period.
Post Harvest Stubble Slashing
That post harvest stubble slashing can only be undertaken during the Restricted and
Prohibited Burning Periods under the following conditions:
•
•
•

A mobile fire fighting unit of not less than 800 litres capacity be situated in the
paddock whilst stubble slashing is in progress.
A minimum of 2 x 9 litre fire extinguishers must be carried on all slashers.
A 2-way radio communications unit must be installed on all vehicles.

There is to be a total ban on stubble slashing between 23 December and 2 January.
Guidelines for Vehicle and Machinery Movement Bans
A Harvesting, Machinery and Vehicle Movement Ban will be put in place when the Fire
Danger Index (FDI) reached 32 on the Grass land Fire Danger Meter – McArthur Mark 4.
On days a Very High fire danger or above is forecast by the Bureau of Meteorology, a radio
sched will take place at 7am, where weather conditions and a plan for the day will be
established by the Senior Fire Control officers across the Shire.
A Harvesting, Machinery and Vehicle Movement Ban will be implemented when the 32FDI is
reached. A Ban can be in place across the whole Shire or individual Zones. Lifting the Ban,
when weather conditions ease and the FDI falls below 32, can be lifted the same way.
When a Ban is implemented, it will be communicated by text message, updates
Harvest Ban Hotline, Facebook, the Shire Website and ABC Radio.

on the

There will be an automatic Harvesting, Machinery and Vehicle Movement Ban is place on
Christmas Day and New Years Day annually.
The following definitions shall apply to the guidelines on the ban if vehicle and machinery
movement under Regulation 38A of the Bush Fires Act 1954.
Laneway: A laneway is defined as having a constructed, trafficable surface, a minimum of
three (3) metres wide, free of all inflammable material. Overhanging vegetation has to be
pruned back so as not to come into contact with parts of a vehicle.
Mobile fire fighting unit: A mobile fire fighting unit is defined as a vehicle fitted with a 400 litre
tank, an operational fire fighting pump and radio communications.
Harvest Ban: A ban on the operation of all grain harvesting vehicles and machines within a
Shire or part of a Shire and during a time, as specified in a notice or broadcast (Reg 38A).
Total Vehicle and Machinery Movement Ban: A ban on the movement of all vehicles and
machinery within a Shire or part of a Shire and during a time as specified in a notice of
broadcast (Reg 38A) with the exception of the movement of vehicles and machinery on made
gazetted roads, laneways and yards. The following activities are permitted provided these
comply with specified conditions.
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Specified Conditions
1. Loading and offloading of grain, fertiliser and feed is only permitted on sites which are
approved and registered by Council on an annual basis and which are clear of all
inflammable material save live standing trees to a radius of at least 25 metres. A
mobile fire fighting unit shall be in attendance at all times and accompany the grain
carting vehicle when travelling on a laneway between the registered site and a made
gazetted road.
(Please note that an owner or occupier of a site may appeal to the Chief Bush Fire Control
Officer in cases where approval was not granted or granted subject to additional conditions).
2. Water carting for stock and domestic purposes provided it is accompanied by a
mobile fire fighting unit, or alternatively, the water carting vehicle acts as the mobile
fire fighting unit and meets minimum specifications (this also requires the retention of
400 litre of water at all times).
3. All necessary travel within piggeries, sheep or cattle feed lots, provided this is
undertaken in a mobile fire fighting unit.
4. All necessary carting of live stock, provided that such a vehicle is accompanied by a
mobile fire fighting unit.
5. Activities which received specific exemptions from Council or a Chief Bush Fire
Control Officer.
All other activities or operations may only be undertaken during Total Vehicle and Machinery
Movement Bans after approval has been granted by Council. Approval has to be sought on an
individual basis. Approval may be subject to specified conditions. It should be noted that
approval may not be granted.
Burning of Blue Gum Plantations
A Permit to Burn must be sought by the landowner from a Permit Issuing Officer within the
Brigade area prior to the burning of Blue Gum Plantations. A standard condition of this permit
will include the completion of the Burning Blue Gum Plantation Guidelines – Version 2 April
2014 (Attached at Appendix 2)
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REGISTRATION FORM
LOADING AND OFF LOADING SITE
SHIRE OF ..............................................
Fire Season: .........................................
Location Address:

Owner / Occupier Address:

Location Number:
Nearest Road:

Name:
Residential Address:

Locality:

Postal Address:

Phone No:

Diagram of Location / Site

Minimum specifications for a registered loading/offloading site are an area of at least twentyfive (25) metre radius free of all inflammable material save live standing trees, with a
constructed roadway or laneway between the site and a made gazetted road clear of all
inflammable material to a width of three (3) metres.
Loading and offloading on this site as well as travel to and from this site is permitted during
vehicle movement bans provided that a mobile operational fire fighting unit (as specified in
Council’s regulations) is in attendance during loading and offloading operations and
accompanies the vehicle on laneways between the registered site and a made gazetted road.
(Please note that additional fire safety conditions may be specified.
The above site and laneway meets/does not meet minimum conditions (delete as
appropriate).
Inspected by .......................................... Rank ................................... Date: .............
The registration has to be reviewed annually.
Comments or Additional Conditions .............................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
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------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends-----------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 025: ESPERANCE SEAFRONT CARAVAN PARK PRICING
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Community
Development
July 2017
April 2018

and

Version No

1

Res No
Res No

O0717-169
O0418-075

Economic

Objective:
This policy provides direction for use of the ‘range’ pricing as specified within the Shire of
Esperance Annual Schedule of Fees and Charges for accommodation offerings at the Esperance
Seafront Caravan Park.

Policy:
The potential to offer small discounts on accommodation pricing recognises the importance of
finding ways of attracting visitors to Esperance outside of the peak seasons and keeping them in
town for additional days.
Tourism in Esperance is exceptionally seasonal. The range pricing is designed to provide
flexibility:
• During off-peak periods (periods of the year when occupancy rates are expected to be
below 50%); and
• With group bookings and promotional activities that benefit he park.
Historical data is to be utilised to identify ‘off-peak’ periods and discounted pricing is only to be
continued until 50% occupancy is achieved. It is recognised that different styles of accommodation
may have different periods in which it is appropriate to offer discounted pricing.
It is important to note that ‘discounted pricing’ is considered to be any price below the maximum
identified within the ‘range’.
Any discounts applied for groups or promotional activities will give regard to the number of sites
being booked in a single block, the level of occupancy already booked/expected for that period and
the longer term benefits expected (repeat visits, value of promotional activity etc).
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 026: SPORTING ASSOCIATION GROUND FEES
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Community
Development
July 2017
April 2018

and

Version No

1

Res No
Res No

O0717-169
O0418-075

Economic

Objective:
This policy provides the methodology for utilising the Sporting Association Ground Fees “Charge
per Unit” as specified within the Annual Shire of Esperance Schedule of Fees and Charges.

Policy:
This policy applies to seasonal users of Shire of Esperance sporting grounds. Council will set a
‘unit’ charge for the seasonal use of Shire of Esperance sporting fields. Seasonal sporting
association fees will be calculated based on the following formula:
Number of Grounds x Field Size x Length of Season x Impact x Junior Discount = No. of units.
The number of units is then multiplied by the “charge per unit” to determine the total owing by each
seasonal user.
Notes:
Field size is determined per 5000m2 (approximately). All football/cricket ovals are rated as being
20,000m2.
Season Length is measured either as ½ year or full year.
Impact of each sport on the grounds is measured as either high or low.
The Junior Discount (at a rate of 75%) is only applied in instances where there is no senior
competition with regards to that particular sport.
Allowance is for 1 day of competition or club day per sport per field. No charge for training however
competition/club days have priority. Additional days attract an additional charge, although
discretion is available where a full day’s activity is split across two days without impacting on other
sports and/or resulting in a lower impact on the sporting grounds.
Sports will not have their fee increase by more than $300 or 10% (whichever is greater) in a single
year (unless they add an additional ground or day to their previous booking).
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 027: MUSEUM COLLECTION
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Community Support
September 2017
April 2018

Version No

1

Res No
Res No

O0917-214
O0418-075

Objective:
To provide a clear and consistent framework for the acquisition, management and development of
the Shire of Esperance Museum Collection. The purpose of the Collection is to create a set of
physical and digital resources relating to the Esperance region that can be used to:
•
enrich knowledge, understanding and experience of the history of the Esperance Region;
•

interpret the history and development of the region;

•

conserve historical resources for the benefit of the community and future generations;

•

provide a historical education and research facility for the community.

Policy:
All Collection activities will follow best practice principles of museum collection acquisition and
management and adhere to the following core principles;
1. Council is committed to establishing sustainable partnerships with community groups and
organisations to communicate the rich social, cultural and natural history of the Esperance
region.
2. Council accepts that it has a responsibility to provide for the long-term care and preservation
of the Museum Collection and assets that document or portray the social, cultural and natural
history of the Esperance region.
3. Council will facilitate the strategic role of the Museum as a catalyst for cultural development
by directing funding for the management and storage of the Museum Collection subject to
financial and physical constraints.
4. The Museum will only acquire Indigenous cultural items of significance to the region in
circumstances where the item has provenance and in consultation with the local Indigenous
Community.
5. Council will exercise due diligence to establish the valid ownership of an item. No item will be
acquired, whether by purchase, donation, loan, bequest or exchange, unless Council is
satisfied that a valid title of ownership is held.
6. To be considered for acquisition by purchase or donation an item must be of a quality and
condition that is relevant to this policy.
7. No items should be acquired with conditions or restrictions on how they may be used or
displayed in the future.
8. No item shall be acquired from significant heritage sites and buildings where acquisition and
removal would diminish the significance of the place, except in circumstances where the item
is at risk.
9. Items will only be acquired when the Museum can provide appropriate resources and storage
to ensure their safety.
10. Council will maintain appropriate insurance on both the Museum building and contents.
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Acquisition Principles
The Museum collects items that are relevant to the Esperance region, with an emphasis on items
that hold provenance and significance to the region and related to people closely associated with
the area at key periods in history. Items having provenance and significance to the Esperance
region are considered for acquisition from pre-European settlement to present day within a historic
and thematic scope.
Acquisition is dependent on the availability of supporting documentation or other evidence of the
provenance and significance of the item.
In some exceptional cases items may be acquired without provenance or significance to the
Esperance region if the item was typically used in the region or if the item interprets the history of
the region.
Accessioning is the formal process of documenting an item into the Collection.
Assessment of Significance
The assessment of significance is the process of researching and understanding the meaning and
value of items and collections. Items will be assessed to determine their significance before being
accepted into the Collection.
Four primary criteria and four comparative criteria are used to assess significance. The primary
criteria are historic, aesthetic, scientific/research potential and social/spiritual. The comparative
criteria evaluate the degree of significance and these are provenance, representativeness or rarity,
condition or intactness and interpretative potential.
The assessment of significance can also be used to help decide whether an item should be
deaccessioned from the Collection.
Deaccessioning
Deaccessioning is the formal process of removal of an item from the Collection. Deaccessioning of
any item is not lightly undertaken and is carefully considered before actioning.
Possible reasons for deaccessioning items include:1. The item is damaged beyond repair or requiring conservation disproportionate to its
significance;
2. Repatriation of cultural material to an Indigenous community with proof of a valid claim;
3. The item is deemed to represent an occupational health and safety risk;
4. The item no longer relates to the acquisition principles;
5. Duplication in the collection;
6. Appropriate storage space no longer being available; and
7. Theft or loss.
Where possible the original donors or donor descendants will always be notified that their item has
been identified for deaccessioning with a view to returning the items or negotiating a mutually
agreeable alternative.
Method of Disposal
The methods of disposal in order of desirability are:
1. Return to the donor or donor descendants.
2. Transfer or exchange to another appropriate organisation.
3. Sale with proceeds retained by the Museum.
4. Destroy or recycle.
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Shire of Esperance staff, volunteers or elected members may not purchase, or otherwise obtain,
deaccessioned items outside of formal processes. An exception would be if the staff member,
volunteer or elected member originally donated the item.
Loan Principles
No items will be accepted on indefinite or long term loan. Loans in or out may only be arranged for
fixed periods and for specific purposes.
Loans will be accepted/permitted for a period of up to twelve months for the purposes of exhibition
or research to /from appropriate institutions, or as determined by the Chief Executive Officer.
Loans will be accepted or made on a case-by-case basis, ensuring all loans are returned by the
date indicated on the loan documentation.
With the agreement of both parties loans can be re-negotiated prior to the return date.
The Museum reserves the right to request the return of the item if the need arises.
Ethics
The Esperance Museum will only acquire items having a legal and ethical provenance and in
accordance with State and Federal law and international agreements between Australia and other
countries.
The collection of items will always be conducted in accordance with the standards of the Code of
Ethics of Museums Australia Inc. and National Standards for Australian Museums and Galleries.
Definitions:
Accession – refers to the process of documenting an item for inclusion in a museum collection.
Acquisition - refers to the process of obtaining legal possession of an item for accessioning into a
collection. Acquisitions can be by donation, purchase and bequest.
Collection – includes physical objects and archives. Archive material includes items such as
photographs, documents, audio files, digital files artworks, published items, community
organisation records.
Deaccessioning - refers to the process of removing an item from a museum collection and the
recording of the disposal of this item from a collection.
Item – can be a physical object or archive material.
Ownership - refers to an item or collection where a clear legal title, without restrictions or
conditions, has been established. The Esperance Museum seeks to obtain clear legal title for all
items acquired for its collections.
Provenance - The origin and/or subsequent history of the material can be thoroughly documented
and authenticated. Assessment of museum collection material includes documentation of its
known chain of ownership.
Significance - refers to the historic, aesthetic, scientific and social values that an item or collection
has for past, present and future generations.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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EXT 028: STREET ENTERTAINERS AND BUSKING
Document Status

Current

Document Controller

Manager Development and Statutory
Services

Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Version No

1

January 2018

Res No

O0118-013

April 2018

Res No

O0418-075

Objective:
•
•

•

To ensure that the Shire of Esperance is active, energising and attracts people;
Encourages activities that contribute life to Esperance and opportunities for alternative
voices to be heard through public performance; and,
Provides an equitable system of use for popular busking sites.

Scope:
•
•
•
•

Applies to all reserves/land that is owned by or vested to the Shire of Esperance;
Does not apply to public and private events or to markets;
Does not include the staging of events; and.
Does not apply within areas subject to a lease area.

Definitions:
Busker – An entertainer who provides impromptu performances for the public by playing a musical
instrument, dancing, singing, clowning or juggling, or doing other acts of similar nature in public
places.
Performance – Musical, dramatic or other entertainment substantially involving musical, theatrical,
or circus performance skills.
Dangerous materials and implements – Materials and implements that pose risk, hazard or
uncertain outcomes for people including flammable materials and chemicals, fire, fireworks,
smoke, flares, heated elements, or anything giving off a level of heat or toxicity that poses a threat
of harm or damage to members of the public and public property. Dangerous implements include
knives, spears, swords, spikes, and sharp implements of any kind that pose a threat of harm to the
general public.

Policy:
The Shire of Esperance recognises that:
• Buskers make an important contribution to the cultural life of an area by reflecting styles,
values and the issues of society at large;
• Buskers provide entertainment and thought provoking experiences to residents, visitors
and members of the general public;
• Busking is a valid means for people to make a living; and
• Busking should not unduly interfere with pedestrian traffic, the conduct of business, or
contribution to a lack of safety.
Proponents of applicable street entertaining and busking are to apply for consent.
Applications will be considered on their individual merits.
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All approvals will be valid for a maximum of one (1) month. A longer period can be considered
depending on the circumstances of the case.

General Criteria:
Consideration for street entertaining and/or busking activities and allocation of sites will need to
address the following:
1. Compliance with the reserve’s purpose;
2. Compliance with statutory planning requirements, i.e. development controls, Local Planning
Scheme objectives and amenity issues;
3. The reserve must be managed by the Shire of Esperance. If its management is the
responsibility of another Authority appropriate written permission must be submitted with
any application;
4. Compliance with the provision of any relevant Shire Local Law;
5. Approval from Minister for Lands if applicable; and,
6. Obtain public liability risk insurance in an amount and on terms reasonably required by the
local government.

Conditions:
In relation to street entertaining and/or busking in all permitted areas within the Shire of Esperance:
1. Entertainers must hold their permit at all times and present to Shire officers upon request;
2. Entertainers must not unreasonably interfere with pedestrian flow or public amenities or
cause obstruction to traders or delivery vehicles, including by way of encouraging audience
formation in such a manner as to cause such interference;
3. Entertainers may receive a monetary appreciation from the audience for their performance
but may not solicit funds in a way which is likely to cause a discomfort to any individual;
4. Entertainers must keep the site in use clean while they are working and ensure that their
use of the site does not pose a threat to public safety;
5. Entertainers may only use amplification that is battery operated. Mains voltage amplification
is prohibited. Excessive amplification will not be tolerated. Loud acts may be asked to lower
their volume or cease busking. The Shire reserves the right to impose a decibel limit on
amplified sound in appropriate circumstances;
6. Entertainers may not offer goods or services for sale, display, demonstrate or advertise
goods for sale or associate themselves with such advertising in conjunction with their
performance;
7. Authorised Officers may at any time direct a busker to cease busking if the officer is of the
opinion that the performance is loud, intrusive, is causing public inconvenience, or is likely to
cause harm to the public or property. The entertainer must immediately comply with such a
direction.
8. Entertainers must comply with all directions issued by Authorised Officers, members of the
WA Police Force, Ambulance, Fire and Emergency Services.
9. The Shire may revoke or modify permits if the permit holder fails to comply with the
requirements and conditions of approval.
10. Busking permits may be revoked or modified in any circumstance where persons:
a. Are deemed by an authorised officer to be causing a nuisance;
b. Do not keep their site safe and clean while working;
c. Cause obstruction to pedestrians or vehicular traffic and entrances to shops or
buildings;
d. Interfere in any way with an approved entertainment or activity without permission;
e. Sell or offer for sale any articles or commodity;
f. Use dangerous implements or material as part of a performance without a special
busking permit to do so;
g. Authorised officers reserve the right to prohibit use of a restricted area, designated
site or such area as may be specified while road works are in progress, or while a
special event is in progress. It is possible that restrictions on busking may be
imposed during such occasions as New Years’ Eve, Australia Day, Anzac Day or
other events; and,
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h. The use of designated sites for busking activities will be monitored by the Shires
Authorised Officers.

Special Notes
SCHEDULE “A” MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR PERFORMERS

Type of Performer

Fire Blanket & Extinguisher

Noise
Management

Insurance

Solo Musicians
&Musical Groups

N/A

Yes

Recommended

Circus Acts, i.e.
acrobats, cyclists and
jugglers

N/A

Yes

Required

Fire Acts

Yes

Yes

Required

Statue & Mime Artists

N/A

N/A

Recommended

Balloon Artists and
Face Painters

N/A

N/A

Recommended
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Code of Practice

A performance, with the exception of pavement or visual artists, can continue in one location for no
more than 60 minutes. After performing in one location, the performer or busker:
•
•

Must move at least 50m from that location; and,
Can not return to, or within 50m of, that location within 2 hours.

A performer or busker who is performing pavement or visual art:
•
•
•

Must use chalk;
Cannot use spray paint unless it has been approved for a specific event by the Shire of
Esperance; and,
Must return the location, including the pavement surface, to its former condition unless
otherwise approved.

A performance must not involve:
•
•

Anything that is offensive or obscene, the commission of a nuisance; or
Any activity or act, which endangers the safety of the public or an animal or damage to public
property.

Use of dangerous materials & implements in Busking and Street Entertainment

The Shire of Esperance recognises that many buskers and street entertainers operating in the Shire
use materials and implements in their practices that may reasonably be viewed as
dangerous. However, the Shire of Esperance also acknowledges that, in the hands of skilled and
experienced performers, the use of fire and potentially dangerous implements such as knives and
swords, in circus or juggling acts, lends an appealing theatrical element that is popular with the
viewing public.

The purpose of this Code of Practice, is to ensure that the use of dangerous materials and
implements is restricted to performers who have highly developed skills and experience in their use,
and who are acutely aware of the need to ensure the safety of the public as well as their own safety
when using them, as well as having their own public liability.
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Special permits

Performers using dangerous materials and implements must hold a current Special Permit to use
these items in their acts. All general conditions applying to busking and street entertainment in
Esperance apply to the holding of a Special Permit.

Application for these permits will only be considered when the application is accompanied by public
liability insurance.
Performers holding Special Permits must display them at all times in a prominent position while
performing their acts using dangerous materials and implements. Performers must have a safety
management plan.

Conditions for Special Permits

a) Performers holding a Special Permit, when using dangerous materials or implements in their
acts, must adhere to the following conditions in the interests of public safety, and their
own. The performer must, at all times:

b) Ensure the health and safety of the audience witnessing the performance.

c) Ensure that public and private property is not damaged in the course of the performance.

d) Define the performance space to be used, by establishing a physical boundary of at least 2
metres between herself/himself and the audience utilising one of the following options:
• ropes or chains; and/or
• chalk line (if the surface to be drawn on is not of a porous material such as granite or
sandstone, and if the line drawn is water-soluble and removed once the busker has
completed the act).

e) Include a “Work Cover” approved Fire Blanket/water based extinguisher in their performance
kit that is kept visible and accessible throughout the performance.

f)

In the case of the use of flammable liquids, fuels are limited to kerosene, firewater or scented
lamp oils (eg citronella) only. No other fuels will be permitted.

g) Store and transport any flammable liquids permitted under the Code of Practice in
accordance with Section 7 of the Australian Dangerous Goods Code, which states:

h) “Only portable plastic containers of no greater than a 5 litre capacity can be used”
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i)

Containers conspicuously marked with the words “HIGHLY FLAMMABLE”, in capital letters
on both sides of the container of Class 3 flammable liquids, and the name of the liquid in the
container, eg Kerosene etc.

j)

Use a container as a drip tray for flares or torches, or preferably use a pre-soaking method for
the flares or torches. Shire of Esperance will not tolerate drip stains on ground surfaces that
are not immediately removed or able to be removed by the busker using the site after the act
has been completed.

k) If using dangerous implements in a performance, as defined under the State Act covering
prohibited weapons, all edges of metal implements must be blunted and rendered nondangerous (the use of any mechanical devices is not permitted). An implement would be
determined as blunt if it were rendered incapable of piercing human skin if thrown, or if
pressure were directly applied to the edge against human skin.

l)

Performers must have their own public liability and are encouraged to have personal accident
insurance.

Restrictions on special permits

All conditions applying to buskers and street entertainers in Esperance, apply to holders of Special
Permits.
Special Permits are only issued to individual buskers, not groups. That is, each busker in a group
must hold a current Special Permit, if they are to use these items.

Process for obtaining a special permit

Special Permits may be applied for from the Shire of Esperance Events Management department
located at Windich Street, Esperance WA 6450.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends--------------------------------------------------
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2

January 2018
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O0118-013

April 2018

Res No

O0418-075

Introduction
Signage provides important promotion for local business’s, however excessive amounts can be
detrimental and detract from the surrounding aesthetic environment.
Advertising Signs, includes A-frame, Sandwich Boards or a similar free standing sign on footpaths or
within the thoroughfare can appear in such numbers that effective controls have been introduced in
order to protect the amenity of the Shire and to provide safe environments on footpaths and roads.

Purpose
The purpose of this Policy is to provide guidance to organisations and individuals wishing to display
(or continue to display) Advertising Signs in a thoroughfare or public place, and to communicate the
appropriate regulation of such signage.

Objectives
The objectives of this Policy are:
• To enhance visual amenity and public safety within Esperance through a consistent approach
to the size, presentation and placement of advertising signage signs on public footpaths and
places;
• To stipulate the criteria where a single advertising sign will be permitted within the Shire’s
jurisdiction;
• To provide that advertising sign will not be permitted in areas other than Commercial,
Business or Industrial zoned areas (other than where bona fide existing commercial uses are
situated in other areas); and,

•

That any sign(s) that do not meet the criteria outlined in this policy may be subject to removal.

Definition
Advertising Signs maybe referred to as a Sandwich Board, blackboard (excluding blackboard menus
at restaurants), a board, or footpath sign, means any portable, self-supporting sign with a maximum
width of 0.6 metres and a maximum standing height of 1 metre (m).
Advertising Signs do not include home open or garage sale signs that neither exceeds 0.5m in height
2
or 0.5 square metres (m ) in area.
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Scope
This Policy is only to be applied with regard to placing Advertising Sign(s) in a public place or
thoroughfare, where the Advertising Sign is:
• On or above a thoroughfare;
• On or within 1.5m of a carriageway;
• On a path;
• Over any path where the resulting vertical clearance between the sign and the path is less
than 2.75m;
• In any other location where the sign is likely to obstruct lines of sight along a thoroughfare or
cause danger to any person using the thoroughfare; or,
• On any natural feature, including a rock or tree, or public place, or on any bridge or the
structural approaches to a bridge.
The Policy does not extend to locations on private property within shopping centres and/or arcades.

Assessment of Applications
An application for an Advertising Sign in a thoroughfare or public place is required to be submitted to
the Shire for approval. When considering an application, the Shire will have regard to the following
criteria:
• Level of existing signage and opportunities for alternate signage;
• The proposed location for the sign;
• A limit of one (1) sign only per business;
• Not being associated with a home occupation, or a home industry;
• Safety considerations;
• Visual impacts;
• Being outside residential zones (apart from bona fide existing commercial uses); and,
• Evidence of public liability insurance.

Number of Signs
•

Council will allow one Advertising Sign per business facing a street or mall; and,

•

Council will allow one Advertising Sign per arcade opening (located on the footpath or street
in front of the arcade opening).

Location of Signs
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Advertising Signs will only be permitted in Business, Commercial Industrial zones, and where
bona-fide existing uses are situated;
Advertising Signs are to be displayed only during the operating hours of the business;
Advertising Signs should not be located within 3m of each other, any street furniture, or
approved outdoor displays at any time;
Advertising Signs are not to be placed so that they create additional obstructions, or
inconvenience pedestrians;
Advertising Signs shall not extend or intrude onto the designated pedestrian footpath
immediately in front of the shop or premises as specified in Council’s Outdoor Eating Facilities
in Public Places Policy;
A minimum 1.5m of unobstructed footpath – the same as trading on footpath is to be
achieved. A lesser distance may be acceptable in low pedestrian traffic locations where this
clearance is not achievable, but no less than 1.2m with passing areas every 6m;
The placement of Advertising Signs on medium strips, roundabouts and immediately adjacent
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•

•

to the carriageway is strictly prohibited;
Advertising Signs shall not be tied to poles or trees or any other street fixture, must only be on
the footpath while a business is open and must only be outside the premises to which they
relate; and,
Notwithstanding the above, an Authorised Officer will retain the discretionary authority to have
any Advertising sign removed if in the Officer’s opinion the sign is unsuitable or creates an
obstruction or danger to the public.

Size, Structure and Stability of Signs
•

Advertising Signs shall not exceed a height of 1m and a width of 0.6m, except where the
Advertising Sign consists of a vertical panel affixed to a weight base, such Advertising Signs
shall not exceed a height of 1.2m and a width of 0.6m;

Note: Some leeway will be given to existing Advertising Signs or to existing corporate type signs in
common use that exceed the size to a minor degree.
•

•

•

Advertising Signs should be of structural stability anchored and positioned so at no time does
it place risk to public safety Advertising Signs should be removed during stormy or windy
weather;
All permitted Advertising Signs are to be secured in place so that they do not pose a hazard
during sudden gusts of wind or inclement weather by a means that is not reliant on, or
physically tied to any Council infrastructure i.e. bus stops, street signs and the like. The
means by which these signs are to be secured must not extend beyond the circumference of
the permitted sign and must be to the satisfaction of an Authorised Officer. Any securing
device is to be removed with the sign in accordance with permitted display timeframes; and,
Inflatable signs, portable electric signs, illuminated, revolving, spinning or flashing signs, flags
and banners are prohibited from the footpath.

Lettering and Artwork
•
•
•
•

All Advertising Signs are to be prepared in a professional manner;
Text on Advertising Signs is to relate only to the business operations being conducted at that
premises;
Lettering and artwork on Advertising Signs is to be non-offensive in terms of images, words
and language used;
Signage shall also comply with the luminance contrast requirements of AS 1428 part 1
Appendix D;

Management
•
•
•
•
•

The sign must only be placed in the approved location when it is displayed;
The sign must be maintained in good order and repair so that it is consistently presentable to
the public and does not present a danger to pedestrians;
An Advertising Sign must be removed from the thoroughfare or public place of approved
trading hours;
An Advertising Sign must not present an obstruction or risk to public safety at any time;
Advertising Signs will not be displayed unless the proprietor holds public liability insurance
and is to remain current at all times that the sign is displayed;
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•

•

Inspection of signs will be conducted regularly to ensure signage meets policy requirements.
Whilst an initial warning will apply, signs that breach this policy are liable to be impounded by
council and/or incur a fine; and
Council is not liable for any physical injury, structural damage or economic loss caused by
Advertising Signs.

---------------------------------------------------- Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------------
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Statutory

Objective:
To allow outdoor unique and high quality vending activities in a manner that improves the
access, usage, quality and image of the Shire’s public realm whilst managing the competing
needs and interests of pedestrians, consumers and local business proprietors.

Policy:
1.

The Shire acknowledges the use of parks and reserves for outdoor Vendors as a
means of enhancing community activity that flows from this activation of our public
spaces.

2.

The Shire supports Mobile Food Vendors when vendors practice safe food handling in
accordance with the Food Act 2008 and consider the needs of all users of the area,
including the safety of consumers and pedestrians.

3.

The Shire encourages entrepreneurs to activate parks reserves and public spaces with
appropriate vending activities where these areas are not serviced by existing businesses
or services

4.

The Shire recognises that granted rights over the relevant public space do not exclude
the general public from the public realm.

5.

The Shire supports vendors whose vehicle presentation contributes to the character
and energy of the area.

6.

The Policy outlines requirements for:
i)

Mobile Food Vendors and Itinerant Vendors.

ii)

Stallholders

iii) Goods and/or Services (other than food); and,
iv) Market Operators
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‘VENDING ESPERANCE
Mobile Food Vendor Guidelines
Mobile Food Vending is defined as the use of the public areas for preparing and
dispensing food products from Mobile Food Vendors.

Mobile Food Vendors shall not trade on any public place until a Permit has been issued by the
Shire of Esperance in writing for that specific location. Failure to comply with the conditions
of a ‘Vending Esperance’ Permit may result in the Permit being revoked. The Shire will only
consider approval of Mobile Food Vendors (Caravans, Vehicles, Carts or Trucks). Temporary Food
Stalls are not permitted to obtain a ‘Vending Esperance’ Permit.

The Shire can condition, modify or revoke a ‘Vending Esperance’ Permit as it sees fit. The
following guide details the considerations to be addressed by prospective applicants and the
Shire’s Officers in making and approving applications for the issue of a ‘Vending Esperance’
Permit.

1.

AMENITY AND APPEARANCE

Mobile Food Vendors must:

1.1

Not obstruct, cover, remove, relocate or modify trees, public art, benches, bins, bus
shelters or other Shire owned infrastructure as a result of a Mobile Food Vendor operation;

1.2

Not sell alcohol or tobacco products at any time;

1.3

Have a vehicle whose presentation contributes to the character and energy of the area;
and

1.4

Ensure all advertising u n l e s s o t h e r w i s e a p p r o v e d is fixed to the food vehicle and
not encroach on the public realm.

2.

REGISTRATION CONDITIONS FOOD TRUCKS AND CARAVANS

Mobile Food Vendors are only permitted to trade within the Shire if they meet the following
conditions:

2.1

Hold a valid Shire of Esperance Mobile Food Vendor Permit also known as a ‘Vending
Esperance’ Permit;

2.2

Hold a current Food Act 2008 Certificate of Registration from a Western Australian Local
Government;
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2.3

The Permit Holder is restricted ONLY to the Trading Zones allocated to Mobile Food
Vendors (unless they are an itinerant vendor – see Section 6);

2.4

The preference is for the vehicle to be self-sufficient for an external power connection;

2.5

Parking for towing vehicles is not permitted at the same site as the vendor. The Mobile
Food Vendor needs to be dropped off to location and a legitimate park found for the
towing vehicle; and,

2.6

Trading is only permitted between the hours approved;

3.

LOCATION AND SITING

Trade by Mobile Food Vehicles is ONLY permitted in the Trading Zones allocated by the Shire
and detailed on the ‘Vending Esperance’ Permit. The approved Trading Zones for Mobile Food
Vendors are outlined below:

Goldfields Road – Adjacent to Seafront Caravan Park
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Portion of Reserve 36993 & 36994

The Headland (Reserve 27318)
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Twilight Beach Carpark (Reserve 50765)

Reserve 3287
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Supportive of the following Locations
The Shire supports the operational of Mobile Food Vendors at the following location noting that the
land is vested to other agencies

Visitor Bay on Coolgardie – Esperance Highway
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Bandy Creek Boat Harbour – Reserve 39635

Cape Le Grande National Park – Reserve 22795
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3.1

General location and siting requirements include:
3.1.1 A maximum of four (4) Mobile Food Vendors are allowed at any one location
at the same time, and any conflicts in Trading Zones (i.e. which Mobile Food
Vendor is to be at which location at which time) must be resolved by the
Mobile Food Vendors.

3.1.2 Vending Esperance Permit Holders are responsible for preparing and
advertising a roster system that determines when and at which Trading Zone
a Mobile Food Vendor trades;

3.1.3 Is not within 300 metres of a permanent food business during its normal hours of
operations.

3.1.4 Trading Zones will be located so as to avoid encroachment on bicycle and/or
pedestrian lanes and to not obstruct pedestrian flow and vehicular traffic;

3.1.5 Trading Zones will be located so as to ensure that wheelchair access to
pedestrian ramps (‘pram ramps’) and footpaths is not compromised;

3.1.6 Mobile Food Vending will not be supported where vehicle size or layout may
compromise public access, circulation, safety or other street or public place
activities. If concerns are raised by local businesses or the community on the
operation or location of a Mobile Food Vendor, the Shire may require the
vending operation to relocate.

4.

MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING

Having been granted a ‘Vending Esperance’ Permit, the Permit Holder is required to comply with
all maintenance aspects of the entire operation, including the conditions of the Permit. The
following requirements apply:

4.1

The Mobile Food Vehicle and fixtures must be kept in a safe and well-maintained
condition at all times;

4.2

Mobile Food Vendors must ensure that the Vehicle and food handling activities comply
at all times with the requirements of the Food Act 2008 and Food Standards Australia
and New Zealand (FSANZ) Food Standards Code;

4.3

The Trading Zones (including food preparation areas) must be regularly cleaned during
all hours of operation presenting a continuous well cared for image; and

4.4

No waste or litter may be disposed of in Council rubbish bins. Mobile Food Vendors must
provide bins for use and ensure the area around their position is kept clear of rubbish
and refuse at all times.

Failure to comply with the conditions of a Mobile Food Vending Permit may result in the Permit
being revoked.
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5.

MANAGEMENT

The ‘Vending Esperance’ Permit Holder is to take full responsibility for the care, appearance,
maintenance and operation of their activity area and the effect on other street life. It must be
understood that the Trading Zones remains public space. This means operators and patrons do
not have exclusive occupancy of the area.

The following principles apply:

5.1

Permanent fixtures and elements are not permitted. Following trade, the Mobile Food
Vehicle and all related fixtures must be removed from the site;

5.2

Only vehicles with a maximum weight of 2 tonnes will be permitted on the site;

5.3

Any fixtures relating to the Mobile Food Vendor (for example; umbrellas, signs, waste
bins etc.) should be sturdy and windproof, made of quality materials and be well designed
and constructed to be safe to use, without sharp edges or other features likely to
cause injury;

5.4

Fixtures must not be placed where they present a barrier and subsequent danger to
pedestrians crossing the street or kerbside usage by motorists;

5.5

Vehicles must be positioned to allow reasonable access to service covers and
existing services;

5.6

All items belonging to the Permit Holder positioned within the Trading Zone are the Permit
Holder’s responsibility;

5.7

Mobile Food Vendors must not remain at site when not in use for trade;

5.8

All food products shall be kept secured under lock and key at all times should the
vending unit be unattended (for example, for bathroom breaks);

5.9

Each Permit will be allocated a trading period between 6am and 9pm and it is the
responsibility of the Permit Holder to ensure that trading does not occur outside of these
permitted hours;

5.10

Mobile Food Vehicles should not require external power sources. Gas or water connections
will not be supported;

5.11

Background music may only be played from the Mobile Food Vendor if the noise levels
comply with the Assigned Levels prescribed in the Environmental Protection (Noise)
Regulations 1997. Generator noise must also comply with the Assigned Levels in the
Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997. Should justified complaints be
received regarding amplified music from the Mobile Food Vehicle, the Shire reserves the
right to prohibit the emission of music at the site;

5.12

When a community event approved by the Shire is being held within the Trading Area
(for example, community fairs and concerts), any ‘Vending Esperance’ Permits allocated
to that area will be rendered void for the duration of that Event;

5.13

Mobile Food Vendors are not permitted to be adjacent to a roadway or footpath
construction zone during the period of the project

5.14

Any advertising signs and portable direction signs must be in accord with the Shire of
Esperance Activities in Thoroughfares and Public Places and Trading Local Law 2016,
Shire of Esperance Local Planning Signs Policy and Local Planning Scheme No. 24
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5.15

Trading or operating a stall at the sites specified in this Policy is suspended during
organised Shire approved events that are held at the designated locations, except where
the trader or stall holder is nominated by the applicant in the event application

5.16

The Permit Holder is responsible for ensuring access to the Trading Zone is closed
once trading has ceased; and

5.17

Seating is strongly encouraged for patrons in trading locations where there is
sufficient space.

6.

ITINERANT VENDORS

‘Itinerant Vendors’, such as ice-cream vans or the like that stop for custom on public property
when hailed by a customer, are permitted to trade outside of Trading Zones under the following
conditions:

6.1

Hold a valid ‘Vending Esperance’ Permit;

6.2

Hold a current Food Act 2008 Certificate of Registration from a Western Australian Local
Government;

6.3

Comply with the overall provisions and intent of this Policy;

6.4

Serve only approved foods

6.5

Can only trade between the hours of 9am to 5pm, Monday to Sunday;

6.6

Must not trade within 100 metres of a permanent food business of the same food type;

6.7

300 metres of a school between the hours of 8.00am and 9.00am and 3.00pm and
4.00pm during school days

6.8

Only remain at a particular location for as long as there is a customer making a
purchase. If there is no customer making a purchase, the permit holder must move on from
that location within a reasonable time of the last purchase having been; and,

6.9

Music, or any other forms of noise to attract customers, is not permitted to be played
whilst the van is parked.

7.

STALLHOLDERS

Approval for stalls, other than stalls which extend the service area of an existing business onto the
adjacent footpath, will be restricted to community associations.
A stallholder proposing to operate a food stall, which will offer for sale to the public potentially
hazardous food (e.g. sausage sizzles) is required to submit an application for approval to the Shire’s
Environmental Health team.
All food products that are not for immediate consumption must be labelled in accordance with the
relevant health regulations.
Community associations are exempt from licence fees.
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8.

GOODS AND/OR SERVICES (OTHER THAN FOOD)

The elements of the Policy Statement must be met for a non-food location trading activity/zone to be
considered.

9.

MARKET OPERATORS

Operators of markets are required to hold a licence under the provisions of the Activities in
Thoroughfares and Public Places and Trading Local Law.
Individual stalls, other than stalls selling food, are covered by the market operator’s licence individual licence fees will not be charged.
Stallholders proposing to operate a food stall, which will offer for sale to the public potentially
hazardous food (e.g. sausage sizzles) are required to hold a licence under the provisions of the
Food Act 2008.
All food products that are not for immediate consumption must be labelled in accordance with the
relevant health regulations.

10.

PUBLIC RISK MANAGEMENT

10.1

Vending Esperance Permit Holders must take out and keep current a public and
product liability insurance policy noting specifically Shire of Esperance as an interested
party. The policy must insure for the amount of at least TEN MILLION DOLLARS
($10,000,000) per one occurrence and must cover injury, loss or damage to persons or
property arising out of the activity carried out under this Permit or the granting of this
Permit by the Council. A lesser amount public and product liability insurance might be
accepted by the Council but this decision will be subject to a risk assessment
process. A Certificate of Currency for the policy must accompany the application or
renewal of a ‘Vending Esperance’ Permit;

10.2

Safety measures may be required in Trading Zones and will be assessed on a caseby-case basis by the Shire. If public safety cannot be reasonably addressed, Permits will
not be issued;

10.3

BBQs, grills and heat sources must be protected to prevent public access and
accidental burning and fire risk;

10.4

All Permit Holders are required to comply with all health and food safety aspects of the
entire operation as required by the Food Act 2008 and FSANZ Food Safety Standards;
and

10.5

The Permit Holder assumes responsibility for any liability issues which arise and that

are associated with the Vending area.
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11.
11.1

HOW TO APPLY FOR A VENDING ESPERANCE PERMIT
Where to Apply
Mobile Vending requires an annual ‘Vending Esperance’ Permit. Application information
can be found on the Shire’s website online or by contacting the Health and Compliance
Team.

11.2

11.3

Submit an Application – 5 items

a)

Complete the ‘Vending Esperance’ Application Form;

b)

Include a detailed plan with the application showing s u c h i n f o r m a t i o n a s
the internal layout of the Mobile Food Vehicle, or plan of the vending enterprise;

c)

Provide a photograph of your Mobile Food Vehicle;

d)

Include a current copy of Public Liability Insurance ‘Certificate of Currency’ for the
amount of $10,000,000; and

e)

Include a copy of your Food Act 2008 Certificate of Registration issued by the
Local Government where the Mobile Food Vehicle is housed and/or where the
majority of the food preparation activities are occurring.

Do I Need Development Approval?
No – permanent fixtures and/or changes to the public realm are not permitted. As a
result, Development Approval(s) are not required.

12.

APPROVAL PROCESS

12.1

Vendors are not automatically guaranteed approval if they have been previously issued
with approval to trade in another Local Government Authority or in the Shire of Esperance;

12.2

Applications will be assessed on a case by case basis. Vending Esperance permits will
be allocated to Vendors at the discretion of the Shire in accordance with the following
Evaluation Criteria:

12.2.1 Demonstrated compliance with the Food Act 2008 and Food Safety
Standards;

12.2.2 Competition against local businesses;
12.2.3 Public safety and comprehensiveness of information provided in the application;
and

12.2.4 Quality and uniqueness of the business, its vehicle and its food offering.
13.

FEES

The Permit Holder will be required to pay the fees and charges as prescribed by the Council.
The fees will be consistent with the ‘Vending Esperance’ Permit as detailed in the Shire’s
Fees and Charges for the relevant financial year. It should be noted that High Risk Permits will not
be issued.
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14.

PERMIT MONITORING, RENEWAL AND CANCELLATION

14.1

The Shire’s Authorised Officers will conduct unannounced inspections of vans/stalls to
determine compliance with the conditions of the ‘Vending Esperance’ Permit, Local
Government Act 1995, Shire of Esperance Trading in Public Places Local Law 2008;
Shire of Esperance Health Local Law 2004, Environmental Protection (Noise)
Regulations 1997, Environmental Protection (Unauthorised Discharge) Regulations
2004, Food Act 2008 and FSANZ Food Safety Standards; and

14.2

A ‘Vending Esperance’ Permit is valid until 31 December annually upon approval, and
may be cancelled or amended if the Permit Holder fails to comply with the Permit
conditions.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends-----------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
1. To provide a framework for the allocation of vehicle benefits to employees structured as a
hierarchy relevant to organisational position.
2. To outline conditions to be applied for the private use of Council vehicles by those
employees who are issued with a Council vehicle.

Policy:
Level One Use
Full private use within the Western Australia and full private use outside Western Australia. Whilst
the vehicle is on private use outside the Shire boundary, the employee is to meet the cost of fuel.
Private use includes periods of annual and long service leave.
Level Two Use
Full private use within Western Australia, provided that, whilst the vehicle is on private use outside
the Shire boundary the employee is to meet the cost of fuel. Private use is permitted during period
of annual and long service leave.
In relation to private use outside the Shire boundary such use is granted subject to the CEO
maintaining satisfaction that the employee’s use outside the district is not frequent or regular in
nature.
Level Three Use
Full private use within Western Australia south of the 26th parallel, provided that whilst the vehicle
is on private use outside the Shire boundary, the employee is to meet the cost of fuel. Private use
is permitted during period of annual but not long service leave.
In relation to private use outside the Shire boundary such use is granted subject to the CEO
maintaining satisfaction that the employee’s use outside the district is not frequent or regular in
nature and that during period of annual leave the operational needs of the relevant service area
have been considered and satisfied.
Level Four Use
Restricted private use only within the Shire boundaries.
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Level Five Use
Restricted private use only within a 70km radius of the Esperance Townsite.
Level Six Use
Restricted private use only within the Esperance Townsite confines.
Level Seven Use
Community use only, no private use.
Requirements applicable to all Levels
1. Vehicles are to be maintained in a clean condition relevant to recent usage and subject to
a regular basic check of the level of engine lubricants and the engine cooling system.
2. Where possible, vehicles in the after-hours custody of employees are to be parked off the
street, under cover, or garaged.
3. Employees provided with private use are to source and maintain tax invoices for all fuel
contributions made and deliver these documents to Financial Services as soon as
possible.
4. In extenuating circumstances the CEO may extend the private use of any vehicle to
outside Western Australia during period of leave.
The following conditions apply to private use at all levels but may include conditions for specific
levels:
1. Senior Staff who have negotiated their private use of a Council Vehicle may utilise the
vehicle in line with their negotiated Employment Contract. If no reference is implied within
their Employment Contract to the conditions of use of the vehicle then the following
guidelines will apply ie Level 2 use of vehicle on annual leave, payment for private vehicle
fuel, etc.
2. Employees to whom vehicles are allotted and in accordance with their current terms of
employment, may use them for their own private purposes, including weekends provided
that the employee meets the cost of fuel. The vehicle is not available for periods of long
service leave.
3. The vehicle may be driven by the following persons:
• An authorised officer of the Council.
• Outside of normal working hours by the spouse or partner of the employee allocated
the use of the vehicle.
• The holder of an appropriate current driver’s licence when accompanied by an
authorised officer but limited to emergency or extenuating circumstances (ie. long
distance driving or sickness).
• Other such persons as authorised by the Chief Executive Officer.
4. Such vehicles are to be brought onto the job every working day (except those days an
officer concerned is on paid leave), and used for all normal organisational duties. The
vehicle is to be available for use by other Council drivers during normal working hours and
on occasions, may be required outside working hours.
5. All employees to whom vehicles are allotted are responsible for their care, including
interior and exterior cleaning.
6. No modifications are to be made to the vehicle without the approval of the Chief Executive
Officer.
7. The vehicle will not be used to compete in any car rally or competition.
8. At the discretion of Council, an authorised person or officer convicted of drink, drugs,
careless, dangerous or reckless driving following an accident in a Council vehicle may be
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required to pay the cost of associated repairs.
9. The vehicle is to be parked after hours within the employee’s property in a secure manner
and, when appropriate, in a garage.
10. Discretion is to be used when any Council vehicle is used for private purposes so as not to
cause any poor public relations in the community.
11. In the event of an accident, the employee using the vehicle must report the accident
immediately to their supervisor and complete the necessary insurance claim.
12. The Chief Executive Officer may impose any additional condition on the private use of
Council motor vehicles as the Chief Executive Officer considers appropriate.
13. In the event that an employee fails to comply with any condition/s imposed on private use
by this policy or by the Chief Executive Officer, the Chief Executive Officer may remove
any benefit or privilege enjoyed by the employee. This includes reducing the level of
private use to commuting use only or removing all private use benefits.
Smoking in Council Vehicles
Smoking is not permitted in any Council Vehicle.
------------------------------------------------------Policy Ends----------------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
This policy details benefits and entitlements for Shire of Esperance Employees.

Policy:
Employee Relocation Expenses
This policy has been designed to:
• assist with attracting of suitably qualified and experienced employees to vacant positions;
• outline guidelines and procedures for relocation expenses; and
• allow for co-contributions of relocation expenses.
Only employees who are permanent full time or on fixed term contracts of at least three years may
be considered for entitlement to the Shire’s relocation allowance.
The Chief Executive Officer may approve a housing benefit for employees relocating to Esperance
by either –
• Providing a 50% rental subsidy to a maximum of $125 per week or
• A contribution towards Mortgage payment, paid as an allowance, to a maximum of $125
per week (gross).
These options to be available for a maximum of six months from the commencement of
employment.
Subject to ATO rulings, rental payments may be salary sacrificed.
The Shire of Esperance may reimburse, up to the maximum amounts specified in the Policy, all or
part, of the removal expenses that an employee incurs when relocating from other areas of
Western Australia or other states of Australia as a result of accepting a position with the Shire of
Esperance.
•

Any relocation expenses are at the discretion of the Chief Executive Officer. It is not an
automatic right for employees to receive any allowance or reimbursement prescribed by
this policy, however the Chief Executive Officer agrees to apply this policy fairly and
equitably within the workforce.

Associated Procedure – Relocation Expenses
1. The amount payable by the Shire of Esperance for relocation expenses shall be at the
discretion of the Chief Executive Officer and may be negotiated during the offer of
employment.
2. The employee is responsible for obtaining and providing to the Chief Executive Officer or
other authorised officer at least three separate quotes for the relocation expenses for
determination. One quote must be from an Esperance based removal business.
3. Employees will be responsible to provide and pay for their own insurance cover for the
consignment of their furniture and personal effects.
4. The cost of removal of cars, boats, caravans and similar items will be the responsibility of
the employee and will not be met by the Shire.
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Reimbursement Criteria
The Shire may meet the costs of relocation based on the following –
1. Cost of removal of personal effects within Western Australia will be limited to $5,500.
2. Cost of removal of personal effects from outside Western Australia will be limited to
$9,000.
Leaving employment
The employee will reimburse relocation expenses to the Shire of Esperance, if the employee does
not provide two (2) years continuous satisfactory service to the Shire.
All staff receiving assistance under this Guideline will be required to sign an undertaking to repay
100% of the removal costs should the staff member leave within twelve (12) months and 50% of
the removal costs should the staff member leave within two (2) years. This undertaking will also
give the Shire the right to deduct any such monies from the final payment.
Staff Access to Bay of Isles Leisure Centre
In order to promote physical activities which will contribute to productivity in the workplace, full-time
and permanent part-time Council employees may use the Bay of Isles Leisure Centre facilities free
of charge (other employees at the Chief Executive Officer’s discretion).
The free use of the facilities includes:
• One free personal fitness assessment each financial year; and
• Free crèche during crèche opening hours while the employee is using the facilities,
but does not include programmed activities where a fee is normally charged.
Staff Salary Packaging
Salary packaging is a process whereby existing salary is renegotiated by an employee, with the
approval of the Shire of Esperance, into a combination of “cash” and benefits, to provide a higher
nett salary for the employee.
Council’s salary packaging program is designed to assist staff to tax effectively structure their
remuneration package.
Costs
The salary packaging program must be at nil cash cost to the Council. The components of salary
packaging are:
a) The Benefits payable;
b) The FBT and GST payable, where applicable;
c) All other government taxes, levies and/or duties; and
d) Any abnormal costs associated with the implementation or operation of the salary
packaging program.
What can be packaged?
Any earnings that are not subject to superannuation such as leave loading, overtime, casual
payments and higher duties allowances may not be packaged.
The following items are available for packaging:
Superannuation – is already available for salary sacrificing.
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Laptop/Notebook/PDA/Portable Printers – employees may salary sacrifice the cost of one
laptop/PDA and/or portable printer per FBT year (1 April to 31 March) and be exempt from FBT.
Only hardware and basic software required to make the unit operational can be packaged in line
with Australian Taxation Office regulations. Only portable printers designed specifically for use with
a notebook computer, a laptop computer or a similar portable computer are exempt and may be
salary packaged. They must be marketed as a portable printer.
The total cost of the laptop/PDA/portable printer to the employee is the cost of the
laptop/PDA/portable printer minus the Goods and Services Tax (GST). Repayments will be over a
maximum term of one year.
If the employee's employment is terminated for any reason prior to the end of the repayment
schedule, the total outstanding must be recouped to the Shire during the last full payroll period.
Relocation expenses not provided by the Shire of Esperance – an employee may salary package
the actual costs associated with relocation, or the difference between the amount provided by the
Shire’s relocation policy and the total relocation expenses.
Expenses associated with relocation must be directly related to an employee accepting an
appointment with the Shire of Esperance. Under certain conditions these expenses may be
exempt from Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT).
Expenses associated with relocation should be discussed with the HR/Payroll Officer in the first
instance, who will determine if they are exempt from FBT and, therefore, able to be salary
packaged. Typical expenses associated with the relocation that may be packaged include:
•

Removal and storage of household effects as a result of relocation that are not covered by
the Shire –
o applies to the employee and their immediate family;
o the removal or storage commences no later than twelve (12) months after the
employee commenced employment with the Shire.

The employee must provide the HR/Payroll Officer with documentary evidence of this expenditure
on relocation costs associated with taking up employment at the Shire.
The employee is responsible for insuring any items involved in the relocation that are not covered
by the Shire’s relocation policy.
The total cost of the relocation to the employee, will include the cost of the relocation expense
minus the Goods and Services Tax (GST).
An employee who leaves the Shire prior to repaying the costs associated with the relocation, will
be required to repay the outstanding costs immediately.
Novated car leases – a Novated Lease is a tripartite agreement between the employee, the
employer and a financier. Firstly, an employee enters into a finance lease and then by way of a
Novation Agreement, transfers the lease to his/her employer. The employer undertakes to meet
the lease rentals whilst the employee remains employed by the employer.
Motor vehicles are concessionally treated for tax purposes which may result in some major
savings when you salary package a vehicle. Essentially you pay Fringe Benefits Tax as opposed
to income tax. If your FBT liability is less than your income tax liability you have the opportunity to
save money. Employees are able to access Fleet Discount Rates/State Govt pricing for vehicles
under a novated lease scheme.
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Novated car leases for new or used cars may be packaged by employees. A car classified as
‘luxury’ by the Australian Taxation Office cannot be salary packaged.
The lease may be finance only, partly maintained or fully maintained. At the end of the period of
the lease the employee can elect to purchase the vehicle for the residual price or have the finance
company sell the vehicle. If the vehicle is sold for less than the residual price the employee must
pay the difference.
Fringe benefits tax (FBT) applies to novated car leases but can be offset if an employee makes a
personal contribution towards the car out of after tax salary.
Goods & Services Tax (GST) is applicable to car leases. An employee will be eligible to have the
GST credited back to them provided the Shire receives a tax invoice provided by the Novated
Lease provider. The GST on the residual due at the end of the lease period or on employee
contributions made after tax will not be able to be claimed back.
It is not intended to provide employees with Council vehicles access to allow a higher standard
than Council’s Fleet Management Plan, other than the supply of additional private use vehicle/s for
themselves or their immediate families.
Council is prepared to accept a prior novated lease that a new employee has with another
employer.
General Conditions
1. Any information provided by the Shire of Esperance, its officers or employees is intended
to provide only a summary of the subject matter covered. No person should act on the
basis of any information provided. Each person should obtain his or her own professional
advice.
2. An employee will have to terminate the salary packaging arrangement in order to take
leave without pay.
3. Paid leave taken during the term of the salary packaging agreement will not affect the
salary packaging arrangement.
4. During any period of sick leave without pay the employee would be responsible for paying
items packaged if required – in particular, novated car lease and rent payment.
5. An employee may only package a total maximum of 50% of an employee’s substantive,
annual, base salary unless the employee can demonstrate that he/she can afford to
sacrifice more of their income.
6. The Shire of Esperance retains the right to refuse to process an employee’s application for
salary sacrificing if this could increase the Shire’s administration or other costs and
liabilities in any way.
Staff Uniforms
That unless otherwise negotiated in salary considerations, the following be Council policy to assist
with the provision of recognised uniforms to staff members:
1. That permanent officers be offered an annual uniform contribution for an approved staff
uniform as per the Corporate Uniform Management Practice.
2. Those officers claiming Council’s staff uniform contribution will be obliged to wear them for
working purposes whilst in the employ of the Shire of Esperance.
3. Pro rata allowance for a staff uniform is extended to permanent part-time staff.
Staff Travel Allowance
Staff attending conferences, training courses and workshops/seminars will be paid appropriate
allowances to cover reasonable costs and expenses. CEO approval is required for interstate
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conferences, workshops and training with reasonable costs and expenses approved on a case-bycase basis with the staff member providing a written report on the course/conference that they
attended. Allowances and reimbursements for meals will be paid as per the Staff Training and
Travel Management Practice.
The CEO is to ensure that all interstate attendances are reported in the monthly Human Services
report.
It is recommended all travel, accommodation and conference/training registration fees be arranged
by Shire staff with additional incidental costs inclusive of taxi fares and general expenses
reimbursed on production of receipts. Petrol costs when using Shire vehicles are to be booked
against corporate fuel card.
Alternative private arrangements will be based on the following:
• Private Accommodation – A general allowance of $120 per overnight stay without
production of evidence of expenditure to cover all expenses.
• Private Use of Motor Vehicle – Director’s approval is required for employees proposing to
travel to Perth by private motor vehicle and travel time is to be negotiated with the
Director. The employee will be reimbursed the equivalent of a single return flight to Perth
(equivalent to the cost of a Rex Community Fare) for travel by private motor vehicle.
Employee Assistance Program
It is recognised that employees may suffer a range of personal problems, which can have effect on
work or performance. Where such personal problems are identified by a Manager or Supervisor,
appropriate counselling is the preferred form of intervention to help an employee restore their
performance to a satisfactory level.
Employee assistance programs are aimed at providing assistance for a wide range of personal
problems including alcohol and drug use, marital and family problems, financial and legal issues,
interpersonal or social problems, physical or health problems and stress.
Responsibility
It is the Supervisor’s responsibility to ensure that the Employee Assistance Program is made
available within the context of this policy. Employees or Supervisors wishing to utilise the
Employee Assistance Program will first consult the Manager Human Resources who will make the
necessary arrangements. The Shire will pay for up to three counselling sessions.
Administration Staff Rostered Day Off (RDO)
The Shire of Esperance supports the implementation of a 19-day month to allow its administration
staff the flexibility of working hours subject to the mandatory 152 hours per 4-week cycle (for fulltime employees) is maintained. A rostered day off may be taken in each 4-week cycle. This
equates to 13 rostered days off per calendar year.
Associated Procedure – RDOs
Purpose
• To give staff a better balance between private and work life.
• A contributing factor towards staff recruitment and retention.
• The potential for increasing staff morale, job satisfaction and working effectiveness.
• To improve Customer Service to the community.
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Availability
Adjusted working hours are available to staff at any level where it can be applied without detriment
to the Shire’s operations. Adjusted working hours are generally not available to:
• Employees who already have set rosters and their hours cannot be adjusted.
• Employees engaged in part-time and job-share positions.
• Casual employees.
How to make it work
The success of this Policy depends on cooperation of all staff to ensure that:
• The BEST possible levels of working efficiency and service to internal and external
customers are maintained.
• Hours worked are correctly recorded.
• Adequate staffing requirements are maintained at all times [team leaders’ responsibility].
• Communication and plenty of notice is given to ensure the needs of the Shire and the
employee can be met.
Standard hours
A standard day for full-time employees is 7 hours 36 minutes (7.6 hours). The week’s standard is
38 hours. Four (4) weeks total is 152 hours.
Rostered Day Off (RDO)
To have a Rostered Day Off (RDO) an employee is required to work 152 hours in a 4-week period.
That means 8 hours a day for 19 days in a 4-week period.
A full RDO for a 4-week period may also be reduced in part or forfeited if the equivalent of 152
hours worked or paid has not been completed.
Administration opening and working hours
The front door opening hours of the Administration Building are:
Opening Hours **
Monday

8:30 – 4:45

Tuesday

8:30 – 4:45

Wednesday

*9:30-4:45

Thursday

8:30 – 4:45

Friday

8:30 – 4:45

*
The late opening on Wednesdays will enable staff to have team meetings, general staff
meetings or training.
** To ensure face-to-face and telephone coverage, each team member will need to share the
customer service for opening and office hours (8:30am to 5pm) so that you work 8 hours a day
with shorter lunch break, if necessary.
Other Shire services outside of the Administration Building may achieve the same objectives so
long as customer service requirement are sill met.
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When to take RDOs
Generally, RDOs should be taken once, at an agreed time, per 4-week period. One RDO may be
taken in two half-days by consultation with your Managers.
No more than 5 RDOs may be accrued at any given time without the express approval of the Chief
Executive Officer. 13 RDOs may be taken during a calendar year.
Annual Leave and Public Holidays
Annual leave or public holidays do not stop eligible employees from accruing their RDO within
each 4-week period.
Sick Leave and Long Service Leave
There is no accrued RDO during periods of Sick Leave or Long Service Leave. That means the
standard 7.6 hours per day applies to full days of Sick Leave or Long Service Leave.
Therefore, the equivalent of 152 hours must be worked or paid in a 4-week period in order to claim
an RDO.
Overtime
For those staff where overtime payments are applicable, hours worked daily or weekly outside the
working hours (8 hours a day or 40 hours a week) and approved by your Supervisor are still
considered as overtime.
Payment associated with RDOs
The nature of a Rostered Day Off (RDO) is that it is a non-working day which means it is not paid
as additional hours. Therefore, RDOs must be taken as unpaid. Any accrued RDOs at the time of
termination of employment will be paid as ordinary hours of employment.
Employee Study Assistance
The Shire of Esperance encourages employees to pursue professional/personal development by
enhancing skills, qualifications and knowledge required to:
•
•
•
•
•

Meet the key responsibilities of their position.
Achieve the Shire’s strategic and operational objectives.
Maximise personal and professional potential.
Reduce personnel turnover and maintain high morale levels through providing satisfying
and challenging professional growth opportunities.
Enable the Shire of Esperance to continually improve the level of advice and standard of
service provided to the Esperance community.

Guidelines
The Shire of Esperance is supportive of reimbursing Study Expenses, within budgetary
constraints, for employees who are undertaking studies relevant to their Shire of Esperance role
and responsibilities. All permanent employees are eligible for consideration for study assistance.
Permanent part time employees are eligible for consideration on a pro-rata basis.
A Training Plan will be formulated each year during the Annual Performance Review process, or in
the case of new appointments, proposed training will be agreed upon at the time of appointment.
Training assistance required must be identified during the performance appraisal process so that
budgetary allowance can be made for the following financial year.
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Education (being the acquisition of general, tertiary and professional skills and qualifications) is the
responsibility of the individual employee. This does not preclude the Shire from assisting an
employee (eg assistance with tertiary fees) but such assistance is extended at the discretion of the
Shire and is not an employee right.
Training (being the extension and/or enhancement of skills and knowledge to enable employees to
be more effective in their jobs and/or to provide for future progression) is the joint responsibility of
the Shire and the employee.
A maximum of $3,000 per annum may be paid by the Shire for approved training or education.
Professional Qualifications
The Shire of Esperance supports career path progression. Directors have an ongoing
responsibility to consider the training and development needs of their employees and to identify
deficiencies and emerging skills gaps.
In all instances, staff must seek approval prior to commencing studies. Subject to prior approval,
the fees for relevant professional education may be met or subsidised by the Shire on the following
basis:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

The course must be relevant to the employee’s position and assist in achieving the
objectives of the key responsibility areas of the position description.
The course must be of benefit to the Shire either in the employee’s current role or future
area of work.
The Shire is committed to providing options for permanent employees to improve their
skills. In instances where the proposed training is deemed to have a greater benefit to the
employee than the Shire, the employee will be expected to make a contribution towards
the cost of the training. This contribution will be at the discretion of the CEO. For
example, if it is considered that the employee and the Shire will both benefit by 50%, the
employee will be expected to contribute 50% of the cost of the training.
Employees must pay for the approved unit(s) up front and pass the unit(s) prior to
requesting reimbursement of fees.
The Shire of Esperance may consider reimbursement of non tuition fees such as books up
to a maximum of $200 per semester.
Student fees, parking and incidental expenses are the responsibility of the student and do
not qualify for assistance under this Guideline.
When an Employee is required to attend an examination held during normal working hours
for a subject receiving assistance under this Guideline, paid leave will be granted for the
time of the examination as well as one half day prior to the examination for study.
Staff must be mindful of the fact that achieving a higher level of qualification does not
automatically entitle the staff member to a higher classification.
Termination Clause – if the Shire agrees to cover the cost of elective education, it is on the
condition that the staff member undertakes to remain in the employment of the Shire of
Esperance for a period of twelve (12) months from the successful completion of the
course. All staff receiving assistance under this Guideline will be required to sign an
undertaking to repay fees should the staff member leave within twelve (12) months. This
undertaking will also give the Shire the right to deduct any such monies from the final
payment. The reimbursement sum will be based on a sliding scale of eight percent (8%)
per month.

Training
Training expenditure will be allocated according to the needs of the Shire and reviewed on an
annual basis. The CEO will have final arbitration over training priorities according to the Shire’s
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strategic requirements.
Directors have an on-going responsibility to consider and identify the training and development
needs of their employees through the performance and development review process. Any training
approval must be considered in conjunction with the training plan established at the employee’s
performance review.
The Shire of Esperance will actively encourage employees to attend training courses or further
education to enhance skill levels, as required by the staff review process.
Associated Procedure – Employee Study Assistance
1. Applications for study assistance must be submitted to the relevant Director prior to
commencement of study.
2. The Director will review the application and make a recommendation to the Chief
Executive Officer.
3. Approval of study assistance shall be at the discretion of the Chief Executive Officer.
Approval to be provided to the staff member in writing.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
1. To ensure the attraction and retention of the most suitably qualified and experienced staff.
2. To determine the basis of entitlements to the Shire of Esperance’s recruitment and
retention allowance in relation to its employees.

Policy:
To ensure the attraction and retention of the most suitably qualified and experienced staff, the
Chief Executive Officer be authorised to negotiate the appropriate market-based remuneration
packages within the Council budget. Council is to be advised of the outcome of such negotiations
via an information report to the next available round of monthly meetings.
That during the staff recruitment process the Chief Executive Officer be authorised to utilise
discretion in the following areas:
Provision of a vehicle
In instances where it is customary for the level of the officer within the industry to be provided with
a vehicle, that the officer at the discretion of the CEO, be offered the option of salary sacrificing
vehicle contributions under lease arrangements.
Provision of housing benefits
The CEO has discretion to offer new employees housing benefits via salary packaging.
Recruitment & Retention Allowance
The staff recruitment and retention allowance was initiated by the Council to provide a level of
remuneration that would enable it to secure and retain experienced and valued staff in today’s
competitive workplace environment. In this respect, Council passed the following resolution in
January 2005:
Resolution Number: O1204-1003
"That the Council implement a recruitment and retention allowance to be paid to all full-time and
permanent part-time employees (Pro-rata) excluding wholly funded grant employees in Homecare
Services and Volunteer Management Program which are to be the subject of a separate review to
the levels specified in the Human Resources Remuneration (December 2004) Report with the
allowance to be paid in two (2) equal installments commencing on the first pay period on or after
the 1st January 2005 and 1st January 2006."
Details of the salary rates are specified in the Shire of Esperance Enterprise Agreement.
Allowance status under the Awards
The allowance is an above award payment that is paid to employees as a weekly allowance. This
allowance does not constitute part of the employee’s hourly rate and as such is not subject to
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overtime calculations. The allowance is applicable to annual leave, personal leave and long
service leave entitlements. The allowance will not apply to termination payments.
Eligibility to receive the allowance
The allowance is payable to the following classes of employees:
• Permanent full-time employees;
• Permanent part-time employees (Pro-rata); and
• Fixed term employees at the discretion of the CEO.
The allowance is not payable to the following classes of employees:
• Casual employees;
• Volunteer Resource Centre Staff (subject of review);
• Home-Care employees (subject of review);
• Contracted Employees; and
• CEO or Directors.
The allowance may be withdrawn at any time from an employee in part or fully in the event that
their status as an employee changes to an employee classification that is ineligible for the
allowance.
Timing
The allowance is payable upon commencement of employment including the probationary period
or as determined at the time in the offer of employment to an employee.
Basis of Calculation
The allowance is provided in levels that are similar to those applicable under the Local
Government Industry Award. The allowance increases in line with Enterprise Agreement. If an
employee is classified into another level under the Award their allowance level will be accordingly.
The allowance is made voluntarily by the Council over and above the applicable Awards. It is paid
upon the employee maintaining satisfactory performance as determined by the Senior
Management Group.
Process for withdrawal of the allowance
The allowance may be withdrawn, in total or in part, at the complete discretion of the Senior
Management Group, in accordance with this policy, for the following reasons:
• sustained and/or unsatisfactory work performance;
• sustained and/or breaches of the Occupational Health & Safety requirements;
• sustained and/or breaches of the Shire’s Code of Conduct;
• sustained and/or breaches of Council, Local Laws, and Management Policies (including
the Customer Service Ground rules);
• an inability to undertake duties as set out in the employee’s position description. (eg. loss
of driver’s licence); or
• misconduct (see definition below).
In the case of unsatisfactory work performance the allowance will not be withdrawn without the
employee being provided with a written warning that continuation of the unsatisfactory
performance would result in a loss of the allowance.
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The Senior Management Group shall, in relation to unsatisfactory performance, have regard to
Occupational Health & Safety requirements as set out in the Council’s induction manual.
Misconduct Definition
Misconduct essentially occurs if an employee:
• corruptly acts or corruptly fails to act — in the performance of the functions of the
employee’s employment;
• corruptly takes advantage for own benefit or detriment to another — an employee corruptly
takes advantage of the employee’s office or employment as a public officer to obtain a
benefit for himself or herself or for another person or to cause a detriment to any person
or;
• commits an offence in official capacity — an employee whilst acting or purporting to act in
his or her official capacity, commits an offence.
OR
An employee engages in conduct that:
• adversely affects, or could adversely affect, the honest or impartial performance of the
functions of an employee whether or not acting in their official capacity at the time;
• involves the employee performing his or her functions without honesty or impartiality;
• constitutes or involves a breach of the trust placed in the employee by reason of his or her
office or employment;
• suggests that the employee misused information for personal benefit or the detriment of
another person and constitutes or could constitute an offence against any other written
law; or
• brings the organisation’s credibility into disrepute.
Process for reinstatement of the allowance
The Senior Management Group shall set a timeframe for the withdrawal and subsequent
reinstatement of the allowance and any conditions and review process that are considered
appropriate.
--------------------------------------------------------Policy Ends--------------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
1. To facilitate consistency throughout the organisation in administering the leave provisions
for employees.
2. Reinforce the positive benefits of taking leave when it becomes due.
3. Manage all leave to ensure that employees endeavour to utilise their entitlement when
they become due to minimise the accrual of leave and to reduce the financial liabilities of
Council.

Policy:
Employees are entitled to Annual Leave and Long Service Leave consistent with the provisions of
their relevant employment contract and Local Government (Long Service Leave) Regulations (WA)
(LGLSLR).
The primary reason for both annual and long service leave is to allow employees to rest and
recuperate in order to remain fully productive. In order to ensure this, all employees should be
encouraged to take leave as soon as practicable after it has accrued.
The Chief Executive Officer and/or Directors will endeavour to approve leave applications
consistent with the employee’s requirements, however, the requirement must be considered in the
context of the organisation’s commitments and its liability to meet its obligations.
Staff employed on a permanent basis, either full time or part time are entitled to accrue both
Annual and Long Service Leave. Staff employed on a casual basis are not entitled to accrue
Annual Leave but are entitled to accrue Long Service Leave.
Annual Leave
1. An employee should endeavour to take annual leave within one year from the date in
which the leave is accrued.
2. In accordance with the Shire’s Enterprise Agreement, employees can accrue up to eight
weeks of leave. Should more than eight weeks of leave be accrued, the Shire can give
notice to the employee that they are required to take leave.
Long Service Leave
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of the LGLSLR, the Shire of Esperance will allow an
employee a period of up to one year after their Long Service Leave has come due to clear
that leave.
2. Should an employee wish to carry over any portion of their entitlement after that one-year
period a request must be submitted in writing to the Chief Executive Officer for approval.
3. Where commencement of the Long Service Leave has been postponed to meet the
convenience of the employee beyond a period of six months after becoming entitled to
take leave, the rate of payment for that leave shall be at the rate applicable to the
employee for ordinary time (excluding allowances) at the 10 year and 6 month mark,
unless agreed in writing between the Local Government and the employee.
-----------------------------------------------------Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
To acknowledge the appreciation of employees who have provided long-term continuous service
to the organisation.

Policy:
For all employees exceeding 15 years continuous service with the Shire of Esperance, the Shire of
Esperance will pay, in addition to the statutory Superannuation Guarantee Contribution amount, an
additional 2.5% contribution to the Employee’s nominated Superannuation Fund.
The additional contribution will be paid independent of any additional contributions already being
made into the Employees nominated Superannuation Fund by the Shire. .
In addition, any Shire of Esperance employee who has given twenty (20) years satisfactory service
will be presented with their choice of either a gold watch or a framed/unframed picture depicting
Esperance, or other suitable gift in recognition of such service.
Associated Procedure
The Manager Human Resources is to advise the CEO annually (at the time of preparation of the
draft financial budget to ensure that sufficient funds are included within the Members Section of the
Draft Budget) the number of employees who will attain their 20-years of continuous service during
the relevant financial year.
The Manager of Human Resources will then advise the CEO of employees as they reach this
milestone to enable a gold watch/picture or other suitable gift to be purchased and a date/time of
presentation to be organized.
The gold watch, picture or other suitable gift is to be purchased locally and will be up to a value of
$500. The watch or picture is presented by the Shire President either:
1. At the next scheduled monthly Ordinary Meeting of Council (if this is agreed to by the
employee) to which the recipient and his partner are invited to join Councillors at dinner
with the presentation being made prior to the commencement of the meeting; or
2. At a staff function either at the Depot for the outside workers or in the staff room for inside
workers; or
3. If the milestone is reached late October through to end December then it would be more
appropriate to have the presentation undertaken at the Staff/Councillor Christmas function.
--------------------------------------------------------Policy Ends-----------------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
The Shire of Esperance is committed to providing an environment of equal opportunity in its
workplace. The Shire and its employees are committed to providing a workplace where every
employee is treated equally, fairly and without prejudice. Council believes that equal opportunity
creates a more harmonious and productive workplace, which not only benefits Council, but also,
the wider community. For the purpose of this policy the term employee will extend to cover
contractors, volunteers and any person performing work for or with the Shire of Esperance.

Policy:
The Shire of Esperance aims to provide an environment of equal opportunity in its workplace.
Council believes that equal opportunity creates a more harmonious and productive workplace,
which not only benefits Council, but also, the wider community.
Council considers it the right of every individual to carry out his or her job in an environment, which
promotes job satisfaction, maximises performance and provides economic security. Such an
environment is dependent of it being free from all forms of harassment and victimisation. Council
operates under the following State and Federal legislation (as amended):
•
•
•
•
•

The WA Equal Opportunity Act 1984;
The Racial Discrimination Act (Cth) 1976;
The Sex Discrimination Act (Cth) 1984;
The Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission Act (Cth) 1987; and
The Disability Discrimination Act (Cth) 1992.

In accordance with the WA Equal Opportunity Act 1984, the Shire of Esperance shall develop and
maintain an Equal Opportunity Management Plan.
Definitions
Discrimination is treating someone unfairly or less favorably than another person due to their race,
sex, marital status, pregnancy, impairment, religious or political conviction, age, family
responsibility or family status, physical or mental disability, criminal record, breastfeeding, gender
history, impairment, national extraction or social origin or trade union activity. These grounds may
change as legislation is amended.
Bullying is defined as repeated and unreasonable behavior directed towards an employee or a
group of employees that creates a risk to health and safety. Unreasonable behavior amounts to
behavior that a reasonable person in the circumstances would see as unreasonable including
behavior that is victimising, humiliating and intimidating or threatening.
Bullying is also unlawful under the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 (WA) and the
Occupational Safety and Health Regulations 1996 (WA).
Harassment is defined as any unwelcome, offensive comment or action relating to the grounds of
discrimination. It is behaviour towards another employee that is offending, humiliating or
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intimidating. It shall not be condoned and if necessary, disciplinary action shall be taken. Any
individual who experiences harassment should immediately make it clear to the person(s)
concerned that such behaviour is unwelcome. However, if the individual has difficulty in doing this,
then assistance should be sought from others to confront the person(s) concerned.
The Equal Opportunity Act 1984 (WA) and the Sex Discrimination Act 1984 (Cth) provide that it is
unlawful to engage in sexual harassment. Sexual harassment can be defined as any unwelcome
conduct of a sexual nature, such as an unwelcome sexual advance or an unwelcome request for
sexual favours, in circumstances in which a reasonable person would anticipate that the person
harassed would be offended, humiliated or intimidated.
Procedure
It is the responsibility of all staff to ensure that proper standards of conduct are upheld in the
workplace. Management and staff in supervisory positions shall ensure that the work environment
is free from all forms of harassment.
Employees subject to discrimination or harassment may obtain advice and assistance from the
Manager Human Resources or the Chief Executive Officer.
Complaints of harassment shall be considered seriously and sympathetically and authorised and
trained mediators shall attend to them promptly and confidentially. In all cases, the utmost care
shall be taken to investigate complaints impartially by recognising the rights of all parties.
However, if an employee is dissatisfied with the outcome of any conciliation attempt, they may take
the matter up with the Equal Opportunity Commission or their Union.
Equal Employment Opportunity
In accordance with the Local Government Act 1995 (as amended) the Council shall recruit in
accordance with the principles of merit and equity and shall ensure that discrimination does not
occur. All employment training with the Council shall be directed towards providing equal
opportunity to all employees provided their relevant experience; skills and ability meet the
minimum requirements for such training.
All promotional policies and opportunities with the Council shall be directed towards providing
equal opportunity to all employees provided their relevant experience; skills and ability meet the
minimum requirements for such promotion.
The equal employment opportunity goals of the Council shall be designed to provide an enjoyable,
challenging, involving, harmonious work environment for all employees where each has the
opportunity to progress to the extent of their ability.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
To recognise that some staff members are members of Emergency Services and Defence
Reserves.

Policy:
In recognition of the important voluntary community role performed by staff who are members of
Emergency Services and Defence Reserves Council will allow staff who are registered volunteer
members of the Defence Reserve or an emergency service to respond to official emergency
situations during normal working hours and where approval has been given in accordance with the
current Management Practices, Council will protect staff by ensuring that their normal salary or
wages are maintained.
------------------------------------------------------Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
To acknowledge that from time-to-time staff members may be summoned to attend for jury duty or
be subpoenaed as witnesses.

Policy:
Those employees summoned to attend for jury duty or subpoenaed by the Crown as witnesses at
Court Hearings be paid normal wages during such absences from work, on production of
satisfactory proof of attendance.
Employees attending Court either voluntarily, or subpoenaed by parties other than the Crown, shall
not be paid wages, except where such attendance is on behalf of Council, at Council’s request or
on account of employees position with the Council.
------------------------------------------------------Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Policy:
Aim: To provide and maintain a safe and healthy workplace for, and in consultation with, all Esperance
Shire Council employees, contractors, volunteers and visitors.
VISION
The Shire of Esperance is committed to achieving the highest standard of Occupational Safety and
Health performance by developing a culture which emphasises active involvement in Safety and
Health initiatives as part of daily work and business practice.
OBJECTIVES
The Shire of Esperance strives to ensure an ongoing commitment to continual improvement aimed at
the elimination of work related injury and illness is maintained. Work shall be conducted in accordance
with the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984, respective Regulations, Codes of Practice,
Statutory Requirements, Shire of Esperance Safety Procedures and Local Laws relevant to the nature
of work being undertaken.
To achieve this aim Council will:
1. Ensure there are systems, resources and clear responsibilities to implement and review the
Safety and Health Policy and continuously improve its application;
2. Ensure measurable Health and Safety objectives and targets are established and planning is
undertaken to achieve objectives and monitor results
3. Implement risk management systems that identify existing and potential hazards, assess the
associated risk and implement effective control strategies to lower the risk to as low as
reasonably practicable.
4. Ensure that all employees and contractors are fully informed, instructed, trained, supervised
and verified as competent in the tasks they are required to perform so as to ensure they are
able to execute their duties in a safe and efficient manner.
5. Communicate and consult with Safety Representatives, employees and contractors in regard
to safety and health related matters, to ensure feedback and involvement is sought from all
personnel.
6. Ensure there are systems in place for the identification of legal and other requirements
relevant to the Shire’s operations and processes established to monitor compliance.
7. Ensure all employees and contractors are fully aware of their responsibility to take reasonable
care to safeguard their own health and safety at work and avoid adversely affecting the health
and safety of others through any act or omission at work.
8. Achieve the best level of recovery and return to the workplace for injured employees by
implementing rehabilitation and injury management initiatives.
The Council will provide the time and resources necessary to implement this policy.
This policy will be kept under review by the Shire’s Senior Management and its employees. It will be
formally reviewed annually.
Signed copies of this policy shall be displayed in the workplace.
________________________________
Chief Executive Officer

_______________________________
Employee Representative
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Dated this _______ day of __________________________ 20___
------------------------------------------------------Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
1. To ensure that where applicable correct procedure is followed in relation to severance
payments.
2. To ensure that appropriate procedures are applied in instances of redundancy to
employees.
3. To ensure that an employee is given substantiative and procedural fairness when the need
arises to discipline or terminate

Policy:
For the purpose of Section 5.50(1) of the Local Government Act 1995 (the ‘Act’) this policy will set
down circumstances and manner of assessment upon which the Shire of Esperance will pay an
employee an amount (severance payment) in addition to any amount to which the employee is
entitled under a contract of employment, award, industrial agreement or order by a Court or
Tribunal.
A terminating employee is entitled to severance pay and benefits in accordance with:
1. Any federal or state award or industrial agreement applicable to that employee;
2. Any applicable provisions within the employee’s contract of employment;
3. Any applicable award or order made by a federal or state industrial tribunal arising from
the circumstances of that employee being specifically brought before that tribunal, subject
to any right of appeal;
4. Where Council so agrees, any recommendation made by a federal or state Industrial
Commissioner arising from the circumstances of that employee being specifically brought
before that Commissioner.
Where a dismissed employee has taken or is proposing to take legal action, Council may decide to
settle to avoid expensive litigation. Matters to be taken into consideration by Council as to whether
it will seek a settlement and if so, the extent of any financial offers may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

possible exposure to litigation;
the cost of legal advocacy and support;
the cost of witnesses;
the cost of travel and accommodation in running the case;
the cost of having staff tied up in the preparation and hearing of the case; and
the disruption to operations.

Council may decide to settle in a situation where an employee, due to illness or impairment is
unable to perform his/her job and there has been mutual agreement that employment must end.
Matters to be taken into consideration by Council in determining the extent of any financial offers
may include:
•
•

the length of service;
the conscientiousness of the employee over the past employment;
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•
•
•

•

the value of the employee’s service having regard to position(s) held and the regard given
by Council to the employee’s contribution;
the personal circumstances of the employee including family responsibility, future
employment prospects and alternative sources of income; and
possible exposure to litigation if the employee was dismissed having regard to obligations
of Council under the State Equal Opportunity Act, the Commonwealth Disability
Discrimination Act and the Commonwealth Workplace Relations Act.
circumstances of the severance

The term “weeks pay” means the normal weekly salary or wage payable to the employee including
any penalty rates normally paid but excluding overtime or intermittent payments. The term also
includes salary or wages specifically sacrificed for additional non-award benefits but does not
include the value of any non-award benefit normally provided for the employee’s position (such as
a vehicle in the case of a senior position, the normal superannuation provided to all employees
etc).
Nothing in this Policy prevents Council from determining that in special circumstances, terminating
employees may be paid additional moneys or provided with additional benefits where justified. If
Council so determines, details of the severance pay and benefits shall be published in accordance
with Section 5.50 (2) of the Act.
Staff Redundancy
The appropriate award provisions and adopted Procedures will apply to this Policy, which is to be
read in conjunction with the Shire of Esperance Enterprise Agreement.
1.

Consultation
a) The Local Government will consult employees likely to be affected by any proposed
change as to the need for and/or reason for the change and no definite decision will be
made until this process has been followed.
b) Where an employer has made a definite decision that the employer no longer wishes the
job the employee has been doing to be done by anyone, and this is not due to the ordinary
and customary turnover of labour and that decision may lead to the termination of
employment, the employer shall hold discussions with the employees directly affected and
with their representative.
c) The discussions shall take place as soon as is practicable after the employer has made a
definite decision which will invoke the provisions of paragraph (b) hereof, and shall cover,
inter alia, any reasons for the proposed terminations, measures to avoid or minimise the
terminations and measures to mitigate any adverse effects of any terminations on the
employees concerned.
d) For the purposes of the discussion the employer shall as soon as practicable provide in
writing to the employees concerned and their representative, all relevant information about
the proposed terminations including the reasons for the proposed terminations, the
number and categories of employees likely to be affected and the number of workers
normally employed and the period over which the terminations are likely to be carried out.
e) Provided that any employer shall not be required to disclose confidential information, the
disclosure of which would be inimical to the employer’s interests.

2.

Transfers Within the Organisation
a)

Wherever possible and practical, appropriate employees should be offered a transfer to
other positions within the enterprise and also offered the necessary and reasonable
training to effect a successful transition.
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b)

3.

Where an employee is transferred to other duties for the purpose of avoiding retrenchment
and those duties attract a lesser rate of pay than the incumbents previous position, the
Local Government will make up the difference between the two rates of pay for a period of
twelve months (or 2 years in the case of employees covered by Clause 4 below). After this
time, the lesser rate will apply.

Redundancy Benefits

Where a position has been made redundant and a suitable transfer has not been possible, an
employee may be retrenched on the following basis:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

f)

g)

h)

4.

A maximum period of notice possible but in any event no less than 4 weeks or payment in
lieu of notice to a maximum of 4 weeks.
Payment of 2 weeks pay.
Redundancy provisions in accordance with the Shire of Esperance Enterprise Agreement
All other prorata entitlements payable under the appropriate award or agreement to a
terminating employee will be paid.
During the notice period the employee shall be allowed reasonable time off from the job
without loss of pay to attend employment interviews or other similar activities to assist the
employee find employment.
Where the employee was originally engaged from a distant location, reasonable relocation
assistance may be provided to the place of engagement or another place (at a cost no
more than relocation to original point of hire). Relocation assistance will be at Council’s
discretion and considered according to circumstances.
Where the circumstances of a retrenched employee are such that it will be extremely
difficult for that employee to find another job, Council may exercise its discretion to provide
additional benefits to such employees. In this event, details of the total redundancy
package for such an employee shall be published in accordance with Section 5.50(2) of
the Local Government Act.
The term “weeks pay” means the normal weekly salary or wage payable to the employee
including any penalty rates normally paid but excluding overtime or intermittent payments.
The term also includes salary or wages specifically sacrificed for additional non-award
benefits but does not include the value of any non-award benefit normally provided for the
employee’s position (such as a vehicle in the case of a senior position, the normal
superannuation contribution provided to all employees etc).

Local Government Boundary Changes, Amalgamations and Break-ups
a)

b)

c)
d)

e)

Where a restructuring of Local Government boundaries (such as a break up of a Local
Government or an amalgamation of Local Governments) results in a surplus of
employees, Schedule 2.1 clause 11(4) of the Local Government Act provides for two years
guaranteed employment except where employer and employee are able to agree to a
mutually acceptable severance package.
Where a transfer is not possible, retrenchment will be offered on the basis of Clause 3
above. Additional benefits may be offered in accordance with Clause 3 in an endeavour to
reach a mutually acceptable severance package.
If agreement on a severance package is not possible, the employee will be offered work
for two years on conditions no less favourable than the existing contract of employment.
At any time during the two years additional employment the Local Government and
employee may re-open negotiations in an endeavour to reach agreement on a mutually
acceptable severance package.
Where an employee remains in employment for two years pursuant to Schedule 2.1 of the
Local Government Act and is then made redundant, there will be no entitlement to the
redundancy benefits provided in Clause 3. Redundancy benefits in accordance with the
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appropriate award will still apply.
5.

Counselling
a)
b)

6.

Counselling by a professional counselling service shall be available for any employee who
has been or is to be retrenched.
In appropriate circumstances an outplacement service may also be offered. In this event
no payment in lieu of such service will be made.

Termination During Notice

An employee who has been given notice of retrenchment in accordance with Clause 3 may
terminate during the period of notice and shall be entitled to the same benefits and payments as if
he/she had remained until the expiry of the notice. Provided that in such circumstances, the
employee shall not be entitled to payments in lieu of notice.
7.

Alternative Work
a)

b)

8.

Should the Local Government have made suitable arrangements for alternative
employment and the employee is not consequently unduly prejudiced, the additional
benefits over and above the appropriate award arising from this Policy shall not apply.
In addition the Local Government may make application to the Commission to have the
award severance pay prescription varied in the case of such an employee according to the
particular circumstances.

Exclusions
a)

b)

c)

Benefits provided under this Policy, which go beyond the appropriate award, shall not
apply where employment is terminated as a consequence of conduct that justifies instant
dismissal, including malingering, inefficiency or neglect of duty.
This Policy does not apply in the case of casual or temporary employees who were
engaged for a specific time period or for a specific reason or specific task, project or
program.
This Policy also does not apply to an employee engaged on a fixed term contract where
the term of the contract expires.

Discipline/Dismissal
To ensure that an employee is given substantive and procedural fairness (when the need arises to
discipline or terminate) the following process will be used:
a)
b)
c)

The Manager or mediator of the conflict situation will document and record all meetings
and subsequent findings.
Final outcomes of action taken will be at the discretion and with the full authorisation of the
Chief Executive Officer.
All documentation relating to the investigation and meetings held should be placed on the
personnel file of the employee.

Unsatisfactory Performance
In the case of unsatisfactory performance five (5) procedural steps will be followed firstly, the
employee should be given a verbal warning in a counselling session between the Manager and the
employee. During the session the Manager should:
1. clearly outline the performance problems and ensure work standards have been set and
confirm conduct expected.
2. explain that the discussion may constitute a formal warning.
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3. provide the employee an opportunity to respond.
4. Identify, assess and analyse the problem and take appropriate action to improve work
performance/conduct
5. fix an agreed review date to re-assess the performance.
If performance has not improved at the agreed date then the Manager may give a written warning
outlining the nature of the problem. If it is the intent of the Manager to forward a written warning at
this stage an offer to the employee of having a representative present will be made.
Again the Manager should make the employee aware that if unsatisfactory performance continues
his/her job could be in jeopardy. Once again at this stage counselling or training will be offered.
Where there is a need for performance improvement, the manager, HR and the employee may
develop a Performance Improvement Plan (PIP). Should performance remain unsatisfactory after
the review date then the employee should again be counselled in accordance with the above
procedures. A final written warning will be issued and a date set for review.
Finally, performance should again be reviewed at the date set and if it is still unacceptable the
Manager should consider whether alternatives to termination are available and if alternatives are
not practicable the decision to terminate with notice may be taken.
Termination
Prior to any discussion of termination with the employee the Manager will consult and present
written findings to the Chief Executive Officer. Should termination of the employee be decided then
the following process will take place:
1. a meeting will be held with the employee, his/her supervisor and representative if
requested.
2. review the steps taken to counsel the employee inclusive of the documented verbal
warning and/or written warnings.
3. the employee will be given an opportunity to respond to the termination proposal.
4. The CEO will determine an appropriate outcome or course of action.
5. issue the employee with a written notice of termination explaining the reasons for
dismissal and all entitlements owing.
All discussion relating to discipline or dismissal procedures will remain confidential.
------------------------------------------------------Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
To adopt a policy in relation to employees whose employment with the Shire of Esperance is
finishing, setting out the circumstances in which the Shire of Esperance will provide a farewell gift
to a certain value in addition to any amount to which the employee is entitled under a contract of
employment or award relating to the employee.

Policy:
Purpose
The policy sets out the guidelines with regard to gratuity payments or farewell gifts that the Shire
can confer on an employee who retires or resigns from full time or permanent part-time (pro-rata
payment) employment.
This policy shall be published in accordance with Section 5.50(1) of the Local Government Act
1995 and notes the limitations set by Regulation 19A of the Local Government (Administration)
Regulations 1996.
Definitions
A ‘gratuity payment’ means any payment of monies in excess of any contract or award entitlement
including the disposition of Shire property to any employee.
Employees
The Shire may confer a farewell gift or a gratuity payment to an employee who after continuous
employment with the Shire ceases employment, retires or resigns. The maximum value allowed for
the gift or gratuity will accord with the length of continuous employment by the employee with the
Shire as follows:
1.

Between 0 and 2 years

No gratuity payment or gift would be made unless exceptional circumstances apply and are
reported to the Council by the Chief Executive Officer for consideration.
2.

Between 2 and 10 years

The Chief Executive Officer may elect to confer a farewell gift up to the value of $300 to an
employee with more than 2 years and less than 10 years continuous service who has displayed
exceptional performance, initiative or commitment to the Shire.
The value of the gift will not be greater than the threshold of the minor fringe benefits tax limit as
set by the Australian Taxation Office and reviewed from time to time.
3.

Greater than 10 years

The Chief Executive Officer may elect to confer a farewell gift or gratuity payment up to the value
of $1,000 to an employee with greater than 10 years continuous service who has displayed
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exceptional performance, initiative or commitment to the Shire.
Should exceptional circumstances apply, for example by the number of years of continuous
service, then the Council, upon consideration of a report from the Chief Executive Officer, may
authorise an amount greater than outlined in clause (c).
NOTE: For the avoidance of doubt, any FBT payable in applying clause (c) will be at the Shire’s
expense.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
To protect the health, safety and welfare of all Shire employees. To reduce the incidence of skin
cancer amongst workers who are exposed to UV rays by providing adequate protection.

Policy:
Introduction
Australia has the highest rate of skin cancer in the world with at least 1 in every 2 Australians
diagnosed with skin cancer in their lifetime. Western Australia has the second highest rate of skin
cancer in Australia. Although skin cancer is a serious public health issue it is one which can largely
be prevented (Cancer Council WA).
Exposure to Ultraviolet Radiation (UVR) from the sun has been identified as the major cause of
skin cancer. Outdoor workers are at risk of getting skin cancer because of their high exposure to
UV rays over extended periods of time. Most skin cancers can be prevented and when detected
early can be successfully treated in 95-99% of cases.
Responsibilities
All Shire employees are responsible for their own personal health, safety and welfare. In addition
they must avoid adversely affecting the safety or health of any other person through any act or
omission. They are required to co-operate with their employer in the interest of health, safety and
welfare in accordance with Occupational Safety and Health Act of WA (1984).
Scope
This policy applies to all Shire of Esperance employees, contractors, volunteers and work
experience students who work in an environment where they are exposed to UV rays. Shire
employees shall be provided with personal protective equipment and clothing to reduce the risk of
exposure to UV rays. Employees of contractors, volunteers, and work experience students are to
comply with this policy and are to wear suitable protective clothing, either supplied by their
employer or personally.
Employer Responsibilities
The Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 - WA states that employers must as far as practicable
provide and maintain a working environment in which employees are not exposed to hazards.
•
•
•

Provide and maintain equipment needed to protect outdoor workers from the sun.
Set up systems of work to reduce the amount of time employees spend in the sun.
Provide information, instruction, training and supervision.

The employer must also ensure that employees comply with Occupational Safety and Health
(OSH) requirements through supervision.
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Supervisor/Manager Responsibilities
• Responsible for ensuring the health, safety and welfare of field employees under their
control and to ensure compliance with the Shire’s UV Policy.
Employee Responsibilities
An employee must, while at work, co-operate with his or her employer or other person so far as is
necessary to enable compliance with the Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 – WA, the OSH
Regulations WA 2005 and the Shire’s OSH policies and procedures.
For example, an employee must wear protective equipment/clothing issued for their health and
safety.
Under Section 20(2)(c) of the Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 - WA an employee who
damages or misuses PPE provided in the interests of safety or health, commits an offence. Shire
of Esperance employees who misuse or damage PPE will face disciplinary action that may include
placing their employment in jeopardy. For example employees must not modify any PPE issued to
them,
Clothing Protection
Shire outside employees working in an environment exposed to UV rays will wear the following
protective clothing and personal protective equipment at all times, when working during daylight
hours:
• Long sleeved Shirts (50+UPF).
• Long trousers or long shorts.
• Sun protective hats.
• Wrap sunglasses (dark safety glasses AS1337).
• Broad spectrum Sunscreen SPF 30+ or above.
Long Sleeve Shirts/Long Trousers
Shirts worn by employees deemed to be conducting tasks predominantly outdoors, shall be high
visibility, close weave and loose fitting to allow for air circulation and comfort. Shirts must have
long sleeves and collars, and shall include Shire identification.
Long trousers worn by employees shall be loose fitting, made from at least 50% cotton or natural
fibre and of close weave.
NOTE: Staff who are predominately based indoors that are required to work outdoors whilst
conducting specific tasks such as supervising, inspection and other activities determined from time
to time as outdoor work, may be permitted to wear short sleeved shirts at the discretion of their
Director. Outside staff permitted to wear short sleeve shirts or long shorts are required to apply
SPF30+ or above sunscreen to areas exposed to the sun i.e. arms and legs.
Sun Protective Hats
A sun protective hat is one that shades the face, head, ears and neck. Broad brimmed hats,
bucket hats or legionnaire style hats provide the best protection and must be worn. A hat with a
wide brim reduces the amount of UV radiation reaching the face by 50%.
Bucket hats should have a deep crown, sit low on the head and have an angled brim of at least 6
cm,
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Broad brimmed hats are required to have a broad brim measuring no less than 7.5 cm in width as
recommended by the WA Cancer Council.
Legionnaire hats should have a flap that covers the ears and back of the neck to the collarbone/
shoulder. The side flap and front peak should overlap to protect the side of the face.
Sunglasses (dark safety glasses)
Dark safety glasses shall conform to Australian Standard AS/NZS 1337 and offer 99% protection
from ultraviolet rays.
Employees that wear prescription glasses can be provided with a pair of over-glasses which will
protect their prescription glasses. The Shire will only provide prescription safety glasses in special
circumstances.
The Shire will provide up to one replacement pair of dark safety glasses in a calendar year.
Replacement of safety glasses will only be provided when the broken pair is returned to the
Purchasing Officer. If additional replacement glasses are required, it will be at the discretion of the
Director Asset Management who will take into account whether the previous glasses had been
fairly treated.
Sunscreen
No sunscreen can provide 100% protection. Always use sunscreen in conjunction with clothing,
hats, sunglasses and shade.
Sunscreen will be provided to all staff that are required to work outdoors. To provide the best
protection a sunscreen that is at least 30+ SPF, broad spectrum and water resistant will be
provided.
To be effective, sunscreen should be applied 20 minutes before going out in the sun, and be
applied generously so that it goes on easily and evenly and be reapplied every two hours to
replace sunscreen which has been wiped, perspired, washed off or otherwise removed.
Sunscreen should be kept in a cool place. Do not keep in glove box of vehicles. If sunscreen is to
be kept in a vehicle, place in a most suitable place such as an esky or lunch box.
Do not use expired sunscreen. Discard and replace any sunscreen that has passed its expiry date.
Provision of low allergy sunscreen will be made available to individuals who are allergic to certain
sunscreens.
Supply of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
The following items will be supplied on an individual needs basis:
• Safety Glasses/Over glasses/Goggles;
• Sun protective hats;
• Hard Hats;
• Hearing Protective Muffs;
• Hearing Protective Plugs;
• Dust Masks;
• Gloves;
• Safety Footwear;
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and any other safety equipment recommended by WorkSafe WA.
Clothing - Replacements on a ‘Fair Wear & Tear’ Basis
The Shire of Esperance will provide clothing and equipment to all permanent employees of the
Shire in the form of the following:
• One sun protective hat for employees working outside. To be replaced when deemed
unserviceable.
• Four fluorescent shirts with a minimum of 50+ UPF rating (when new). Top half high
visibility fluorescent yellow with bottom half dark blue in colour. To be replaced when
deemed unserviceable. Shire identification will be included.
• Four pairs of trousers dark blue in colour. To be replaced when deemed unserviceable.
Staff may elect to be provided with long shorts instead of trousers, but the total number of
trousers/long shorts per staff member per year will not exceed four pairs.
• One water and wind resistant jacket with top half high visibility fluorescent yellow and the
bottom dark blue.
• Jumper – top half fluorescent yellow, bottom half dark blue in colour. To be replaced when
deemed unserviceable. Shire identification will be included.
• Casual employees will receive a Shire of Esperance Hi-Viz vest, dark safety glasses, hat
and sun screen.
1.

Replacement Items

Items will be replaced only if the unserviceable items are returned to the Purchasing Officer.
2.

Responsibility

The employee will be responsible to notify the Purchasing Officer of any lost or stolen items
3.

Maintenance

The employee will be responsible for the maintenance and safe keeping of all personal protective
equipment at all times.
4.

Property Ownership

At all times personal protective equipment remains the property of the Shire of Esperance.
5.

Termination of Employment

Employees upon termination will be required, to return all items of personal protective equipment
to the Purchasing Officer.
6.

Exemption

As a Shire employee there will be no exemptions to the wearing of personal protective clothing and
equipment as well as other safety equipment.
7.

Grievance Procedure

Any employee, for which this policy applies, who fails to wear any of the personal protective
equipment shall be stood down without pay until such time that they are prepared to wear the
personal protective equipment. The incident will be reported and the disciplinary procedures as
stated in the WA Local Government Award or any other relevant Award will be applied.
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8. Contractors
Contractors and their employees are required to meet the minimum PPE requirements as set out
in the clause on clothing protection at their own cost. There will be no exemptions to this
requirement. Contractors working for the Shire of Esperance will be given a copy of the Shire’s UV
Policy and be expected to comply with it.
----------------------------------------------------Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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HR 014: WORKPLACE DRUG & ALCOHOL USE
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
Last Reviewed

Current
Manager Human Resources
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June 2018
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3

Res No
Res No

O0513-048
O0618-022

Objective:
To ensure a safe workplace free from the effects of drugs and alcohol and that people are fit for
work whilst performing duties at the Shire of Esperance.

Policy:
Purpose
This Policy applies to all Shire employees, Councillors, contractors, employees of contractors and
volunteers at all Shire of Esperance workplaces. The aim of this policy is to ensure a safe
workplace free from the effects of drugs and alcohol.
The policy is directed towards the welfare of the individual and the safety and health of other
people. Although disciplinary action may be necessary, the focus is on preventative measures.
The use of drugs or alcohol in the workplace is forbidden. An employee being under the influence
of alcohol, drugs or illegal substances is not acceptable.
The Chief Executive Officer may waive this requirement for minor consumption of alcohol where
circumstances warrant e.g. during a social event.
Employees are personally responsible for any civil or criminal penalty which results from being
under the influence of drugs or alcohol in the workplace.
Definitions
Term

Definition

Impaired Work Performance

Sudden or gradual deterioration in a person’s ability to function
appropriately at work.

Unfit for Work

Being impaired for work and therefore unable to perform duties in a
safe manner.

Use

Eating, drinking, inhaling, injecting or dermal absorption of any
substance or drug.

Misuse

Inappropriate use of a substance on the Shire of Esperance premise
or property, including overdose of a drug or the failure to take a drug
in accordance with medical advice.

Alcohol

Any beverage containing alcohol.

Drugs

Amphetamines, Cannabinoids THC, Opiates, Barbiturates, Cocaine,
methadone, Benzodiazepines, Alcohol and other narcotics,
prescription drugs and non-prescription drugs.
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Term

Definition

Substance

Any drug that may have adverse effects causing impaired work
performance.

Fit for Work

Not being under the influence of or affected by the adverse effects of
drugs, alcohol or any other substance, or not being fatigued.

Contractor

A contractor includes any employee or subcontractor of any
company who has been engaged by the Shire to perform services.

Volunteer

A Volunteer is a person who performs a service willingly and without
pay.

Visitor

For the purpose of this policy any reference to a visitor will include
any individual who attends the workplace and is not included in any
other category.

Managers

Includes Managers as well as the Executive Management Team.

Employee

For the purpose of this policy, the term employee shall include
Councillors, contractors, employees of contractors and volunteers.

Confidentiality
All results and information in relation to drug and alcohol testing will be dealt with in the strictest
confidence. The privacy and dignity of employees tested as part of this process will be protected.
Responsibilities
The Shire of Esperance believes that the health and wellbeing of an employee is of great
importance to the organisation. An employee assistance program will be offered in order to
support the effected employee.
All matters pertaining to usage of alcohol and drugs will be treated with the utmost confidentiality
and any employee of the Shire of Esperance who is interested in receiving counselling services
should seek approval from their Manager or Human Resources.
Managers
Managers are responsible for ensuring adoption, implementation and application of the alcohol
and drug policy:
• Managers are expected to lead by example as this is essential to the Policy’s success and
credibility.
• Managers will provide adequate resources, education, training, counselling and other
requirements for employees to apply this Policy.
• Managers are responsible for fair and consistent application of this policy, importantly for
individuals who seek assistance will not be disadvantaged and their employment rights will
be safeguarded.
• Managers are responsible for the procedures and facilities so that sensitive medical and
other personal information is safeguarded.
• Managers will review this Policy from time to time to determine its fairness and
appropriateness for the Shire’s requirements.
• Managers are responsible for the assessment of the effects of drug and alcohol on an
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•
•
•
•

employee with the cooperation of the supervisor/director.
Managers are responsible to act promptly and confidentially whenever they believe that
any individual is not capable of working in a safe and effective manner.
Managers will liaise with HR for advice on the application of the policy.
Managers will maintain strict confidentiality in relation to the application of this policy to
any employee.
Managers and/or HR to provide training to supervisors in the application of this policy.

Supervisors
Supervisors are responsible for leading the effectiveness of this Policy:
• Supervisors are expected to lead by example as this is essential to the Policy’s success
and credibility.
• Supervisors are responsible for fostering active cooperation with Managers, employees,
contractors and other individuals under this policy.
• Supervisors should manage this Policy in a way which encourages employees and
individuals to raise concerns about their own or other individuals’ fitness for work.
• Supervisors are responsible for the assessment of drug and alcohol with the cooperation
of the manager/director.
• Supervisors are responsible to act promptly and confidentially whenever they believe that
any individual is not capable of working in a safe and effective manner.
Employee, Individuals and Contractors
Each individual is responsible for their own health and safety at work and must avoid affecting the
safety and health of any other individual.
• Employees and individuals must be fit for work when they present for work and must be
able to carry out their duties without risk to themselves or others.
• Employees and individuals must be able to satisfactorily demonstrate fitness for work if
requested by a Supervisor or Manager.
• Employees and individuals must immediately notify their Supervisor of any actual or
potential impairment of fitness for work, or if they have a medical condition that could
affect their fitness for work.
• Employees and individuals must provide a medical certificate when appropriate, or as
requested.
• Employees and individuals must immediately notify their Supervisor of any situation in
which may breach this Policy, including:
o Any situation in which other individuals may be unfit for work;
o The unauthorised possession or consumption of drugs or alcohol on site or during
working hours by another individual;
o Any loss or suspension or drivers licenses, or legal licenses/certificates required to
carryout their duties;
o Any other apparent breach of this Policy.
Application
Alcohol
Being under the influence of alcohol will not be permitted whilst working on the premise or property
of the Shire of Esperance. Employees who commence work whilst under the influence of alcohol
including, working under the adverse effects of alcohol, will be stood down from their duties. If a
blood alcohol level is deemed to be over 0.02 or over the legal limit for operating the particular
plant (ie where the legal blood alcohol level for operation of the plant is lower than 0.02),
employees will be sent home without pay for the remainder of the day. As the employee will be
over the legal limit to drive, alternative transport will be required.
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There may be occasions where alcohol may be included as part of a work function or other
recognised work event. Where the CEO has properly approved the consumption of alcohol,
employees must continue to behave in a sensible and responsible manner with due care for their
own and other people’s safety and wellbeing. Failure to behave in a sensible and responsible
manner with due care, or any failure to follow any directions given by management with regard to
the consumption of alcohol may result in disciplinary action. It is a condition of the Shire of
Esperance that employees make alternative arrangements to get home. The Shire of Esperance
accepts no responsibility for employees during travel to and from the function.
Drugs and Prescription Medication - Illicit Drugs and Other Substances
Being under the influence of, suffering adverse effects of, in possession of, or found to be
cultivating, selling or supplying drugs or other substances whilst on the Shire of Esperance
property or premise or whilst in the employment of the Shire of Esperance is strictly prohibited and
will result in disciplinary action and possibly instant dismissal.
Synthetic drugs such as Cannabinoids are not intended for human consumption as they can
produce elevated heart rate, elevated blood pressure, anxiety and hallucinations. It is highly likely
that these products will impair an individual’s capacity to present themselves fit for work, and
therefore put themselves and or others at risk.
Synthetic Cannabinoids, which have been reported to be five (5) to ten (10) times more potent
than THC (the active component of Marijuana) can, and will, directly compromise your fitness for
duty and dramatically impair your ability to operate machinery. As these products adversely affect
an individual’s fitness for work a sample of urine may be taken and sent for analysis. If the
returned results are confirmed as being positive they will be treated in the same way as illicit drugs
tested for under the Shire of Esperance Fitness for Work Policy. If suspected of the above, an
employee must undergo a drug screen (paid by the Shire of Esperance.) Refusal to a drug screen
may result in instant dismissal.
If the drug screen provides a positive result on the first offence, the employee will receive a written
warning as per the disciplinary action section of this policy. If an employee is found to give a
positive result on the second offence, they will receive a second written warning. On the second
offence, the employee must agree to submit for consequent drug testing for a period as
determined by the Shire. The employee will be instantly dismissed if a subsequent test is
undertaken with a positive result.
Any third offence will also result in instant dismissal as per the disciplinary action section of this
policy.
Threshold Levels
A cut-off Level is the value at or above which the drug or alcohol is deemed to be ‘detected’ and
below which the drug is deemed to be ’not detected’. All testing for drugs and alcohol will be
according to the levels indicated below adapted from the Australian Standards
Class of Substance
Alcohol
Opiates
Cannabis
Cocaine
Benzodiazepines
Sympathomimetric Amines by Screening test
•
Amphetamine

Cut-off-level
0.02 mg/ml
300 ug/L
50 ug/L
300 ug/L
200 ug/L
300 ug/L
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•

Methamphetamine

300 ug/l

Prescription and Other Medication
It is an employee’s responsibility to inform their supervisor of any medication they are taking. It is
also a requirement of employees to advise their supervisor of any adverse effects that may occur
whilst taking such medication, including the amount of times that the medication is taken per day.
This information is to be recorded on their personnel file for reference in the event of an
emergency.
Any prescription and other medication must be used in accordance with medical advice. Any nonprescription or other medication must be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations.
Failure to follow these requirements will result in disciplinary action, or instant dismissal.
Drug & Alcohol Testing
In the interests of workplace safety, the Shire believes that the following measures are appropriate
for the Esperance Shire Council workplace
The Shire of Esperance may undertake regular random testing, without notice of all employees for
alcohol and other drugs that could affect workplace safety. The Shire, will administer at it’s cost
(through such a provider nominated by the Shire from time to time) on site random testing of
personnel for drugs and alcohol.
Testing may be carried out due to:
1. Random drug and alcohol testing. An employee or group of employees may at any time
and without notice be requested to undergo a random drug and alcohol test.
2. Cause Testing.
3. Employee involved in a significant accident/Incident or a near miss whilst at work shall be,
where practical tested.
4. Where persons behaviour raises concern that he or she maybe influenced by alcohol and
or other drugs upon the request of any other person in the workplace, with support from
the supervisor/manager.
5. If evidence is found of possible drug or alcohol use (e.g drug paraphernalia or alcohol
containers)
6. Pre Employment Testing – all persons appointed to the Shire will be required to undergo
drug and alcohol testing prior to commencing duties with the Shire. Individuals who refuse
to undertake the test or who do not satisfy the requirements of the test will not be offered
employment.
Testing may be undertaken by an external party or Shire employee, trained and certified in the use
of a breathalyser or a Drug Detection System. Testing is to identify work related issues, particularly
safety.
Refusal to test – Refusal to undertake and fully co-operate with the administration of a drug /
alcohol test will be deemed as a positive result. Continued refusal may result in further disciplinary
action and instant dismissal.
The testing will be carried out in compliance with the Australian Standard AS/NZS 4308:
'Procedures for the Collection, Detection and Quantification of Drugs of Abuse in Urine', or
Australian Standard AS 4760-2006 ‘Procedures for Specimen Collection and Detection and
Quantization of Drugs in Oral Fluid including full GC-MS (Gas Chromatography – Mass
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Spectrometry) confirmation testing facilities available in a secure, dedicated laboratory. This
service will be used to confirm all positive screen results to ensure maximum legal protection for
both employee and employer.
DISCIPLINARY ACTION
If this procedure is in anyway contravened by an employee the following will result.
General Guidelines
Any employee who tests positive to an alcohol screening or positive confirmation results are
received following a drug screening, will be stood down from their work without pay for a minimum
of one day and will not be permitted to resume work until such time as they have proven they are
fit for work. It should be noted that the Shire will pay for the original drug and alcohol test as well
as one test for clearance to return to work. If the test for clearance returns a positive reading
greater than the permitted levels, the employee will be required to pay for any subsequent tests
required to obtain clearance to return to work.
First Offence:
(i)
The employee will be immediately suspended from duty without pay, for a minimum of one
day, if found unfit to work.
(ii)
The employee will not be permitted to return to work until they have been tested again and
returns a result below the limits for all prescribed substances.
(iii)
The employee will be given the opportunity to state their case. Unless there are
convincing arguments to the contrary, this procedure will continue.
(iv)
The employee will be counselled by their supervisor/Manager that will focus on;
a) the unacceptability of the employee’s behaviour
b) the risk that such behaviour creates for the safety of the individual and other
employees or members of the public
c) the employee’s responsibility to demonstrate that the problem is being effectively
addressed;
d) that any future breach of the policy will result in second offence or instant dismissal.
e) A first written warning will be given.
(v)
The employee will be formally offered counselling through the Shire’s Employee
Assistance Program. The decision to undertake counselling or other treatment for alcohol
or other drug or substance problem is the responsibility of the employee and cannot be
made mandatory. However, if the employee refuses the offer of counselling for a second
offence, instant dismissal will result. The Shire of Esperance will insist that the employee
provide satisfactory evidence that the effect of work performance and/or safety has been
addressed before they are permitted to return to work.
Second Offence:
(i)
The employee will be immediately suspended from duty without pay if found unfit for work.
(ii)
The employee will not be permitted to return to work until they have been tested again and
proved negative for all prescribed substances.
(iii)
The employee will be given the opportunity to state their case. Unless there are
convincing arguments to the contrary, this procedure will continue.
(iv)
The employee will be counselled by their supervisor/Manager that will focus on;
a) the unacceptability of the employee’s behaviour
b) the risk that such behaviour creates for the safety of the individual and other
employees or members of the public
c) the employee’s responsibility to demonstrate that the problem is being effectively
addressed;
d) that any future breach of the policy will result in instant dismissal.
(v)
Counselling will be offered, refer to First Offence (v), if counselling was not used in the first
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offence.
The employee will be instantly dismissed without notice if offer of counselling is refused on
second offence.
(vii)
The employee will be submitted [fortnightly or randomly] for alcohol and / or drug
screening for a period as determined by the Shire and paid for by the Shire of Esperance.
If tests confirm positive, instant dismissal will follow. If the employee refuses to comply,
instant dismissal will follow.
Third Offence:
(i)
The employee will be given the opportunity to state their case. Unless there are
convincing arguments to the contrary, this procedure will continue.
(ii)
The employee will be immediately dismissed from duty without notice.
(vi)

Instant Dismissal:
The following are guidelines to circumstances that will result in dismissal without notice:
(i)
Any attempt to falsify the drug and alcohol screen
(ii)
Unauthorised consumption of illicit drugs or alcohol whilst on the work site or during the
working period.
(iii)
Unlawful behaviour.
Contractors
(i)

(ii)

Contractors found with levels exceeding permissible levels for drugs and/or alcohol will be
removed from the worksite immediately. The Shire of Esperance will insist that the
contractor provide satisfactory evidence that the effect of work performance and/or safety
has been addressed before they are permitted to return to the worksite.
Three offences for levels exceeding permissible levels for drugs and/or alcohol will result
in the termination of the Contract in accordance with Contract conditions.

Other
If an employee is found to be heavily intoxicated, above the legal limit to drive, or extremely
fatigued and they are to be sent home without pay, it is a requirement of the supervisors to contact
the employee’s next of kin to arrange pick up. If no contact is made then arrangements are to be
made for the employee to be transported home.
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
The Shire of Esperance understands employees may be experiencing difficulties external to work
that may influence their behaviour and health whilst at work. To assist with the recovery of the
employee, the Shire of Esperance has in place a confidential employee assistance program. For
the purpose of this procedure, this program may be offered to first offence employees. Otherwise
this program will be offered on the second affirmed screening. The Shire of Esperance will offer a
total of 3 counselling sessions.
If an EAP is offered as a result of a first offence and the employee declines the offer, they risk the
consequence of instant dismissal on second offence.
Pre-Employment Testing
A job applicant for a position will be required to undergo drug and alcohol testing prior to being
offered employment with this Shire this, this may involve analysis of a urine sample by a medical
practitioner.
Individuals who refuse to undertake the test or who do not satisfy the requirements of the test will
not be offered employment.
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Reference
•
•

Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984;
Occupational Safety and health Regulation 1996, and 2005 amendments.

------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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Objective:
This policy is to provide a consistent, transparent and accountable performance review process for
the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Shire of Esperance
Policy:
Rationale
This process is documented and adopted by Council to ensure a consistent approach to the Shire
of Esperance CEO review.
The review process must be a collaborative, constructive process that is designed to enhance
performance and provide guidance for the ensuing twelve months, considering:
1) The CEO’s Statutory Role and Responsibilities under the Local Government Act 1995 and
other relevant legislation;
2) General Probity and Integrity requirements and expectations associated with the position
of CEO;
3) Implementation of the Shire’s Strategic and Corporate Business Plans, subject to resource
capacity and allocations; and
4) Any specific focus areas or key performance indicators previously agreed between the
Council and CEO.
Councillors must be prepared to take a corporate view of this process. The performance review
process should be regarded as an opportunity to build relationships and to increase the
effectiveness of individuals, systems and processes which will improve the performance and the
profile of the Shire of Esperance. Councillors and the CEO participating in the review process
must:
• Be fair and objective;
• Use good communication skills;
• Act in good faith;
• Be prepared and actively participate in the process;
• Avoid bias;
• Base conclusions on relevant and substantiated information and/or facts;
• Be able to concentrate on outcomes;
• Ensure procedural fairness for all parties involved;
Independent Facilitator
Unless resolved differently by absolute majority, the CEO review process will be coordinated and
overseen by an independent facilitator, endorsed by Council. The Shire will utilise it’s normal
procurement process, in sourcing an appropriately experienced and qualified facilitator, in
consultation with the Shire President. The Council will endorse the appointment prior to the Review
process commencing. If the CEO has any concerns regarding the appointed Independent Facilitator,
the CEO will provide the Shire President a written explanation of said concerns, which will be
presented to Council when it considers endorsing said appointment.
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Review Period
At the very minimum, the CEO performance is to be reviewed annually, in accordance with the
requirements of Local Government Act 1995.
• The Review period will correspond with the Shire’s financial year.
• For planning purposes the review should be undertaken within a month of the anniversary of
the CEO’s contract, with Key Result Areas to be set at this time.
• An informal interim review may be undertaken during the year at the request of the CEO or
Council, to ascertain progress during the relevant review period.
• In the event that Council has concerns about the performance of the CEO, the Shire
President will, at the request of Council, undertake an additional interim performance review.
• The Shire President must write to the CEO if Council has requested an interim performance
review, outlining the areas of concern to allow the CEO the opportunity to prepare.
• The Shire President must allow the CEO a minimum of one week’s notice prior to the
commencement of an interim performance review.
• Any changes to the CEO’s employment remuneration package determine from the review will
take effect at the CEO employment anniversary date.
Review Process
The following process is utilised as the basis of the CEO Performance Review
1) Independent Facilitator appointed;
2) CEO performance assessment survey issued to all Councillors and CEO to complete, which
includes questions on:
a. Performance related to CEO’s Statutory Role
b. Performance related to General probity and integrity requirements
c. Performance related to achieving Shire’s Strategic and Corporate Business Plans
d. Performance related to achieving any specific focus areas or key performance
indicators (KRA’s) identified in the previous performance review
3) Independent Facilitator to develop an assessment report on completed surveys for
consideration of Council;
4) Independent Facilitator to investigate or research any significant negative survey result(s) to
determine substance and/or reasonableness;
5) Assessment report presented to CEO for response;
6) Assessment report (including CEO response) considered by Council to determine satisfactory
or unsatisfactory performance;
7) Council and CEO meet to determine:
a. agreed specific focus areas or KRA’s for next 12 month Review Period; and
b. subject to outcome of the CEO performance review, any amendments of the CEO’s
employment remuneration package.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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HR 016: VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT
Document Status
Document Controller
Policy Adopted
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1
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Res No

O0618-022
O0618-022

Objective:
This policy outlines the Shire of Esperance’s commitment to and management of Shire volunteers.
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that Shire volunteers are valued, that their contribution is
acknowledged and they are managed and supported in accordance with best practice principles
and the National Standards for Volunteer Management.

Scope:
The Shire is committed to the vision of volunteering within our region, recognising that volunteers
are essential to many of the Shire’s programs.
Volunteering provides a benefit to both the community and the volunteer by offering a legitimate
and meaningful way in which volunteers can participate in the activities of the Shire and within the
community.

Policy:
1. Shire Volunteers play an integral role supporting the delivery of services to those who live in
or visit the Shire. It is important that volunteer roles are clearly defined, volunteers are well
managed and volunteer management practices are continually reviewed and improved.
2. Volunteer involvement should be a considered and planned part of the Shire’s strategic
development, aligning with the Shire’s strategic aims and incorporated into its evaluation
framework.
3. Volunteering is defined for the purpose of this policy as work which is –
•
•
•

Of benefit to the community
Of the volunteer’s own free will and
Done without monetary reward

4. Volunteering should provide benefits to both the volunteer and the Shire, through enhanced
services offered to the community.
5. The Shire and its officers are committed to the principles of volunteering •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Benefits the community and the volunteer
Work is unpaid
Is always a matter of choice
Is a legitimate way in which citizens can participate in community activities
Is a vehicle for individuals to address human, environmental and social needs
Is an activity performed in the not for profit sector only
Is not a substitute for paid work
Respects the rights, dignity and culture of others and
Promotes human rights and equality.

6. Designated volunteer roles cannot replace paid Shire staff positions or pose a threat to the job
security of paid Shire staff.
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7. All Volunteers for the Shire of Esperance must be formally registered as a Shire of Esperance
Volunteer, and accepted as a volunteer by the Chief Executive Officer and/or his authorised
delegates. Age limitations, in relation to insurance coverage, may apply as determined by the
Shire’s Voluntary Workers Insurance Policy.
------------------------------------------------ Policy Ends------------------------------------------------------------
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